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In recent years, there has been steady growth in the design

8

and deployment of carport-mounted PV systems in North
America. Borrego Solar developed the Gilroy Health Clinic
installation in 2011. The 706 kW system is comprised of
2,716 Yingli Solar modules and provides shade for close to
300 parking spaces in Gilroy, California.
Photo Courtesy Borrego Solar
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Solmetric Launches
1,000 Vdc IV Tracer
[Sebastopol, CA] Solmetric has expanded its PV Analyzer
product line to include the new PVA-1000S PV Analyzer Kit.
The array commissioning, O&M and auditing tool package
includes an IV curve tracer designed for arrays of up to
1,000 Vdc, plus wireless sensors for data collection. The highaccuracy IV tracer measures up to 500 points per trace, comparing the measured curve against predicted values. The kit’s
SolSensor combines wireless irradiance, temperature and tilt
sensors into a single unit that clamps on to a PV module frame
and self-aligns to the plane of the array to minimize measurement errors. The SolSensor has a 300-foot range that reduces
data collection time and labor by minimizing the number of
times the sensor needs to be repositioned within the array field. The PVA-1000S PV Analyzer integrates with a touch-screen
interface that runs on a user-supplied Windows-based laptop or tablet. The included software helps automate analysis
through test-result summaries and data normalization, and it generates customizable reports.
Solmetric / 707.823.4600 / solmetric.com

SMA Shipping Sunny Boy
Microinverter
[Rocklin, CA] SMA America’s
Sunny Boy 240-US microinverter
is now available for installations in
North America. The 240 W, 240 Vac
microinverter is designed for use on
residences with complex rooflines or
significant shading issues. The inverters have a 45 Vdc maximum input
voltage, an MPPT range of 23–32 Vdc
and a CEC efficiency rating of 96%. The Sunny Boy 240-US
units utilize preassembled ac plugs and connection cables. A
daisy-chained wiring configuration eliminates the need for
an ac trunk cable. Up to 12 Sunny Boy 240-US microinverters can be utilized in a single ac source circuit. Each source
circuit is terminated at an SMA Sunny Multigate-US unit that
provides remote inverter control and communications via an
Ethernet connection to the home’s router. It also integrates
system power output with the residence’s single-phase 240 Vac
distribution panel. Users can view module-level inverter and
performance data on SMA America’s Sunny Portal website.
SMA America / 916.625.0870 / sma-america.com
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Schletter Introduces New
Ballasted Ground Mount
The new PvMini combines elements
of two Schletter racking systems to create a low-cost
ballasted ground-mount racking solution. PvMini
module configurations include single-row in portrait
orientation or double-row in landscape orientation.
The racking system utilizes Schletter’s new ProfiPlus
XT aluminum rail extrusion to increase span distance
between foundations, reducing the number of required
concrete ballasts. The PvMini uses Rapid2+ module
clamps with integrated module-to-rail bonding. Schletter offers a 20-year product warranty and in-house
engineering services for customers. The PvMini is
shipped partially assembled and requires no heavy
machinery to install.
[Tucson, AZ]

Schletter / 520.289.8700 / schletter.us

STURDY AND FLEXIBLE

American-Made Solar Panel Mounting System
Save time with pre-assembled racking systems shipped directly to the site
Superior galvalume construction is lightweight while withstanding 120mph
hurricane-speed winds
All trays are manufactured to provide unimpeded water drainage
Split rear deﬂector allows easy access to units for service
Designed to perform at 5° and 10° tilt

American-Made Ground Mounting System
Galvanized, single-leg racking system with 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°,
and 32° tilt angles to give you options
Engineered to withstand 120mph winds from all sides
Mid clamps and end clamps included

Designed and Manufactured in New Jersey | 732.356.4306 | See our website: www.apsolarracking.com
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GreenLancer Offers
Cloud-Based
Engineering Services
[Detroit, MI] GreenLancer has introduced a
web-based platform that assists contractors
in procuring project-specific engineering and
permitting documents. The company offers
a variety of services, including feasibility
studies, conceptual
design, financial
analysis and permit packages for
commercial and
residential systems.
Engineering documents can be branded with company-specific
logos and color schemes. GreenLancer utilizes
standardized documents and collaborates
with industry experts to reduce engineering
and permitting soft costs. It provides instant
quotes based on project requirements via its
proprietary e-commerce platform.
GreenLancer / 313.312.5101 / greenlancer.com

DECK Releases Residential
System Monitoring
[Portland, OR] DECK Monitoring now offers a competitively priced residential PV monitoring solution. The system utilizes a socket meter that is
connected to the web via a cellular modem, eliminating the need to connect the monitoring system to the customer’s network. DECK includes a
5-year cellular data plan with the monitoring package. The residential monitor
includes two web-based displays: a public dashboard and a secure admin
panel. The public dashboard provides an easy-to-understand snapshot of
the system’s production, along with historical graphs and custom project
details. The admin panel is designed for project developers. It allows users
to view detailed analytic data of all monitored systems and includes userdefined alarms and notifications, as well as raw system data downloads.
DECK Monitoring / 503.224.5546 / deckmonitoring.com

Solectria Adds Non-Isolated
String Inverter Models
[Lawrence, MA] Solectria Renewables has released four new wall-mountable
string inverter models designed specifically for distributed 3-phase commercial
applications. The inverters feature a transformerless topology and dual MPPT
channels. The 600 Vdc PVI 14TL and PVI 20TL models are rated at 14 kWac
and 20 kWac; they operate at 3-phase 208 Vac and 480 Vac, respectively. The
higher-capacity PVI 23TL and PVI 28TL models are listed for 1,000 Vdc applications. These models have output ratings of 23 kW and 28 kW, respectively,
with a utilization voltage of 480 Vac. The 1,000 Vdc units have a CEC efficiency
rating of 98%. Standard inverter features include ac and dc disconnects, an
eight-fuse string combiner (four inputs per MPPT channel) and RS485 Modbus
RTU communications. Optional features include dc arc-fault protection and
web-based monitoring. The PVI TL inverters come standard with 10-year warranties. Extended 15- and 20-year service agreements are also available.
Solectria Renewables / 978.683.9700 / solren.com
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IronRidge Launches Integrated
Grounding System
[Hayward, CA] Tested and certified to UL 2703, the new IronRidge Integrated
Grounding (IG) System provides installers a streamlined method for module-torail attachment and bonding. The IG system consists of three main components,
including a grounding mid-clamp, a grounding strap and a grounding lug. The
grounding mid-clamp features teeth that pierce through the anodized coatings of
both the module frame and the rail to create a secure electrical bond while simultaneously providing a mechanical connection. The clamp design eliminates the need
for separate module bonding clips. The system’s grounding strap is used to bond
rail sections, and the grounding lugs electrically bond all rails together via an EGC.
IronRidge / 800.227.9523 / ironridge.com

Schneider Electric
Introduces Redesigned
Inverter/Charger
Designed for off-grid and non-utility–
interactive battery-backup systems, the Conext SW
inverter/charger line from Schneider Electric includes two
models for installations in North America. The Conext SW
4024 is rated for
3,400 W continuous output and a
5-second 7,000 W
surge. The Conext
SW 2524 is rated
for 2,400 W continuous output and a
5-second 4,000 W
surge. Charger ratings are 90 A and
65 A, respectively.
The Conext SW
inverter/chargers
feature a 120/240
Vac output voltage.
Schneider offers
companion ac and dc switchgear panels, charge controllers and ac distribution equipment. Optional accessories
include a display control panel, remote monitoring and an
automated generator control module.
Schneider Electric / 888.778.2733 / schneider-electric.com

[Palatine, IL]

Morningstar Announces
600 Vdc Charge
Controllers
The recentlyreleased Morningstar TS-MPPT60-600V controllers are designed
for use in off-grid or utilityinteractive battery-backup
PV systems with maximum
open-circuit array voltages of
600 Vdc. The company
announced two models: the
TS-MPPT-60-600V-48 integrates
with 48 Vdc nominal battery
banks, while the TS-MPPT60-600V-120 is designed for
higher-voltage 120 Vdc nominal
banks. Both controllers have a
maximum input of 15 A and a
maximum output of 60 A. Selfconsumption for each model is
less than 2.5 W. The controllers
feature a four-stage charging
algorithm (MPPT, absorption, float
and equalize), are passively cooled, and use open communication protocols for system networking and monitoring. Up to
four controllers can be operated in parallel to support PV arrays
of up to 15 kW. Optional accessories include a DC Disconnect
Box (for the TS-MPPT-60-600V-48), ground-fault protection,
and onboard and remote meter displays.

[Newtown, PA]

Morningstar / 215.321.4457 / morningstarcorp.com
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See what all the buzz is about!
Experience the class-leading technology and unmatched support that an SMA Sunny Tripower commercial
solution has to offer. Benefit from greater energy production, proven reliability, increased flexibility and
service that’s second-to-none.
The Sunny Tripower
12000TL-US/15000TL-US/20000TL-US/24000TL-US
The world’s best selling solar inverter
is now available in North America!

www.SMA-America.com

QA

Quality Assurance

Quantifying the Impact of Module Binning

A

s the solar industry evolves, rigorous analysis and cost-benefit scrutiny are replacing rules of thumb. In
this article, we investigate the relationship between module binning, or grouping modules based on specified power
or current tolerances, and its impact on
energy yields.
PV Module Binning
Output current and voltages vary
slightly from one module to the next.
Even best-in-class manufacturing techniques result in differences in module
output values. A North American EPC
recently flash-tested 90,000 300 W modules from a Tier-1 manufacturer. The
results showed a variation in output
voltages of 34.5 V–38.0 V and in currents of 7.89 A–8.73 A.

To account for output variations,
PV modules have a power tolerance
specification stating the potential
deviation in actual power at STC from
the module’s rated maximum power
(Pmax). In addition, manufacturers
group modules based on the power or
current from each module’s flash-test
results. This process of module binning
groups modules with similar output
characteristics based on a specified
maximum percent variation. It enables
manufacturers—and installers—to
further differentiate modules with a
smaller percent of variation in output
tolerances, which reduces the losses
associated with module mismatch.
Current versus power binning. Manufacturers generally group modules
based on their power rating, which is

Modeling Limitations When Estimating
Energy Gains from Module Binning

A

ny good modeling platform has its limitations. When using models to assess
the impact of module binning, there are two important considerations: measurement precision and degradation implications.
Flash-test measurement precision. Most commercial flash-testing equipment has
a margin of error of approximately ±3%. Developers and EPCs should keep this in
mind as they sort modules and in particular should question rebinning modules to
tolerances that are smaller than the flash test’s margin of error.
If a flash-test machine is always off by exactly +2.0%, then you can trust that
sorting the modules tightly is genuinely sorting the good from the bad. However,
measurements can drift during operation due to thermal differences, drift in equipment or random variations in operating conditions.
Degradation implications. Modeling the energy gains from binning is based on a
static point in time, typically assuming out-of-the-box, STC values. However, modules degrade over time, and energy gain estimates based on modeling results may
not hold true.
The key concern is whether the flash-testing results can predict the modules’
future degradation rates. If so, then rebinning can mitigate future mismatch losses
from degradation, since all of the fast- and slow-degradation modules are grouped
together. However, if you do not correlate the flash-testing results with the modules’
future degradation rates, a tighter binning tolerance could have less of an effect
on production. As degradation sets in, the degraded module outputs may operate
outside the binning tolerance. Thus, degradation, not the module binning tolerance,
drives the mismatch losses. {
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also known as power binning, although
some sort modules based on their
maximum power current rating (Imp),
which is known as current binning.
Power binning and current binning are
not equal. Figure 1 (p. 16) shows that
module output can vary in both current and voltage. Modules connected
in series should operate at near-equal
current output levels to reduce losses
due to mismatch. Within a PV source
circuit, variation in current—not voltage—results in mismatch losses.
Within a PV source circuit, different module voltages do not negatively
impact one another because the sum
of the voltages from each module
connected in series equals the source
circuit’s voltage. When the individual
module voltages are normally distributed (as they are in Figure 1), the
higher-voltage modules offset the
lower-voltage modules in each string.
This netting effect results in essentially
no mismatch losses due to the voltage
differences between modules.
However, binning modules based
on their rated power can result in
wide differences in module output current. Binning modules based solely on
power results in a mix of relatively highcurrent with lower-voltage modules,
and relatively low-voltage with highcurrent modules. So even the tightest power band of modules can have
significant current mismatch. In
Figure 1, for example, the entire sample
has a power range of 12% and a current
range of 6.5%. But as we tighten the
power ranges to 1%, that reduces the
current range to 3.5%.
Depending on the manufacturer,
the binning tolerance (the range used to
bin modules) typically varies from 2% to
10%. Most manufacturers use a 5% tolerance, meaning they group together modules that are within 5% of each other’s
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 1 6
output values.
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of these characteristics decrease—but
how much? To quantify the energy
gains, we used HelioScope, a PV design
and performance modeling software
tool from Folsom Labs (folsomlabs.
com). HelioScope simulates the behavior of each component in the system,
including every module, conductor and
inverter. The software fully models the
system and is capable of predicting the
losses associated with module mismatch. Understanding the magnitude of
such losses allows project developers to
assess whether tight binning or rebinning results in increased energy yields.

Impacts of tighter module binning tolerances. To model the impact of tighter

module binning, we use a typical small
commercial system consisting of 72-cell
Figure 1 Groups of modules with a 1% power tolerance can have a current tolerpolycrystalline modules configured in
ance of 3.5%. Think of the 3.5% current tolerance as the current-binning tolergroups of 12 modules per PV source cirance. Thus, a 1% power-binning tolerance does not reduce losses due to module
cuit, with weather conditions defined
mismatch as much as a 1% current-binning tolerance does.
by the Sacramento, California, TMY3
file. The baseline scenario assumes
Calculating the Benefit of Smaller modules with a current-binning tolerIn addition, some manufacturBinning Tolerances
ers charge a higher price for modance of 5%, compared to 1% for the
As manufacturers group modules more
ules grouped with narrower binning
enhanced system. The results show that
closely based on their output charactolerances. For example, Trina Solar
the tighter tolerance has a small impact
teristics, the losses due to mismatch
(trinasolar.com) offers current-binned
on overall energy production: about
modules that it has
a 0.15% increase in
binned to a range of
system energy yield. In
Figure 2 The modeled production results of a 600 V polycrystalline
2% for a premium
fact, as shown in Figure
rooftop array in Sacramento, CA, show the relationship between current2, even if the modules
of $0.01 to $0.02 per
binning tolerance and the losses due to module mismatch. A 5% currentwatt. Some developwere current-binned
binning tolerance—a typical distribution—results in losses below 0.2%
ers and EPCs rebin
at a 10% tolerance,
due to module mismatch.
their modules on
this would result in
0.7
the project site to
mismatch losses just
under 0.6%, compared
improve array perfor0.6
to 0.16% for a 5% tolermance. Most installers
ance and 0.01% when
expect that rebinning
0.5
binned at 1%.
modules—for example, from a 5% to a 1%
Low effect. When
0.4
range—will improve
rebinning polycrystalsystem energy yield
line modules from 5%
0.3
1%–2%. However, the
to 1% current tolermagnitude of these
ance, the resulting
0.2
benefits should be
0.15% improvement in
confirmed prior to
energy yield is much
0.1
paying a premium for
less than the 1%–2%
smaller binning tolerthat most installers and
0
ances or rebinning
engineers expect. This
0
2
4
6
8
10
modules on-site.
illustrates a common
Current-binning tolerance (%)
Loss due to module mismatch (%)

Module voltage (Vmp)
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misperception about module mismatch. While modules connected in
series within a PV source circuit should
operate at near-equal current levels, the
differences in current do not translate to
a 1-to-1 power loss. Figure 3 shows the
nonlinear relationship between current
and power at the peak power point.
When we plot a module’s current
versus power, the region around the
module’s MPP is relatively flat. As a
result, within a PV source circuit, as the
underproducing modules reduce a highoutput module’s current, that module’s
voltage increases. Voltages increase in
modules with high-operating currents as
modules with lower-operating currents
effectively decrease their current output.
Due to this voltage compensation, small
disruptions in a module’s operating current have an even smaller effect on its
power output. Farther away from their
operating point, modules begin to have

250
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Figure 3 This current versus power curve was derived from a standard c-Si
module IV curve. Note that the curve is relatively flat near the peak power point,
so small deviations in a module’s operating current have very little effect on the
module’s power.
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QA
greater mismatch loss, as seen in
Figure 3 (note that the slope increases
with larger ranges).
Sensitivity analysis. Figure 4 shows
the energy gains due to rebinning
from a 5% to a 1% tolerance for various system designs and components.
In each scenario, the impact from
module binning on energy production is small. There are two scenarios
worth noting. A PV source circuit with
18 polycrystalline modules connected
in series—such as in a 1,000 Vdc array
configuration—incurs a 0.19% increase
in energy yield from rebinning. Alternatively, we see that First Solar’s CdTe
modules benefit the least from rebinning from a 5% to 1% tolerance—only
about 0.09%.
The more modules per PV source
circuit, the more likely the circuit is
to experience losses due to module
mismatch: The modules in series
must have identical current, and more
modules means more data points. The
lower fill factor of CdTe modules makes
them more tolerant to mismatch, since
the module’s power does not change as

much based on changes in current near
its maximum current point. For both
CdTe and crystalline-based modules,
the current-power curve is flat near a
module’s MPP, and it is even flatter for a
CdTe module.
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18-module PVSC,
polycrystalline

10-module PVSC,
polycrystalline

Conergy

Suniva

Astronergy

First Solar

Baseline:
12-module PVSC,
polycrystalline

Energy yield gain from rebinning (%)

Financial Implications of Binning
The bottom line is that tighter module
binning can lead to a slight improvement in a system’s energy production, but not as much as expected.
Although module type and the number
of modules per PV source circuit have
noticeable effects on the amount of
energy gained by rebinning from 5% to
1%, our analysis indicates an increase
in energy production of only 0.09%–
0.19%. Understanding the energy
impacts from binning enables developers to assess how much they should
be willing to pay for a tighter module
binning tolerance.
A common industry guideline is
that a 1% improvement in system
energy yield is equivalent to an
up-front net present value of $0.03–
0.04/Wp. If we apply this to the modeled 0.15% energy
Figure 4 Comparing the energy gains for various scenarios
increase from rebinshows the minimal impact that rebinning from a 5% to a 1%
ning, the up-front
current tolerance has for many common system designs and net present value
technologies used in the industry today.
would be $0.006/Wp.
While this is slightly
0.25
lower than the
$0.01–$0.02/Wp that
Trina Solar charges
0.20
for current-binned
modules, it is close.
0.15
For a 1 MW array
with 4,000 modules,
this 0.15% of energy
0.10
yield would be
worth $4,500–$6,000
per year. At $40
0.05
per labor hour, this
total provides a
0
maximum budget
for 100 to 150 hours
of labor. It seems
unlikely that an
on-site installation

team could test and sort 4,000 modules
in that time.
Ultimately, the benefit of rebinning
modules depends on kilowatt-hour
value for PV generation and the labor
cost to test and sort modules. As the
prices for PV systems decrease, the benefits of tighter tolerances become harder
to justify economically.
Informing Module Choices
Understanding the minimal impact
that module mismatch has on energy
losses is also valuable when selecting a
module. For example, is a module with
a 0% to +1% power tolerance preferable to one with 0% to +5%?
When module power tolerances
are positive, the average module power
is higher than the datasheet rating.
While both examples above have the
same lower end of the range, the +5%
modules have a midpoint of +2.5%,
compared to +0.5% for the alternative
module—resulting in a 2% net difference. Given that systems with modules
with a current-binning tolerance of
5% produce 0.15% less energy due to
module mismatch than a system with
1% current-binned modules, we expect
the modules with the 0% to +5% power
tolerance to outproduce those with a
0% to +1% power tolerance by 1.85%
(2.0% − 0.15% = 1.85%).
Conclusion
As the industry matures, PV developers
are looking for ways to improve their
ROI by reducing costs and increasing
production. However, in the case of
rebinning modules, it is very unlikely
that the improvement in energy production justifies the labor cost, particularly if the testing and sorting is done in
the field. Binning practices are just the
first of many PV design strategies that
must be put to a more comprehensive
cost-benefit scrutiny.
—Paul Grana / Folsom Labs /
San Francisco, CA / folsomlabs.com
—Paul Gibbs / Folsom Labs /
San Francisco, CA / folsomlabs.com
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Designing
and Deploying

Carport-

Mounted

PV Systems
By David Brearley

Not all rooftops are well suited
to host a PV array.
This is part of what makes elevated
solar support structures—
like PV carports, canopies and
shade structures—an attractive option
for system integrators and
potential customers alike.
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ooftops are space constrained and often present siting,
shading and waterproofing challenges. On one hand,
if the existing roofing system is more than a few years
old, it may need replacing as part of the PV installation. On
the other hand, if the roofing system is new, then retrofitting
a PV system may void the roof warranty. The structure itself
may be inadequate to support additional loads. The alternative, of course, is a ground-mounted PV array. However, many
businesses and institutions do not have large areas of unused
and unshaded land that they can dedicate to a PV power system for 20 to 30 years.
What these potential customers likely do have are parking lots, parking garages and storage or maintenance facilities for fleet vehicles. These vast fields of asphalt and concrete
are ideal for elevated solar support structures. Regardless of
location, covered parking is generally preferred to uncovered
parking because it provides protection from the sun, rain and

Co ur te sy L u m os S ola r

snow. Most customers value this convenience, even if they
cannot justify paying a premium for it.
Part of what makes the value associated with elevated
solar support structures so compelling is that it allows
many US customers to receive a benefit like sheltered parking without having to pay full price. At least through 2016,
as long as a solar support structure is constructed for the
express purpose of generating electricity, it typically qualifies for a 30% federal tax credit. In addition, commercial
customers can depreciate parking lot improvements. When
they lease or finance carport-mounted PV systems using a
PPA, customers often benefit from having covered parking
without making any up-front payment.
To better understand the solar carport market, and the
associated design and deployment challenges, I reached out
to system integrators, carport vendors and industry professionals working where the structural steel meets the road.

Market Overview

If you think that solar carports represent an insignificant niche market, think again. In the summer of 2012,
SunDurance Energy commissioned an 8 MW elevated
solar structure that provides 32 acres of covered parking at
Rutgers’ Livingston Campus in New Brunswick, New Jersey. This is one of the largest university-sited PV systems in
the country.
It also bears mentioning that many solar carport projects, such as installations hosted at facilities operated by the
US Department of Veterans Affairs or the California Department of Education, are not funded through state incentive
programs. As such, these federal, state and municipal projects present another revenue stream for solar companies
that are strategically positioned to take advantage of the
business opportunity.
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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“REC Solar’s typical carport customers include
schools, hospitals and public agencies with large
parking areas and high energy usage. Demand
for solar carports in California is increasing as a
percentage of the overall project mix.”
—Josh Meyers, senior director of commercial
construction, REC Solar

C ou r te sy Bor re go S ola r

“A key driver is that as the solar industry
matures, customers and installers are aware of
the challenges associated with rooftop solar:
potential leakage due to roof penetrations,
restricted roof access for first responders or
HVAC service technicians, and the fact that the
array may need to be removed and reinstalled
to accommodate roof replacement or repair.”
—Steven Crider, co-founder,
Crider Americas Solar
“California schools have been very actively
incorporating solar support structures as compared to other regions. Educational facilities in
California prefer this solar solution largely in
response to stringent permitting requirements
put in place by the Division of the State Architect [DSA]. In California, we have seen that 80%
to 90% of school RFPs [request for proposals] have some preference for the use of elevated solar support structures in parking
lots as opposed to roof mounts.”
—Ed Condreay, director of business development,
Borrego Solar

Solar for schools Solar carports are an increasingly common sight at educational institutions. Borrego Solar provided this high-clearance solar support
structure, which accommodates fleet vehicles, as part of a larger project for
the Santa Clara Unified School District in California.

Who are typical solar carport customers
and what is driving them toward this solution?
Are some regions or market sectors
hotter than others?
“SPG Solar has designed and installed carports for customers in California, Arizona and New Jersey. Typically, customers
select a carport if they do not have a roof suitable for a solar
array or an area of their property that they can dedicate to a
ground-mounted PV system. Hotels, distribution centers,
school campuses, government facilities and water agencies
have all installed solar carports to lower operating costs and
provide a hedge against rising energy rates. Solar carports are
also a visible symbol of an organization’s sustainability efforts.”
—Danny Meyer, project designer, SPG Solar
“Most market activity is in those states where there are rich
incentives, and in the West and Southwest where shaded parking is highly valued. Other drivers of demand include rain protection, demonstrating to customers that you have gone green
and ARRA [American Recovery and Reinvestment Act] money
still trickling through the government.”
—Casey Marshall, co-founder, Crider Americas Solar
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“The demand for solar carports is growing in the Southeast,
Southwest and Northeast, areas where roof and ground mounts
have traditionally been market-leading solutions. The rise in
demand is due in part to a gradual reduction in the cost of PV
system components. These cost reductions—combined with
technological advancements allowing for faster, more costeffective installations—have eased barriers so that adding solar
to an existing parking lot can make financial sense. In addition
to providing an attractive return on investment in these markets, solar carports provide additional benefits such as increasing property values, generating clean energy, and protecting
people and vehicles from the elements.”
—Tom Racioppo, product manager, Schletter
“We have taken the approach that solar will find the highestvalue opportunity where it brings together multiple needs. In
Texas, my primary market, the sun evokes energy and shade.
These two ideas come together elegantly in the form of a solar
carport, which I generally think of as a solarscape. From this
perspective, installations that fall within this project class

SM
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include carports as well as stand-alone shade structures,
building-integrated awnings, porch covers and multipurpose
elevated ground mounts.
“Our customers range from commercial business owners to ranchers, from real estate developers to homeowners
and visionaries. The primary motivation behind a customer’s
interest in solarscapes is to maximize and expand the value
proposition of solar. Shade is an added value. Integration
into existing architecture or historic preservation is an added
value. Avoiding roof issues is an added value. Site amenities
are an added value.
“As prices fall, a more diverse group of customers can be
included within the solar market, as solar provides viable solutions for a wider range of architectural programs. While we
consistently try to think ‘off the roof,’ solarscapes still make up
a limited percentage of our business—between 5% and 8% of
our projects.”
—Stan Pipkin, vice president and managing director, Lighthouse Solar Austin

groSolar Celebrates 15 Years
in Renewable Energy

CELEB
RA

Outside the parking lot You can use elevated solar support
structures as a site amenity or to provide architectural interest in a variety of settings, as illustrated by this solarscape
from Lumos Solar.

n ce 1998

Design and Deployment

Solar carports present unique challenges with regard to system design, permitting, project management and construction. Consider, for example, the scope of work that your
company performs on a typical roof-mounted PV system. Now
imagine that you are installing the same array on a purposebuilt carport. Whatever subcontractors you were using previously, you likely now need to add a surveyor, a geotechnical
engineer, a structural engineer, a drilling excavator, a concrete

800.374.4494
grosolar.com
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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supplier, a steel erector and perhaps a horizontal directional
boring contractor.
What this means is that your company’s abilities as a specialty contractor are less important to the successful and timely
completion of a solar carport project than are its abilities as a
general contractor. You also need to plan for the unexpected,
as you are unlikely to know what lies underground until you
already have the job. The good news is that once you get out of
the ground, a solar carport is essentially an oversized Erector
set—well within the capabilities of an experienced steel erector
and a specialty solar contractor.

What post-sale challenges might one encounter
when siting or permitting a solar carport?
How can companies minimize,
mitigate or avoid these?

“The sale of a solar support structure is negotiated and signed
by two parties who often want to maximize the amount of PV
that can be placed on a given site. Typically, this process is
undertaken with limited resources to determine the existence
of underground utilities, the location of property boundaries,
any required building setbacks and any limitations that the
building department, fire department, electrical utility and
other authorities may place on the project. Sometimes after
undertaking thorough site discovery and design work, the layout of the system as sold turns out to be at odds with existing
site conditions.
“While the ideal situation would be to complete all site
discovery and preliminary design work prior to signing a contract, this is likely not realistic due to the financial investment
required to obtain the information and perform the engineering. Ultimately, the contract must allow for revisions to the
system size and configuration as additional information is
gathered and the system engineering is finalized to account for
all the existing conditions and any imposed limitations.”
—David Dutil, PE, structural engineer, Borrego Solar
“The more information a system integrator can provide the
supplier, the better. More often than not, post-sale challenges
24
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“Carport layout is an integral part of the design process. A great
deal of communication is required with project developers,
real estate owners and AHJs to ensure that the layout is code
compliant, maintains the right of way and aligns with required
offsets. Sometimes the responsibility for laying out carports is
a hot potato. This scope of work should always be addressed up
front and defined in the contract.”
—Steven Crider, Crider Americas Solar

Core competency Solar carport projects often require general contracting skills. Many specialty solar contractors do
not have expertise drilling foundations, installing rebar cages,
pouring concrete and erecting structural steel; therefore, they
must qualify, hire and coordinate additional subcontractors.

come from lack of information in the design phase. Permitting
is always a wild card as every jurisdiction has its own processes.
Those challenges, unfortunately, have to be faced on a case-bycase basis. That said, you can avoid most of them if your permit
package is complete and concise.”
—Matthew Harrison, director of operations, Baja Construction
“Getting a solar project approved through the DSA can be
time consuming. This is often the biggest challenge we face, as
our customers usually want their systems built quickly. There

are also a number of key design elements that are often overlooked initially, which then leads to costly redesigns later. The
primary examples in this category are ADA [Americans with
Disabilities Act] access and fire department access. If you do
not address these two factors early in the permitting process,
they can delay a permit by several months and cause repeated
revisions to your design and layout.
“ADA access has several design implications. For example,
we are required to cover the same percentage of ADA parking
stalls as non-ADA stalls. Another factor is that the ADA stall or
solar shade structure must have an accessible means of egress.
Often the change in grade of existing sidewalks does not meet
current ADA guidelines, in which case the DSA requires that
you provide ADA-compliant access. This is often difficult to
price during the bid process, unless a topographic survey of
the entire site is provided in the RFP.”
—Ed Condreay, Borrego Solar

hidden costs. Existing trees or parking lot lights may need to be
removed. In some jurisdictions, tree removal can be difficult,
costly or forbidden. This either reduces the space available for
solar carports or significantly reduces the energy production
due to shading losses.
“Often a carport array is wider than the parking spaces
it covers, overhanging the drive aisle. This overhang is not
allowed to extend into fire lanes. Where it is allowed, there is
a risk that large vehicles, like RVs and garbage trucks, will drive
into and damage the array. Building high-clearance carports
significantly increases costs.”
—Danny Meyer, SPG Solar

“Prior to contracting for a particular system capacity and
energy output guarantee, carefully analyze the parking lot
being covered—and consult the local jurisdiction—to identify any hidden costs, sources of shading or site constraints.
Parking accessibility requirements are one potential source of

“The general disconnect between the decision makers interested in the renewable energy proposition and the facility or
site management team is consistently challenging. This is
true of institutions, businesses and homes. Solar carports are
facility-level capital improvement projects. C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 2 8

“Project financing is critical, as solar carports are labor- and
capital-intensive constructions. Contracts must be written in
such a way as to keep things moving.”
—Casey Marshall, Crider Americas Solar
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Sierra Community College District
Case Study by Borrego Solar
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A

We had to limit the solar support structures to 16 feet
third-party consulting firm worked with the Sierra Comin height, due to wind loads and the use of a preapproved
munity College District (Sierra CCD) to issue an RFP for a
design. Our design team broke up the support structures to
customer-sited PV system. Proposed host sites included five
comply with this height restriction and to account for a subtle
building rooftops and a series of curved, S-shaped parking lots
slope across the surface of the parking lot. Wide east-west
on the south side of the Rocklin, California, campus. We ruled
breaks between the structures met the local fire department’s
out several of the proposed rooftops due to some combinadrive lane requirements.
tion of structural concerns, shading and the distance from the
metered interconnection point. Also, production modeling clarified that the curved parking
lots were not ideal host sites in terms of
production efficiency, since it was impossible
to orient modules uniformly to the south.
Our project team focused attention on
Parking Lot J, a north-south–oriented parking
lot adjacent to the athletic facilities that would
allow for an optimal array azimuth. To reach
the metered tie-in point, our design team
developed an ac electrical design strategy
that incorporates a cross-campus
medium-voltage circuit, with stepup and step-down transformers.
By design, we limited ac voltage
drop on this 6.9 kV circuit to
0.5% or less.
To compensate for having
Parking Lot J To meet the project schedruled out several rooftops as
ule, Borrego Solar chose DSA-preapproved
host locations, we modified
solar support structures designed by
the dc equipment specificaNational Carport Industries. The project
tions to meet the project’s
primarily uses 40-foot-wide full tee carports,
energy production requirewith a few 20-foot-wide cantilevered tee carments. To locate an 888 kW PV
ports on the north edge of the lot. { Left: Preasarray in Parking Lot J, our design
sembly Borrego’s installation crew uses a telehandler
team substituted high-efficiency PANDAto lift panelized modules into place.
series modules from Yingli Solar. (The campus
bookstore roof hosts an additional 82 kW of PV
During construction, crews encountered a heavy concencapacity.) Two central inverters with a combined capacity of
tration of granite boulders under the parking lot surface. We
750 kVA process power from the carport-mounted PV array.
had to bring in a contractor with a larger drilling rig to remove
Like most school clients, Sierra CCD wanted construction
the rocks, causing a scheduling delay. To compensate, we
completed during summer months, when traffic on campus
established an on-site prefabrication area where we prepanelis lightest. Since school construction projects in California
ized modules on rails. We subsequently lifted these six-module
are subject to approval by the Division of the State Architect
panels into position using a telescopic handler and mounted
[DSA], we specified a preapproved solar support structure
designed by National Carport Industries. Using a product with them to the purlins. The reductions in labor costs more than
offset the increased material costs associated with the use of
a DSA precheck number was critical for meeting the tight
module rails.{
construction timeline.
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These projects may tie up land, traffic or internal resources.
During the negotiations, these issues are rarely covered in full.
If customers make an initial investment in design, planning and
coordination, they can avoid a lot of these issues and arrive at
a better solution.”
—Stan Pipkin, Lighthouse Solar Austin

3 months to the permitting timeline. As a result, we typically
sacrifice some efficiency in the structural design by using a
structural system that the DSA has prechecked. A prechecked
system is usually overdesigned to accommodate a range of
dimensions, configurations and loads.
“While a prechecked design saves time in permitting the
project, it comes with limitations associated with size, height,
column spacing and so forth. Part of the design challenge is
to ‘fit’ the prechecked design into the system layout on a speDo you have any recommended best practices for
cific site. [See the Borrego Solar case study on p. 26.] This is
complicated further by the need to ensure that all the design
the structural design of a solar carport system?
constraints of the structural system are not exceeded. This is
“The solar support structure is just that, a structure that especially difficult when dealing with parking lots with slopsupports PV modules. It is a necessary component of the sys- ing grades and/or relatively dramatic topography, since the
tem, but it is not the portion of the system that is making, or contract often requires a minimum clearance height on the
saving, the customer money. Therefore, the structure’s design low side of the carport.
“To ensure that our low-side clearances are met without
must be economical enough to make the project financeable,
exceeding
any of the structural design constraints, we import
yet robust enough to safely support the PV modules and all
a
topographic
survey of the parking lot into AutoCAD 3D and
required loads. To help accomplish this, we commission a
model
each
solar
support structure. We use this model to set
geotechnical report for the specific project.
foundation
locations
and elevations as well as the column
“When time allows, we design a foundation to the siteheights
for
fabrication.
During this process, the structural
specific soil conditions and code-required loads, as this
engineering
team
works
closely with engineers in other disinvariably results in the most economical solution. However,
ciplines
to
make
sure
that
we are balancing the structural
our schedule generally does not afford us this step when we
requirements
with
such
things
as module stringing, ADA
are working on solar support structures at public schools in
path-of-travel
constraints,
underground
utilities and other
California. A full review by the DSA can add approximately
project-specific requirements.”
—David Dutil, PE,
The view from below Since the underside of a carport-mounted PV array is often highly
Borrego
Solar
visible, wire management and module-grounding details can make or break project aesthetics. In this case, SPG Solar installed a shallow sheet-metal channel that covers the
module j-boxes and exposed PV source-circuit conductors. (See SPG case study, p. 32.)

“We commission site-specific
geotechnical reports to ensure
cost-optimized footing designs
as compared to code minimums.
We employ subcontracted structural engineers with significant
experience in carport design
and erection to design the
structural steel, and we look for
partners with solar-specific carport experience.”
—John Hostetter, director of
engineering, REC Solar

Co u r t es y S P G S o l ar

“Ensure that your engineer is
licensed in the state in which
your project is installed and that
the engineer’s professional liability insurance has never lapsed. As
an aside, it would be very helpful
to the industry as a whole if there
were an industry standard for
28
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MOST WORK UNDER THE SUN.
maximum deflection allowed on canopies. Without this standard, design engineers must make their own determination
about what is suitable, which typically results in a more conservative design than necessary.”
—Steven Crider, Crider Americas Solar
“SPG Solar always engages a geotechnical engineer to do soil
sampling and analysis, while the design of the foundation is
almost exclusively within the design and build scope of the
solar carport subcontractors. The geotechnical report ensures
that we have an accurate understanding of the existing site
conditions. From this information, we design the foundations
to fit the site parameters.
“Work with the structural engineer early in the design
process, so that the finished structure is suitable for mounting the modules. Make sure the purlins are spaced correctly
for the modules. Also pay special attention to the connection details; oftentimes there will be plates, brackets or even
bolts that interfere with the plane of the array, disrupting the
tilt and/or spacing of certain modules.
“Deflection is an important structural consideration that
is often overlooked. The most common carport structure is
a full cantilever tee type, which is a double-bay, single-post
structure with cantilevered beams up to 20 feet long. While the
structure may be plenty strong, excessive deflection gives it a
droopy look and can affect production if the array is not strung
properly. Work with the structural engineer to limit deflection
of all structural members to L/180 or less. With a minimal cost
increase, this gives the array an aesthetically clean look and
decreases mismatch.”
—Danny Meyer, SPG Solar
“Always establish your foundation design assumptions when
responding to an RFP. Most RFPs do not provide geotechnical reports. Those that do often do not cover the area where
the solar is being installed. The tilt of the array is another
consideration, since it factors into energy production. We
have found that the best balance between support-structure
cost and solar production is achieved using tilt angles in the
5° to 10° range. While clients sometimes request a painted
finish for the solar support structure, we prefer to use an
unpainted galvanized finish that eliminates the maintenance costs associated with repainting. On one hand, a good
coat of paint might last 5 years before the structure needs
to be repainted; on the other, a good galvanized finish costs
less, requires no maintenance and lasts more than 50 years
under most conditions.
“In years past, solar support structures were primarily erected using light-gauge structural steel with a column
spacing of 18 feet—spanning two parking stalls—and no
exposed concrete above grade. Design improvements and
DSA guidelines have since led to solar support structures
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erected using heavier-gauge
structural steel columns
spaced every 27 feet—spanning three parking stalls—
and structural steel beams
with light-gauge purlins that
support the solar modules.
These structures typically
have a galvanized finish
and the foundation includes
24 to 36 inches of exposed
concrete above grade to protect the columns from vehicle damage.
“One design factor that is
often overlooked is that the
modules are secured to the
purlins mainly via a pressure
connection, using mid or end
clamps. While this connection is sufficient if the purlins
do not twist or sag, the reality is that most purlins in fact Phased installation Project managers can minimize the impact of lost parking stalls by
twist or deflect during instal- strategically sequencing carport construction and module installation in phases.
lation or through temperature
changes. To prevent modules from losing their connection to sizes and locations relative to the inverter, trench or conduit
the mounting surface, designers may need to bolt modules to routes, conductor material, and other basic electrical layout
the purlin or otherwise change the module-mounting method. and Code-compliance considerations are all very similar,
Always make sure that you address the manufacturer-specified regardless of racking type. However, there are some unique
module-mounting requirements.”
considerations because solar carports are above or adjacent
to areas where the general public congregates. These struc—Ed Condreay, Borrego Solar
tures are often noncontiguous and typically located a good
“Thoroughly involve the engineers in the design of the struc- distance away from the point of interconnection.
ture and the site evaluation, including the geotechnical report.
“Proximity to the general public has two ramifications.
I also recommend engaging the engineer in the rationale for First, safety is paramount; second, people observe the
the PV design so that the appropriate design considerations product’s aesthetics and workmanship every day. From an
are acknowledged and respected. For example, at a smaller electrical standpoint, safety considerations include proper
scale, we may consider access to the site more important than equipment grounding and bonding, appropriate placards
the absolutely optimal frame design in terms of the number and signs, reliable and well-thought-out wire management,
and an appropriate area-lighting system design. While
of columns.”
aesthetic concerns are not as important as protecting the
—Stan Pipkin, Lighthouse Solar Austin
public from hazards, people tend to see the underside of
the canopy much more frequently than the front side of the
modules. Haphazard wiring or conduit runs can negatively
Does your company have any design standards
impact how the public and the client perceive a project. We
pay a lot of attention to wire management, conduit routor best practices for the electrical design
ing and equipment-grounding details, emphasizing quality
of a solar carport system?
work and minimizing its visual impact.
“The physical location and size of carport arrays probably
has
the biggest impact on the electrical design. Since the lay“Many of the electrical design best practices for roof- and
out
is
highly dependent on the geometry of each parking area
ground-mounted PV are equally applicable to carport projand
the
stall striping, the system design is highly site specific.
ects. For example, the engineering analysis for combiner
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In certain scenarios, there may be a strong argument for a distributed inverter design, such as multiple small carports, each
with module quantities that match available inverter capacities. In other cases, such as when a fewer number of larger
structures are evenly distributed around the point of connection, a centralized inverter design may make sense. The onsite utilization voltage may also impact the electrical design.
If you are interconnecting to a 208 Vac service, then it may
make sense to distribute string inverters across the site, since
many central inverters operate at 480 Vac.”
—Benjamin Walter, PE, electrical engineer,
Borrego Solar
“Site-specific conditions or customer requirements dictate
the scale of inverter selected, as there is no one solution in all
situations. The optimal conductor routing and circuit aggregation depends upon many factors, including the specific
geometry of the site, voltage drop, wire cost as compared to
collection and distribution equipment cost, trenching costs,
labor costs, site requirements for equipment and who will
have access to the equipment.”
—John Hostetter, REC Solar

“Our preferred system design still uses the large central
inverter model, usually with one standard combiner box—
without an integrated disconnect—per carport. Parking
areas are generally open to the public, and we prefer to locate
inverters and PV disconnects away from publicly accessible
areas. This mitigates the risk of somebody turning off the system or a portion of the system.
“It is also important for each individual carport to have
complete strings; no source circuits should include modules
on multiple carports. This does create design limitations, so
using string inverters can provide more flexibility when carport arrays must have odd numbers of modules. Since bonding carport arrays to ground can be very time consuming and
costly, choosing attachment hardware that bonds the module
frames to the support structure can greatly simplify the arraygrounding plan.”
—Danny Meyer, SPG Solar
“We prefer distributed solutions that ideally follow a structural bay logic. This allows us to locate transition or aggregation points at structural columns. We use the structural shapes
where possible for conduit or wire routing.”
—Stan Pipkin, Lighthouse Solar Austin
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 3 3
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Kern County Administration Building
Case Study by SPG Solar

I

and constructed a custom cantilevered structure adjacent to
the file room wall. In the aerial photo, you can see how we
notched out the north side of the array around the file room.
One benefit of working at a high-clearance parking garage
was that construction crews could transport materials to the
construction site on a flatbed truck. The top level of the parking
garage provided a convenient staging location. Since we could
lift materials into position with a telehandler, there was no need
to use a crane.
Because of the high-visibility location, aesthetics were
important. Our goal was to make the underside of the array
very clean and polished. The installers took care to neatly
zip-tie the module leads to the module frames, and then cover
their work with a shallow sheet-metal channel, as shown on p.
28. This process almost completely hides the module j-boxes
and the exposed source-circuit conductors.
Since the carports do not cover the entire
parking area, we could not run the dc conduits overhead. Instead, we cored the parking
deck and routed homerun conduits down
through and along the underside of the deck.
The majority of the carports are oriented
due south and
connect to
a 333 kW
inverter; the
two arrays
on the east
and west
sides of
the garage
are oriented
Kern County parking garage To meet Kern County’s RFP requirements,
due west and
SPG Solar had to design and install a custom carport solution for the top level
connect to a
of a four-story parking garage. { Right: Custom connection SPG Solar used
50 kW inverter.
this structural attachment detail to finesse the carport around the file room wall.
To interconnect the PV system,
conduits had to run down through four
concrete floors, across sidewalks and landscaped areas, and
The county’s file room, located on the north edge of the
into the basement, where the building’s main service gear
parking structure, presented the biggest obstacle during
is located. A directional boring contractor accomplished the
construction. Since the file room shares columns with the
lateral portion of the conduit run with minimal disruption to
parking garage, it was impossible to access the top of these
landscaping and hardscaping. As with the structural conneccolumns without demolishing a large part of the file room
tions, we X-rayed and cored all the penetrations through the
roof. To avoid invasive demolition, we made structural conconcrete floors and walls.{
nections on the south side of the existing columns (see inset)

C ou r t es y S P G S ola r (2)

n 2010, Kern County released an RFP for a 436 kW
carport-mounted PV system for the Kern County Administration Building in Bakersfield, California. Since this is a
four-story building, it presented some unique design and
deployment challenges.
The first challenge involved structural considerations. Some
of the parapet walls and guardrails in the parking garage were
constructed using architectural precast concrete panels that
could not be altered in any way. However, the structural engineer of record confirmed that the existing structural concrete
columns could support an elevated carport, provided that the
attachment solution did not compromise any reinforcing steel
in the concrete. After having the concrete columns and slabs
X-rayed, we were able to design custom connections to the
parking garage.
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In terms of the actual installation,
do solar carport projects present any unique
logistical or project management challenges?
If so, how can these be minimized or mitigated?
“Most carport projects should include an experienced project manager, someone who basically lives on-site during
construction. This person should be well versed in foundations and steel erection. Solar integrators typically have
a core competency on rooftops and are less knowledgeable about underground drilling, concrete work, rebar and
underground utilities.”
—Steven Crider, Crider Americas Solar
“Carports are often built within parking areas that are already
fully utilized. To minimize the impact on parking space availability, the construction must often be phased in small sections.
It is essential at the outset of any contract negotiation that the
owner understands that available parking will be impacted
through the construction period.”
—Danny Meyer, SPG Solar
“We almost always encounter client issues associated with
the temporary loss of parking stalls. This should always be
addressed in RFP responses and construction meetings. Keep
the client informed about the work schedule and its impact on
traffic flow and parking.”
—Ed Condreay, Borrego Solar
“Every carport project is unique in the sense that each one is
designed specifically for the site where it is deployed. Good communication and proper prior planning mitigate logistical challenges such as site safety, traffic egress and loss of parking. System
integrators should hold preconstruction meetings with their contractors and the facility managers. This helps to develop a solid
construction schedule and to identify and mitigate challenges.”
—Matthew Harrison, Baja Construction
“Project management challenges include establishing working and staging areas, determining the maximum number
of lost parking spaces, creating a construction phasing
plan, implementing a site safety plan, developing a traffic management plan, identifying ac circuit-routing paths
and agreeing on a post-construction restoration plan.
While planning is important, make sure that you have
the flexibility to adapt and change the details as construction progresses.”
—Josh Meyers, REC Solar
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“Solar carports are essentially small-scale architectural
design and civil engineering projects. Project managers likely
need to coordinate more subcontractors and construction
trades than are typically involved in rooftop installations. In
addition, the impact on the general public is greater, which
has a higher cost to the organization hosting the carport.
This has the potential to lead to unreasonably short time
windows for on-site construction, which can jeopardize the
continuity and quality of the work. Regrettably, the robust,
multilevel project management team required to avoid these
types of problems is not always part of the DNA of a solar
installation company.”
—Stan Pipkin, Lighthouse Solar Austin

Does your company have any best practices
or success strategies for streamlining the installation
of solar carport systems?
“The single greatest factor in streamlining the installation process is to secure as much available parking area as possible.”
—Josh Meyers, REC Solar
“Before any drilling takes place, call the local utility locator service to identify underground utilities like water, gas, electricity
or telecommunications lines. Concrete X-rays are a good idea
if the project economics can support it.
Geotechnical studies tell you what is
underground at the boring sites only.”
—Steven Crider, Crider Americas Solar

“Many of our solar support structure
projects are at public schools where we
schedule construction during the summer when school is not in session. To
avoid delays during construction, we
emphasize three things: site discovery,
engineering and construction control.
Good site discovery yields comprehensive site information, which limits the
chances of uncovering an unknown
condition during construction. During
the engineering process, we use information gathered during site discovery
to simplify the design while meeting all
the project constraints, with the goal
of reducing the amount of coordination required during construction and
minimizing opportunities for mistakes.
Good construction control ensures
that we can catch mistakes early and
address them immediately. Borrego
Raising the roof While workers equipped with scissor lifts—like this Border Solar
Solar followed this model to complete
crew in El Paso, Texas—can make quick work of module installation and wiring, in
five solar support structure projects for
terms of equipment rental and labor costs, the process is often more challenging and
three school districts in California durexpensive than installing typical roof- or ground-mounted PV systems.
ing the summer of 2013. Using a single
steel fabricator and erector, we constructed
a
total
of
38
individual structures with 223 founda“Carports are generally tall structures, especially in commertions
and
a
cumulative
generating capacity of 2.24 MW—and
cial applications that call for truck and large vehicle clearance.
completed
all
of
the
projects
on schedule.”
Working at these heights can be more challenging and time
—David
Dutil,
PE,
Borrego
Solar
consuming than roof-mounted projects. Much of the work is
performed on mobile lifts or scaffolds, which can increase the
“While larger carports with longer cantilevers are rising in
labor time required.”
popularity because they allow for spans over multiple parking
—Tom Racioppo, Schletter
34
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spaces, these features have to be weighed against the associated costs of heavier materials to maintain the structural
integrity and larger footings. Sometimes bracing may be
required during construction to ensure a safe installation
environment. An experienced carport vendor can help a system integrator consider these variables and develop the most
cost-effective solution.”
—Tom Racioppo, Schletter
“During the design phase, work closely with the carport vendor to ensure that its design works with your attachment
strategy and the electrical aspects of the PV arrays. To secure
a clean installation, also coordinate with your subcontractor during construction. For example, install stub-ups prior
to pouring concrete foundations, so that conduit runs from
combiner boxes do not look like an afterthought. If necessary, install inverters before the steel canopy blocks the
overhead access required to crane them into place. Once the
steel is up, a small, well-organized crew can use a scissor lift
to quickly install the modules.”
—Danny Meyer, SPG Solar

Qualifying Vendors and Solutions
If you do not already have a preferred carport vendor, consult
Table 1 (p. 36) for a representative listing. Many of these companies offer a variety of standard and custom carport configurations. The scope of services also varies, with many vendors
providing turnkey solutions.

What should system integrators look for
when qualifying a carport vendor and
specifying a carport solution?
“We look for established vendors who have design-build capabilities—either in-house or outsourced—and who have been
involved in previous projects with the permitting authority. Vendors must have enough experience to be able to costoptimize their solutions. Also, they must understand the cost
and scheduling risks that are inherent when constructing large
systems in existing, and often active, parking areas.”
—Josh Meyers, REC Solar

solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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Elevated Solar Support Structure Vendors
Vendor

Headquarters

Absolute Steel

Phone

Website

Phoenix, Arizona

877.833.3237

solarenergyandpower.com

Baja Construction

Martinez, California

800.366.9600

bajacarports.com

Carport Structures

Oxford, Michigan

800.442.4435

carportstructures.com

Austin, Texas

800.237.1189

crideramericas.com

Crider Americas Solar
CrystaLite

Everett, Washington

800.666.6065

crystaliteinc.com

Envision Solar

San Diego, California

866.746.0514

envisionsolar.com

Florian Solar

Georgetown, South Carolina

800.356.7426

floriansolarproducts.com

Lumos Solar

Boulder, Colorado

877.301.3582

lumossolar.com

M Bar C Construction

San Marcos, California

760.744.4131

mbarconline.com

Sherman, Texas

903.892.1896

nationalcarport.com

Park N Shade

Marana, Arizona

520.531.9224

parknshade.com

PHAT Energy

La Crescenta, California

866.797.7428

phatenergy.com

ProtekPark Solar

Cincinnati, Ohio

513.618.8364

protekpark.com

Schletter

Tucson, Arizona

520.289.8700

schletter.us

Gilbert, Arizona

480.926.0122

skylinesolaraz.com

New York, New York

212.219.0920

solairegeneration.com

National Carport Industries

Skyline Steel
Solaire Generation

field welding required? Who is fabricating the material
and where is it coming from? What is the finish material? What are the material lead times?”
—Stephen Crider, Crider Americas Solar
“When we consider various carport vendors, we want
to know how much permitting experience they have
with the AHJ. We want to know if they can provide a
structural engineering stamp. We look into their performance on past projects. Have they demonstrated
an ability to maintain a project schedule? If the foundation is included in their scope of work, have they
demonstrated that they can overcome unforeseen
underground obstructions?”
—Ed Condreay, Borrego Solar

Table 1 While all of these companies offer solar carports, some solutions are module specific. Many vendors provide turnkey fabrication
and erection services; others offer solar awnings and shade structures
in addition to carports.

“System integrators should look for proven technology.
Always qualify a company’s product based on system compatibility and durability. Also look at the company’s experience
in the industry. How many projects has it completed successfully? What size are these projects? Finally, analyze the economic feasibility of the product based on overall cost, ease of
installation and added value.”
—Matthew Harrison, Baja Construction
“We have worked with Crider Americas in Texas, both through
design and implementation. We also design, engineer and fabricate site-specific solutions in-house. We evaluate a carport
or structure provider based on the merits of its solution rather
than on a set of components. We prefer to work directly with a
vendor’s development team. If that is not possible, or if the project warrants more direct involvement, we manage the design
and implementation in-house.”
—Stan Pipkin, Lighthouse Solar Austin
“The vendor should be able to provide project references and
a range of aesthetic options, as well as stamped engineering
drawings in any state. Ask whether they offer a turnkey solution
that includes foundation, erection, racking and panelization.
Does the price include a site-specific or a generic foundation?
What equipment is required to complete the installation? Is
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“System integrators should consider the materials
used for the structure, the finish and maintenance of
the system, installation requirements, type of foundation and how much destruction or repair is required
for the existing asphalt blacktop. They should also take
into account whether things like engineering support
are included in the price, as these variables can introduce unexpected project costs.”
—Tom Racioppo, Schletter

“We have worked with several design-build contractors,
including Baja Construction, M Bar C Construction, Schletter
and Skyline Steel. These companies all have experience erecting steel structures. They also have a variety of designs in their
portfolios, ranging from economical solutions to higher-cost
structures with more architectural features. Competitive pricing and timeliness of engineering and construction services are
our chief considerations when selecting a subcontractor.
“The scope of the subcontractor’s work typically ends at the
purlins, which support the array. It is up to the solar contractor to attach the modules. Our most recent projects have used
Schletter clamps to secure the modules to the structure,
because these helped reduce the cost of bonding the array. Also,
the stainless steel hardware can be installed in a way that allows
the modules to be removed from underneath the array. This is
a valuable feature in terms of customer service, since there is
no safe way to access a typical top-down module clamp once
the array is completed. If you do not consider this eventuality
during the design, it is more challenging to replace a module
in the future.”
—Danny Meyer, SPG Solar
g C O N TAC T
David Brearley / SolarPro magazine / Ashland, OR /
david.brealey@solarprofessional.com / solarprofessional.com
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nverter Manufacturers
and Product Lines

W

hen SolarPro magazine published its first central
inverter article 5 years ago (“Next Generation Central
Inverters,” December/January 2009), the companion
product specifications table included 23 listed and CECeligible inverter models from seven manufacturers. A lot has changed in
the intervening years. The 2014 Central Inverter Specifications table on
pages 50-56 is intentionally limited to inverters in the 30 kW–500 kW range
intended for interconnection at 3-phase utilization voltages. Nevertheless,
this table includes 81 inverter models—many of which accommodate
multiple interconnection voltages—available from 17 manufacturers.
Since many of these central inverter manufacturers and product lines
have come to market relatively recently, they may not be well known even
to industry veterans. The following profiles provide an overview of the
companies behind the products, as well as a high-level summary of the
product lines themselves. While the information included in these profiles
is publicly available—for example, on company websites, in product datasheets or in installation manuals—we have aggregated it here to save you
time. If you have additional questions, contact the manufacturer directly.
Each manufacturer’s profile includes contact information.
The products covered here are centralized inverters suitable for typical
commercial or nonresidential PV applications in the US or Canada. These
are all utility-interactive inverters intended for supply-side– or load-side–
interconnection, per NEC Section 705.12, that operate at common North
American 3-phase service voltages: 208 Vac, 240 Vac, 480 Vac or 600 Vac.
While most of the inverters in this product class have a maximum PV input
voltage of 600 Vdc, some models are available for use in 1,000 Vdc systems.
Similarly, these products are primarily, but not exclusively, outdoor rated
and intended for pad mounting. All of the products covered here are certified and listed to UL 1741; the products are also eligible for California Solar
Initiative (CSI) incentive programs.

By David Brearley
and Joe Schwartz

Headquartered in Fort Collins, Colorado,
Advanced Energy provides power conversion products used in thin-film
manufacturing and solar energy markets. The company was founded
in 1981 and currently has more than 1,300 employees, spread across 19
offices in 10 countries. Since introducing its non-isolated, bipolar Solaron
333 kW inverter in 2007, AE has used strategic acquisitions—acquiring PV
Powered in 2010 and REFUsol in 2013—to increase its product diversity,
revenue and market share.
The company’s solar business division, AE Solar Energy (AESE),
currently offers 11 outdoor-rated centralized inverter models suitable

C ou r t e s y E a t o n
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service. The AE 250NX, AE 333NX and
AE 500NX models have a CEC-rated efficiency of 97.5%; the AE 500NX-HE is a
high-efficiency model with a CEC-rated
efficiency of 98%.

Headquartered
in Zwanenburg, Netherlands, AEG Power
Solutions (AEG PS) Group is the sole subsidiary of the holding company 3W Power,
based in Luxembourg. The US subsidiary
is located near Dallas, Texas, and provides
sales and service to the North American
market. The company has 21 additional
AE Solar Energy (AESE) Oak Leaf Energy Partners developed this 500 kW
subsidiaries around the globe and employs
installation at the wastewater treatment facility for the City of Greeley, Colorado.
The project utilizes an AE 500NX inverter, one of 11 inverters that AESE offers for 1,600 people worldwide.
In May 2013, AEG PS introduced
utilization voltage commercial applications.
a transformerless modular PV (MPV)
inverter product line for commercial
for 3-phase nonresidential PV systems. The seven TX-series applications in the US. It designed the MPV system around
inverters are transformer based and range in capacity from 15 kW inverter modules and made it available in two basic
35 kW to 500 kW, as indicated in the model numbers. The form factors. The MPV.System75 accepts one to five inverter
AE 35TX, AE 50TX, AE 75TX and AE 100TX accommodate modules, supporting ac output power capacities ranging from
3-phase 208 Vac, 480 Vac and 600 Vac interconnections with 15 kW to 75 kW. The MPV.System150 accepts up to five addia CEC-rated efficiency of 95.5% or 96%. The AE 250TX inter- tional inverter modules, accommodating power capacities
connects at 480 Vac or 600 Vac with a CEC-rated efficiency ranging from 90 kW to 150 kW.
Both MPV inverter systems have a NEMA 3R encloof 96.5%, and the AE 260TX and AE 500TX interconnect at
sure
type, a CEC-rated efficiency of 96.5% and a full-power
480 Vac with a CEC-rated efficiency of 97%. TX-series invertMPPT
range of 300–600 Vdc. The systems interconnect at
ers are highly configurable in terms of dc input and monitor480
Vac.
A system controller manages system-level perforing options and have a standard warranty period of 10 years.
mance,
diagnostics
and fault control. For optimal efficiency
AESE also offers
and
reliability,
MPV
inverter
modules turn on only as needed,
four non-isolated NXand
the
failure
of
one
module
will not impact the perforseries inverters that
mance
of
others.
While
each
MPV
inverter system includes an
range from 250 kW to
500 kW, as indicated integrated web server and remote monitor, the systems also
in the model numbers. support Modbus for external communications with thirdThese transformerless party monitoring systems.
inverters are designed to
AEG Power Solutions / aegps.com
use ±600 Vdc bipolar PV
arrays and to intercon- Chint Power Systems Headquartered in Shanghai, China,
nect to a 3-phase 480 Vac Chint Power Systems is a global solar power solutions provider specializing in utility-interactive PV inverters for all
AEG Power Solutions
market segments. Chint Power Systems was established
The MPV.System150
in 2009 as part of the Chint Group. With more than 16,000
shown here accepts up
employees, the Chint Group is one of the largest private
to ten 15 kW inverter
companies in China. Its main products and services include
modules. AEG intropower transmission and distribution equipment; lowduced its non-isolated
voltage electrical products; instruments and meters; engiMPV product line in
neering, procurement and construction; PV modules (as
May 2013.
Astronergy); and automotive parts.
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 4 2
AEG Power Solutions
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Co ur te sy Chi nt Po w e r Sy ste ms

Chint Power Systems
Vanguard Energy
Partners developed this
commercial installation
located in South
Windsor, Connecticut.
The system uses
two 100 kW CPS
SC100KT-O/US-480
central inverters and
two 20 kW string inverters manufactured by
Chint Power Systems.

While Chint Power Systems is a relatively new entrant to the
solar market, a recent report by GTM Research, The Global
PV Inverter Landscape 2013, ranks the company among the
“Top 10 Competitively Positioned PV Inverter Companies.”
Chint Power Systems’ North American subsidiary is based in
Dallas, Texas.
In March 2012, Chint Power Systems introduced two product platforms targeted at commercial applications in North
America. In addition to a line of 3-phase string inverters,
the company offers a 100 kW central inverter. The CPS
SC100KT-O/US-480 is an outdoor-rated, transformer-isolated
PV inverter designed to interconnect with 3-phase 480 Vac
services. The inverter uses film capacitors for optimal reliability and has a CEC-rated efficiency of 96%. In its default
configuration, the inverter has four fused subarray inputs
and supports negatively grounded PV arrays; a positively
grounded configuration is available as an option.
Chint Power Systems / 855.584.7168 / chintpower.com/na

Eaton Headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, Eaton is a diversified global power management company with roughly
102,000 employees worldwide. Eaton’s electrical sector business group is a global leader and includes power distribution
and power quality products and services. As such, Eaton is a
single-source BOS supplier for PV power solutions, covering
all market segments. The acquisition of Cooper Industries
in November 2012 further bolstered the company’s already
impressive BOS offerings.
Eaton offers one commercial-scale central inverter model,
the Power Xpert Solar 250KW inverter. Eaton based this product on technology used in its motor-drive assemblies, which are
designed for high reliability in harsh industrial environments.
The Power Xpert Solar 250KW features a modular design consisting of two 125 kW power trains, which provides improved
operation in lower irradiance conditions.
Eaton offers the Power Xpert Solar 250KW inverter with an
optional inverter-input combiner box that includes 600 Vdc
breakers. An integral dc input circuit-breaker combiner
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reduces future operating costs by eliminating the
need to replace dc fuses and improves system serviceability. The combiner also eliminates the need to
install external fuse servicing disconnecting means
to meet NEC 690.16(B), which the 2011 cycle of revisions added. Eaton offers optional dc-input current
sensors for zone-level monitoring.
Eaton / 855.386.7657 / eaton.com

Headquartered in Pettenbach, Austria,
Fronius has three business divisions offering batterycharging systems, welding technology and solar electronics. Founded in 1945, the company currently has
more than 3,000 employees and 19 international subsidiaries. Its North American subsidiary, established in 2002, is
located in Portage, Indiana.
The Fronius USA CL-series inverters use a unique modular approach to solar power conversion for higher partialload efficiency and built-in fault tolerance. High-frequency
transformer-isolated CL-series inverters share a common
NEMA 3R–rated enclosure and are available with 9, 12 or 15
identical power stages. An integral control unit automatically
turns on the optimal number of power stages and balances
the operating hours across each power stage—a process that
Fronius refers to as its MIX concept. If a single power stage
fails, the other stages continue to operate normally.
The ac power-output capacity of CL-series inverters varies
according to the number of power stages and the interconnection voltage. When interconnected line to line on a 208 Vac or
240 Vac delta service, a nine-stage CL series has a power capacity of 33.3 kW; when interconnected line to neutral to a 277/480
Vac wye service, the available power capacity is 36 kW. With 12
or 15 power stages, the power capacity increases proportionally
to 44.4 kW or 55.5 kW for delta configurations and 48 kW or
60 kW for wye configurations. The CEC-rated efficiency varies
according to interconnection voltage: 94.5% at 208 Vac, 95% at
240 Vac, and 95.5% at 277 Vac.
Fronius

Fronius USA / 877.376.6487 / fronius.com

Ideal Power Bill Alexander founded Ideal Power, headquar-

tered in Austin, Texas, in 2007 to develop and commercialize a new approach to electronic power conversion. The
company designs its current-modulation power converter
technology around a high-frequency ac link, consisting of an
inductor and a capacitor, which provides galvanic isolation
without the weight, size and cost of a transformer. This universal power converter platform is the basis of Ideal Power’s
30 kW PV inverter, as well as its bidirectional battery converter for energy storage systems and its three-port hybrid
converter for EV charging.
Ideal Power introduced its IPV-30kW-480 commercial
PV inverter in 2012. For optimal performance, the company

recommends using a 4-wire bipolar PV array with a maximum
system voltage of ±600 Vdc. The inverter interconnects with
3-phase, 3-wire 480 Vac services and has a CEC-rated efficiency
of 96.5%. Weighing less than 100 pounds, the NEMA 3R–rated
inverter is suitable for wall mounting indoors or out.
In July 2013, Ideal Power released the IPV-30-Combiner, a
bipolar combiner box designed for use with rooftop-mounted
PV arrays in conjunction with the company’s power conversion
devices. The combiner box has a pair of fused inputs (six circuits
each) for both positively and negatively grounded monopole
subarrays. It also includes four load-break–rated dc contactors,
one for each PV output-circuit conductor. Since these disconnecting means can be operated locally, on the roof, or triggered
remotely, the combiner box meets the Section 690.12 rapid
shutdown requirements in the NEC 2014 version.
Ideal Power / 512.264.1542 / idealpower.com

Ingeteam Headquartered in Bilbao, Spain, Ingeteam com-

prises 28 companies on four continents and has more than
3,500 employees worldwide. The business group specializes in
electrical equipment and services for industry, marine, railway
and energy market sectors, with an emphasis on power components for wind and solar applications. Ingeteam’s US presence

Ingeteam This 125 kW Ingecon Sun 125 U Outdoor inverter
has a maximum input voltage of 1,000 Vdc. Ingeteam offers
inverters with power capacities of 100 kW to 500 kW for
commercial PV projects.

Solar Cells and Modules
with higher efficiency and
more value.
Co u r t es y I n ge t e am

www.motechsolar.com
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includes management offices in Mequon, Wisconsin, a manufacturing facility in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and a sales office
in Santa Clara, California. Its US product line includes gridinteractive PV inverters for all market segments and large-scale
battery-based inverter systems.
Ingeteam’s centralized commercial inverter offerings
include one indoor-rated transformer-isolated model and a
modular line of outdoor-rated galvanically isolated inverters.
The 100 kW–rated Ingecon Sun 100 U Indoor has a maximum
PV input voltage of 600 Vdc and interconnects with 3-phase
208 Vac or 480 Vac services with a CEC-rated efficiency of 95%
or 95.5%, respectively. The 125 kW–rated Ingecon Sun 125 U
Outdoor has a maximum PV input voltage of 1,000 Vdc and
a CEC-rated efficiency of 96.5% at both 208 Vac and 480 Vac.
Ingeteam provides four dc input fuses with the 100 U and
makes them available as an option with the 125 U.
The Ingecon Sun PowerMax U inverters use multiple
125 kW power blocks in a master-slave configuration
to achieve larger inverter capacities (250 kW, 375 kW or
500 kW). Modular PowerMax U inverters have a separate
transformer cabinet and interconnect with 480 Vac services with a CEC-rated efficiency of 96.5%. Ingecon provides
a motorized dc switch as an array disconnecting means.
Optional accessories include dc fuses, dc-input monitoring,
an ac-side energy meter and a motorized ac switch.
Ingeteam / 408.524.2929 / ingeteam.com

supplier. The company has been designing and manufacturing
power electronics for more than 60 years. While PV inverters
and accessories currently account for the bulk of KACO new
energy sales, the company also provides power supplies for rail
and industrial applications, as well as custom inverters for fuel
cells and combined heat and power plants. KACO has locations
in 10 countries and more than 850 employees worldwide. Its US
operations are located in Grass Valley, California.
KACO new energy has two product platforms for nonresidential PV applications in North America. Its most recent
product offering is a transformerless 3-phase inverter line,
the TL3 series, with power ratings of 32 kW, 40 kW or 50 kW
as indicated in the model numbers. Whereas the 32.0 TL3
inverter is designed to use a 600 Vdc PV array and has a CECrated efficiency of 97%, the 40.0 TL3 and 50.0 TL3 inverters
use a 1,000 Vdc array and have a CEC-rated efficiency of
97.5%. All of the TL3-series inverters have outdoor-rated
enclosures and are designed to interconnect with 4-wire
480 Vac services. Each of the models is available with either
one or three MPPT circuits.
For projects in Canada, KACO new energy offers a 3-phase
transformer-isolated line of inverters that comply with the
domestic content requirements of Ontario’s feed-in tariff program. Its XPU-H6–series inverters are available in three power
capacities—83 kW, 90 kW and 100 kW—and interconnect with
4-wire 600 Vac services.
KACO new energy / 415.931.2046 / kaco-newenergy.com

KACO new energy In 2014, KACO will celebrate the 100-

year anniversary of its founding. Headquartered in Neckarsulm, Germany, KACO was originally an automotive industry

Co u r t e s y K A CO n ew e n er g y

KACO new
energy The
recently introduced TL3
inverter series
from KACO
includes 32 kW,
40 kW and 50 kW
models available
with one or three
independent MPP
trackers. The
40 kW and 50 kW
models have a
maximum dc
input voltage of
1,000 Vdc.
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Nextronex Headquartered in Toledo, Ohio, Nextronex manufactures proprietary inverter systems for nonresidential and
utility applications. Founded in 2008, the company received
its initial research and development funding through regional
private venture capital. According to the company, customers
have since used Nextronex inverter systems to interconnect
more than 22 MW of PV capacity to the utility grid.
Nextronex uses a distributed system architecture and a
modular approach to scaling system size. The basic building
blocks are one or more Ray-Max inverters, a Smart Controller
and one or more Solar Power Strips. While the product supports both 600 V and 1,000 V arrays, Nextronex reports that its
customers primarily use its inverter systems in 1,000 V applications. The data in the companion product specifications table
assume the use of 1,000 V arrays with one, two or three Ray-Max
inverters, which results in a system capacity of 150 kW, 300 kW
or 450 kW.
Nextronex offers several optional system components,
including Zone Boxes with dc fusing and disconnecting
means. Designed for array combining and segmenting, Zone
Boxes are available with or without monitoring, telemetry and
lightning protection. On the ac side of the inverter, Nextronex
offers a stand-alone isolation transformer option or a proprietary load center; the latter includes a
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 4 6

15-75 kw

IntroducIng
a whole
new kInd oF
InversIon
MaxIMuM FlexIbIlIty
& avaIlabIlIty In a
central Inverter

15-150 kw

Introducing the new Protect MPV inverters from
AEG Power Solutions. Designed for optimum
efficiency and availability, these 3-phase,
transformer-less central inverters deliver efficiencies
greater than 97% in a compact, lightweight modular
package. No more over-investing in inverters that
are too large. Built up in units of 15 kW, they scale
economically from 15 kW to 150 kW, making them
perfect for commercial installations.
A smart investment in solar power. Exactly what
you’d expect from AEG Power Solutions, a company
that has manufactured reliable power systems for
industrial applications for more than 65 years.
To learn more, go to aegps.com or call
1-877-315-4584.
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multi-winding MV step-up transformer and an ac panelboard
with lightning protection. In September 2013, Nextronex introduced an interactive web interface for its inverter system.
Nextronex / 419.838.7889 / nextronex.com

Power-One Headquartered in Camarillo, California, PowerOne is a global leader in the PV inverter market, with a
diverse product portfolio and nearly 3,500 employees, primarily located in China, Italy, the US and Slovakia. In July 2013,
Zurich, Switzerland–based ABB Group acquired Power-One.
ABB is a multinational corporation operating in about 100
countries with 145,000 employees, nearly 20,000 of whom
were located in the US in 2012. A global leader in power and
automation technologies, ABB has been selling products to
PV technology companies for many years.
Power-One offers two transformer-isolated 3-phase central
inverter models for commercial applications in North America:
the Aurora PVI-CENTRAL-250-US and PVI-CENTRAL-300-US.
Both the 250 kW and 300 kW inverter models are outdoor rated
and feature three independent 600 Vdc MPPT inputs; each has
a CEC-rated efficiency of 97%. Designers can specify both models with a 3-wire output at either 480 Vac or 600 Vac, depending
on whether the project is located in the US or Canada.
Since PVI-Central inverters use a modular power train
designed around 50 kW power modules, a single fault will
not take the entire inverter offline. For ease of maintenance,
each power module has a dc disconnect switch. The inverter
enclosure integrates both dc and ac distribution and protection equipment, along with two independent RS-485

communication interfaces (one for inverter-direct monitoring
and one for smart-combiner monitoring). Source-circuit combiners are available as an option, with or without monitoring.
Power-One / 805.987.8741 / power-one.com

Santerno Headquartered in Imola, Italy, and building on its
industrial automation background, Elettronica Santerno has
been active in the PV inverter sector for more than 25 years and
has more than 250 employees. In 2006, Carrero Group acquired
the company. Carrero is a multinational company with main
business divisions that design and manufacture drivelines for
construction and agricultural equipment and a specialty line of
tractors for orchards and vineyards. Elettronica Santerno supplies power electronics for industrial drives and motor controls,
as well as inverters for renewable energy applications. The company’s North American subsidiary, Santerno, is based in San
Francisco, California, with a sales office in Toronto, Canada.
Santerno’s North American products include central inverters for both utility- and commercial-scale applications. For
commercial projects, the company offers the TG 100 NA and
TG 125 NA inverters, which have a rated capacity of 100 kW and
125 kW, respectively. These transformer-isolated inverters have
a CEC-rated efficiency of 96% or 96.5% and can interconnect
with 3-phase 208 Vac, 240 Vac, 480 Vac and 600 Vac services.
The inverter enclosures are outdoor rated and designed with
modularity in mind. For larger system sizes, installers can cluster TG 100 or TG 125 inverter cabinets side by side and/or back
to back in groupings of two to four inverters.
Santerno / 415.293.8272 / santerno.com

Co u r t e s y P o w er- On e

Schneider Electric Headquartered in Rueil-Mailmaison,

Power-One The Aurora PVI-Central inverters from Power-One
are available with ac output ratings of 250 kW and 300 kW.
The units interconnect at utilization voltages of 480 Vac and
600 Vac and feature three independent MPP trackers.
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France, Schneider Electric is a multinational corporation with
more than 140,000 employees across 100 countries. In 1891,
Schneider entered the emerging electricity industry, and it
has a long history of manufacturing electrical motors and
electrical equipment for power stations. After World War II,
the company diversified its business activities, operating as
the Schneider Group. In the 1980s and 1990s, the company
refocused on the electrical industry. In 1991, the Schneider
Group acquired Square D, which transformed the company
into the world’s largest manufacturer of electrical distribution
equipment. Eight years later, the Schneider Group rebranded
as Schneider Electric to emphasize its history and core competency. While PV systems have long been using the company’s electrical distribution equipment, Schneider Electric
officially entered the solar inverter market in July 2008 with
the acquisition of Xantrex Technology, then the number-one
solar and wind inverter manufacturer in the US, with products for every market segment.
Schneider Electric has three centralized inverter models
in its GT series for nonresidential applications: the GT100,
GT250 and GT500, with power ratings of 100 kW, 250 kW and

Schneider Electric
Schneider offers
three transformerisolated central
inverters with outputs of 100 kW,
250 kW and 500 kW
for commercial-scale
installations. The
GT100 model shown
here interconnects
at 208 Vac or
480 Vac.

Co u r te sy Sc hne i de r E l e c tr i c

SMA Headquartered in Niestal, Germany, SMA Solar Technol-

500 kW, respectively. GT-series inverters are transformer isolated, with film-type capacitors and a NEMA 3R enclosure suitable for outdoor installation. Schneider designed the GT100
to interconnect with 3-phase 208 Vac or 480 Vac services, and
the GT250 and GT500 to interconnect with 3-phase 480 Vac or
600 Vac services. When interconnected at 480 Vac or 600 Vac,
GT-series inverters have a CEC-rated efficiency of 96%.
Schneider Electric / 888.778.2733 / schneider-electric.com

Maximize

your yield

ogy is a publicly traded company that specializes in providing
inverters for all PV market segments. The company currently
has facilities in 21 different countries on four continents and
employs more than 5,000 people worldwide. In addition to
being the global PV inverter market leader, SMA is the numberone US inverter supplier by revenue. The company’s US subsidiary, SMA America, is headquartered in Rocklin, California, and
operates a production facility in Denver, Colorado.
SMA America offers two 3-phase product platforms for
commercial PV applications in North America, the Sunny
Tower and the Sunny Central. The Sunny Tower is a mounting frame that accepts six Sunny Boy single-phase US-series
inverters, available in 5 kW, 6 kW, 7 kW or 8 kW models, for
a total capacity of 30 kW–48 kW per tower. The towers are
prewired for a 3-phase utility interconnection and can be
used with 208 Vac, 240 Vac or 277/480 Vac services. SMA provides four fused dc inputs for each inverter, as well as a lockable, load-break–rated ac and dc disconnect. It also offers the
Sunny WebBox datalogger as an option; if ordered, the WebBox comes preinstalled on the Sunny Tower.
The Sunny Central product line also includes two traditional 3-phase central inverter models that interconnect at

Harvesting solar energy with SolarMax!
What makes solar power plant operators as happy as farmers?
Quite plainly: maximum results day in and day out. With the
powerful SolarMax inverters you can easily create the best
conditions for maximum energy yields.
SolarMax stands for top-class Swiss quality for more than
20 years: outstanding materials and workmanship, absolute
reliability, efficiency, and durability. Furthermore, we offer our
customers extensive warranty coverage and excellent advice
combined with intelligent solutions for plant monitoring.
Come follow us to the sunny side – seed SolarMax inverters into
your solar power plant.

MT A series

More than
20 years Swiss Quality
and Experience

TS A series

www.solarmax.com
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SMA America SMA offers two transformer-isolated 3-phase
central inverters that interconnect at 480 Vac. The SC 250-US
and SC 500-US models are rated at 250 kW and 500 kW,
respectively. SMA also offers its string inverter–based Sunny
Tower system for 3-phase commercial applications.

C ou r te sy S M A A m e r ic a

C ou r te sy S ola r M a x

SolarMax SolarMax recently
introduced its
75TS A central
inverter in the
North American
market. Designed
for indoor
installation,
the transformerisolated 75 kW
inverter interconnects at 3-phase
480 Vac.

480 Vac: the 250 kW–rated SC 250-US and the 500 kW–rated
SC 500-US. Both products have a magnetics cabinet that ships
separately from the main cabinet, which includes an interface
section ( for dc, ac and monitoring connections) and a control
section. SMA America’s US-series Sunny Central inverters have
an outdoor-rated enclosure and a CEC efficiency of 97%.
SMA America / 916.625.0870 / sma-america.com

SolarMax Headquartered in Biel, Switzerland, SolarMax
is a pure-play solar inverter manufacturer with approximately 360 employees worldwide. In May 2013, the company
announced its entry into the US market and the opening of
an Atlanta, Georgia–area office. In June, it released a 3-phase
string inverter product line, the SolarMax MT A series, as
well as a central inverter for commercial applications, the
SolarMax 75TS A.
Developed for the North American market, the SolarMax
75TS A is a transformer-isolated 75 kW inverter intended for
3-phase 480 Vac interconnection without a neutral conductor.
Designed for indoor installation, the inverter has a CEC-rated
efficiency of 95.5%. The enclosure includes integral ac and dc
load-break–rated disconnects, as well as a backlit graphic display. An on-board datalogger captures energy yield, peak output and operating hours for up to 10 years.
To provide access to this data via a web browser, SolarMax offers an optional Internet-compatible datalogger and
web server, the MaxWeb xp, which transmits plant data to
the company’s free MaxWeb Portal. In the event of a system
fault, the MaxWeb xp sends out automatic email or SMS
alarms to up to three recipients. SolarMax provides an automatic warranty extension from 2 years to 10 years when the
48
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SolarMax 75TS A is registered online, as well as extended
15-, 20- and 25-year warranty options.
SolarMax / 404.334.7098 / solarmax.com

Solectria Renewables Headquartered in Lawrence, Mas-

sachusetts, Solectria Renewables focuses on developing
utility-interactive PV inverter solutions. The company
acquired its power stage technology from Solectria Corporation—founded by James Worden and Anita Rajan Worden in
1989—which manufactured electric vehicles with a proprietary drive system, as well as power electronics and controls
for high-power systems. The Wordens and some of their colleagues founded Solectria Renewables in 2005, after Azure
Dynamics acquired Solectria Corporation.
Solectria Renewables offers two transformer-isolated
3-phase central inverter lines for outdoor installation in
nonresidential PV projects. Its PVI-series inverters are available in five capacity ratings, ranging from 50 kW to 100 kW
as indicated by the model numbers. These inverters are
capable of operating at 208 Vac, 240 Vac, 480 Vac or 600 Vac
and come standard with visible-lockable ac and dc disconnects and a monitoring gateway. While the CEC-rated efficiency of these models typically ranges between 96% and
97%, depending on the power capacity and interconnection
voltage, premium efficiency models (indicated by a –PE suffix) are available with 0.5% higher efficiency ratings. Other
options include fuse or breaker subcombiners, subarray
monitoring and cellular connectivity.
Solectria Renewables offers its SGI-series inverters in five
capacity ratings, ranging from 250 kW to 500 kW, as indicated
by the model numbers. These smart grid inverters are capable
of operating at 480 Vac or 600 Vac and support optional gridfriendly functions like VAR support, voltage and frequency

ride-through, controlled ramp rated and retail power curtailment. SGI-series inverters generally have a CEC-rated efficiency of 97.5% at 480 Vac.
Solectria Renewables / 978.683.9700 / solren.com

Sungrow Power Supply Headquartered in Hefei, China, Sun-

grow Power Supply is the largest PV inverter manufacturer in
Asia and the third largest worldwide, according to IHS market
analysis, as measured by capacity shipped in 2012. The company employs more than 1,000 people and has subsidiaries or
sales offices in Austria, Canada, France, Germany, Italy and
the US. The company’s North American subsidiary, Sungrow
Canada, is located in Vaughan, Ontario. Sungrow also operates
a sales office in San Jose, California. Sungrow Power Supply
announced its first utility-scale inverter order for the US market in June 2013.
For commercial PV applications in North America, Sungrow currently offers 3-phase central inverters with capacity ratings of 100 kW or 250 kW. Inverters intended for the US
market, indicated by the letter U in the model number, operate
at 480 Vac; inverters intended for the Canadian market, indicated by the letter C in the model number, operate at 600 Vac.
Sungrow’s central inverters are transformer isolated with a
maximum dc input voltage of 600 V and a CEC-rated efficiency
of 96.5%. They have an indoor-rated enclosure, except as indicated by an –Outdoor suffix in the model number.
Sungrow plans to add 3-phase string inverters to its commercial product portfolio in late 2013 or early 2014. This product line will include non-isolated 30 kW and 36 kW inverters
with two MPPT circuits. These inverters will accommodate
1,000 Vdc arrays and are expected to have a CEC-rated efficiency of 97.5%.
Sungrow Power Supply / 619.397.8000 / sungrowpower.com

TMEIC Headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, Toshiba Mitsubishi–

Electric Industrial Systems Corporation (TMEIC) is a joint
venture involving Toshiba and Mitsubishi Electric. Founded

in 2003, TMEIC specializes in two main business areas: turnkey industrial electric and automation systems, and industrial
power electronics. The company has nine overseas subsidiaries, offices on five continents and more than 2,200 employees.
Its US subsidiary, TMEIC North America, is headquartered in
Roanoke, Virginia, and operates a branch office in Houston,
Texas, that provides customer support and field engineering
services to renewable energy customers.
While TMEIC primarily intends its PV products and services for utility-scale solar power plants, the company does
offer one inverter model that is suitable for commercial
applications in the US. The Solar Ware 100 is a 100 kW–rated
transformer-isolated inverter that accommodates 3-phase,
4-wire 208 Vac or 480 Vac interconnections. The inverter has a
CEC-rated efficiency of 96% and features advanced multilevel
switching bridges, which reduce switching losses, and a fanless
thermal management system for reduced maintenance. Perhaps because of the fanless cooling system design, the manufacturer recommends a maximum dc input power of 105 kWp.
Advanced grid-support features are optional.
TMEIC / 540.283.2000 / tmeic.com

Co u r t e s y T ME I C

C ou r te sy So l e c tr i a Re ne w a bl e s

Solectria Renewables
Solectria Renewables
manufactures 14 central
inverter models with
rated outputs that range
from 50 kW to 500 kW
for commercial PV
projects. The PVI 50KW
to 100KW models, an
example of which is
shown here, can interconnect with 208 Vac,
240 Vac, 480 Vac and
600 Vac services.

TMEIC The 100 kW Solar Ware 100 central inverter from
TMEIC features a fanless thermal management system for
reduced maintenance. The transformer-isolated inverter
interconnects at 208 Vac or 480 Vac.

g C O N TAC T
David Brearley / SolarPro magazine / Ashland, OR /
david.brearley@solarprofessional.com / solarprofessional.com
Joe Schwartz / SolarPro magazine / Ashland, OR /
joe.schwartz@solarprofessional.com/ solarprofessional.com
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2014 Commercial Central Inverter Specifications
Input Data (dc)

Output Data (ac)
PV start
voltage
(Vdc)

Ma×. dc
input
current
(Adc)

Min. dc
power
throughput
(W)

Nominal output
voltage
(Vac)

AC output
wiring

Ma×. output
current
(Aac)

Manufacturer

Model

Topology

Rated
continuous
power (kW)
at ˚C

AE Solar Energy

AE 35TX

isolated

35 @ 50

600

1

295–595

330

125

DNR

208 | 480 | 600

3-wire, no neut

100 | 43 | 35

AE Solar Energy

AE 50TX

isolated

50 @ 50

600

1

295–595

330

178

DNR

208 | 480 | 600

3-wire, no neut

141 | 61 | 49

AE Solar Energy

AE 75TX

isolated

75 @ 50

600

1

295–595

330

267

DNR

208 | 480 | 600

3-wire, no neut

208 | 91 | 72

AE Solar Energy

AE 100TX

isolated

100 @ 50

600

1

295–595

330

356

DNR

208 | 480 | 600

3-wire, no neut

278 | 120 | 96

AE Solar Energy

AE 250TX

isolated

250 @ 50

600

1

295–595

330

890

DNR

480 | 600

3-wire, no neut

243 | 304

AE Solar Energy

AE 250NX

non-isolated

250 @ 50

±600

1

±330–600

425

375

DNR

480

3-wire

AE Solar Energy

AE 260TX

isolated

260 @ 50

600

1

295–595

330

925

DNR

480

3-wire, no neut

316

AE Solar Energy

AE 333NX

non-isolated

333 @ 50

±600

1

±330–600

425

500

DNR

480

3-wire 3

445

Ma×. Voc
(Vdc)

# MPPT
circuits

MPPT range
(Vdc)

334

3

AE Solar Energy

AE 500TX

isolated

500 @ 55

600

1

310–595

330

1600

DNR

480

3-wire, no neut

608

AE Solar Energy

AE 500NX

non-isolated

500 @ 50

±600

1

±330–600

425

750

DNR

480

3-wire 3

667

AE Solar Energy

AE 500NX-HE

non-isolated

500 @ 50

±600

1

±330–600

425

750

DNR

480

3-wire 3

667

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.030

non-isolated

30 @ 50

600

1

250–600

300

106

DNR

480

3-wire

36

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.045

non-isolated

45 @ 50

600

1

250–600

300

159

DNR

480

3-wire

54

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.060

non-isolated

60 @ 50

600

1

250–600

300

212

DNR

480

3-wire

72

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.075

non-isolated

75 @ 50

600

1

250–600

300

265

DNR

480

3-wire

91

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.090

non-isolated

90 @ 50

600

1

250–600

300

318

DNR

480

3-wire

109

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.105

non-isolated

105 @ 50

600

1

250–600

300

371

DNR

480

3-wire

127

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.120

non-isolated

120 @ 50

600

1

250–600

300

424

DNR

480

3-wire

145

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.135

non-isolated

135 @ 50

600

1

250–600

300

477

DNR

480

3-wire

163

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.150

non-isolated

150 @ 50

600

1

250–600

300

530

DNR

480

3-wire

182

Chint Power Systems

CPS SC100KT-O/US-480

isolated

100 @ DNR

600

1

300–600

330

350

700

480

3-wire, no neut

120

Eaton

Power Xpert Solar 250KW

isolated

250 @ 50

600

1

300–500

300–500

1,340

800

480

field

Fronius

CL 33.3 delta

isolated

33.3 @ 40

600

1

230–500

260

154

80

208 | 240

3- or 4-wire 7

93 | 80

Fronius

CL 36.0 WYE277

isolated

36 @ 40

600

1

230–500

260

167

80

277

4-wire

43

Fronius

CL 44.4 delta

isolated

44.4 @ 40

600

1

230–500

260

205

110

208 | 240

3- or 4-wire

Fronius

CL 48.0 WYE277

isolated

48 @ 40

600

1

230–500

260

222

110

Fronius

CL 55.5 delta

isolated

55.5 @ 40

600

1

230–500

260

257

Fronius

CL 60.0 WYE277

isolated

60 @ 40

600

1

230–500

260

IPV-30kW-480

non-isolated 9

30 @ 45

±600

1

±300–±450

±100

100 U Indoor

isolated

100 @ 45

600

1

300–600

Ideal Power
Ingeteam

4

312

5

7

123 | 107

277

4-wire

58

125

208 | 240

3- or 4-wire 7

154 | 134

278

110

277

4-wire

72

50

DNR

480

3-wire, no neut

37

300

350

600

208 | 480

4-wire w/ neut

317 | 137

Ingeteam

125 U Outdoor

isolated

125 @ 50

1,000

1

330–820

300

390

600

208 | 480

3-wire w/ neut

347 | 151

Ingeteam

250T U X480 Outdoor

isolated

250 @ 50

1,000

1

350–820

300

780

1,200

480

3-wire w/ neut

301

Ingeteam

375T U X480 Outdoor

isolated

375 @ 50

1,000

1

350–820

300

1,170

1,800

480

3-wire w/ neut

451

Ingeteam

500T U X480 Outdoor

isolated

500 @ 50

1,000

1

350–820

300

1,560

2,400

480

3-wire w/ neut

601

KACO new energy

32.0 TL3 M1

non-isolated

32 @ 50

600

1

310–550

250

108

120

480

4-wire w/ neut

38

KACO new energy

32.0 TL3 M3

non-isolated

32 @ 50

600

3

310–550

250

108

120

480

4-wire w/ neut

38

KACO new energy

40.0 TL3 M1

non-isolated

40 @ 50

1,000

1

380–850

250

108

120

480

4-wire w/ neut

48

KACO new energy

40.0 TL3 M3

non-isolated

40 @ 50

1,000

3

380–850

250

108

120

480

4-wire w/ neut

48

KACO new energy

50.0 TL3 M1

non-isolated

50 @ 45

1,000

1

480–850

250

108

120

480

4-wire w/ neut

60

KACO new energy

50.0 TL3 M3

non-isolated

50 @ 45

1,000

3

480–850

250

108

120

480

4-wire w/ neut

60

50
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Footnote Key
With fans operating
Comp = compression screw terminal
3
Grounded Wye connection
4
Adjustable
5
3-wire, no neutral; 4-wire (neutral-sense only);
4-wire, no neutral
6
Multiple combinations for each type
7
3- or 4-wire at 208 Vac, 3-wire at 240 Vac
1
2

Performance

Over 1,000 m temp. for rated power reduced
2.42°F for each 1,000 ft.
9
Isolated topology without transformer
10
Low temperature option −31°F
11
E×ample configuration
12
Optional compression screw terminal blocks
13
Low voltage option 285–500 Vdc
14
380 Vdc for low-voltage option
8

Mechanical

3-wire standard, 4-wire option
Width varies based on output-voltage specification
17
78.2 × 79-88 × 3316 for models with forwardfacing disconnects
18
Required option
19
Option
DNR = Did not report
N/A = Not applicable
15
16

Disconnects & Subcombiners

Enclosure

Operating
temp. range
(˚F)

Cooling
method

Noise level
(dB) at
distance
(m) 1

outdoor

−22–122

air

< 57 @ 1

1,829

yes

yes

option, fuses

73.6 × 48.8 × 34.5

outdoor

−22–122

air

< 57 @ 1

1,829

yes

yes

option, fuses

< 42

91.6 × 65.6 × 35

outdoor

−22–122

air

< 61 @ 1

1,829

yes

yes

option, fuses

< 42

91.6 × 65.6 × 35

outdoor

−22–122

air

< 61 @ 1

1,829

yes

yes

option, fuses

96.5 | 97

< 90

93 × 104 × 41.4

outdoor

−22–122

air

< 65 @ 1

1,829

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB

300

97.5

< 100

81.2 × 74 × 34.7

outdoor

−4–122

air/liquid

DNR

1,829

N/A

N/A

N/A

400

97 | 96.5

< 67

93 × 104 × 41.4

outdoor

−22–122

air

< 65 @ 1

1,829

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB

400

97.5

< 100

81.2 × 74 × 34.7

outdoor

−4–122

air/liquid

DNR

1,829

N/A

N/A

N/A
option, CB

Ma×. OCPD
rating
(Aac)

CEC-weighted
efficiency
(%)

Nighttime
standby
loss
(W)

150 | 60 | 50

95.5 | 96 | 95.5

< 33

67 × 48.8 × 29.5

200 | 80 | 70

96

< 33

300 | 125 | 100

95.5 | 95.5 | 96

400 | 175 | 125

95.5 | 96 | 96

400 | 350

Dimensions
H×W×D
(in.)

Ma×. operating
altitude w/out
derating
(m)

Load-break–
rated dc
disconnect

Load-break–
rated ac
disconnect

Subcombiner

DNR

97

< 80

99.2 × 119.8 × 48.8

outdoor

−22–131

air

DNR

1,829

DNR

yes

600

97.5

< 100

83.1 × 85.4 × 39.9

outdoor

−4–122

air/liquid

< 65 @ 3

1,829

yes

yes

option

600

98

< 100

83.1 × 85.4 × 39.9

outdoor

−4–122

air/liquid

< 65 @ 3

1,829

yes

yes

option

125

96.5

< 60

51 × 28 × 34

outdoor

−4–122

air

74 @ 1

1,996

yes

yes

yes, fuses

125

96.5

< 60

51 × 28 × 34

outdoor

−4–122

air

74 @ 1

1,996

yes

yes

yes, fuses

125

96.5

< 60

51 × 28 × 34

outdoor

−4–122

air

74 @ 1

1,996

yes

yes

yes, fuses

125

96.5

< 60

51 × 28 × 34

outdoor

−4–122

air

74 @ 1

1,996

yes

yes

yes, fuses

250

96.5

< 60

74 × 28 × 34

outdoor

−4–122

air

74 @ 1

1,996

yes

yes

yes, fuses

250

96.5

< 60

74 × 28 × 34

outdoor

−4–122

air

74 @ 1

1,996

yes

yes

yes, fuses

250

96.5

< 60

74 × 28 × 34

outdoor

−4–122

air

74 @ 1

1,996

yes

yes

yes, fuses

250

96.5

< 60

74 × 28 × 34

outdoor

−4–122

air

74 @ 1

1,996

yes

yes

yes, fuses

250

96.5

< 60

74 × 28 × 34

outdoor

−4–122

air

74 @ 1

1,996

yes

yes

yes, fuses

DNR

96

< 40

72.8 × 47.1 × 34.6

outdoor

−4–140

air

DNR

2,000

yes

yes

yes, fuses

400

96

70

94 × 93 × 46 | 74 × 65 × 46

outdoor

−4–122

air

< 70 @ 1

3,300

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB 6

125 | 100

94.5 | 95

< 15

76.6 × 43.5 × 31.4

outdoor

−13–122

air

75 @ 3

2,000

yes

yes

option, fuses

60

95.5

< 15

76.6 × 43.5 × 31.4

outdoor

−13–122

air

75 @ 3

2,000

yes

yes

option, fuses

175 | 150

94.5 | 95

< 15

76.6 × 43.5 × 31.4

outdoor

−13–122

air

75 @ 3

2,000

yes

yes

option, fuses

80

95.5

< 15

76.6 × 43.5 × 31.4

outdoor

−13–122

air

75 @ 3

2,000

yes

yes

option, fuses

200 | 175

94.5 | 95

< 15

76.6 × 43.5 × 31.4

outdoor

−13–122

air

75 @ 3

2,000

yes

yes

option, fuses

90

95.5

< 15

76.6 × 43.5 × 31.4

outdoor

−13–122

air

75 @ 3

2,000

yes

yes

option, fuses

DNR

96.5

10

36.5 × 15 × 10.8

outdoor

−13–113

air

DNR

DNR

no

no

yes, fuses

400 | 200

95 | 95.5

< 30

67.3 × 39.4 × 32.3

indoor

5–113

air

69 @ 1

1,000 8

yes

yes

no

600 | 225

96.5

< 30

79.1 × 52.8 × 37.4

outdoor

−4–149

air

69 @ 1

1,000

8

yes

yes

no

1,350

96.5

< 60

40.7 × 139.8 × 84

outdoor

−4–149

air

69 @ 1

1,000 8

yes

yes

option

1,350

96.5

< 90

40.7 × 163.4 × 84

outdoor

−4–149

air

69 @ 1

1,000 8

yes

yes

option

1,800

96.5

< 120

40.7 × 187 × 84

outdoor

−4–149

air

69 @ 1

1,000

yes

yes

option

50

97

< 1.5

33 × 53.5 × 14

outdoor

−13–140

air

< 58 @ 3

2,400

yes

yes

no

50

97

< 1.5

34 × 53.5 × 14

outdoor

−13–140

air

< 58 @ 3

2,400

yes

yes

no

70

97.5

< 1.5

35 × 53.5 × 14

outdoor

−13–140

air

< 58 @ 3

2,400

yes

yes

no

70

97.5

< 1.5

36 × 53.5 × 14

outdoor

−13–140

air

< 58 @ 3

2,400

yes

yes

no

80

97.5

< 1.5

37 × 53.5 × 14

outdoor

−13–140

air

< 58 @ 3

2,400

yes

yes

no

80

97.5

< 1.5

38 × 53.5 × 14

outdoor

−13–140

air

< 58 @ 3

2,400

yes

yes

no

8
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2014 Commercial Central Inverter Specifications
Termination Specifications

Transportation

Listing

Warranty

# GEC
terminals

GEC
terminal
type 2

Weight
(lbs.)

Lifting
provisions

Listing
agency

Standard
(yr.)

E×tended
(yr.)

PM or
service
contract
available

Manufacturer

Model

# dc
terminals

dc terminal
type 2

# ac
terminals
(per
phase)

AE Solar Energy

AE 35TX

4

thru hole

3

thru hole

5

thru hole

1,200

forklift

ETL

10

20

yes

AE Solar Energy

AE 50TX

4

thru hole

3

thru hole

5

thru hole

1,500

forklift

ETL

10

20

yes

AE Solar Energy

AE 75TX

17

thru hole

8

thru hole

8

thru hole

2,750

forklift

ETL

10

20

yes

AE Solar Energy

AE 100TX

17

thru hole

8

thru hole

8

thru hole

3,000

forklift

ETL

10

20

yes

AE Solar Energy

AE 250TX

32

thru hole

7

thru hole

12

thru hole

5,000

forklift

ETL

10

20

yes
yes

ac
terminal
type 2

AE Solar Energy

AE 250NX

6, 16

comp

4

comp

7

M10 stud

2,045

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

20

AE Solar Energy

AE 260TX

32

thru hole

7

thru hole

12

thru hole

5,000

forklift

ETL

10

20

yes

AE Solar Energy

AE 333NX

4, 6, 16

comp

4

comp

7

M10 stud

2,045

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

20

yes

AE Solar Energy

AE 500TX

36

thru hole

8

thru hole

9

thru hole

8,750

forklift

ETL

10

20

yes

AE Solar Energy

AE 500NX

4, 6, 16

comp

4

comp

8

M10 stud

3,760

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

20

yes

AE Solar Energy

AE 500NX-HE

4, 6, 16

comp

4

comp

8

M10 stud

3,760

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

20

yes

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.030

4

stud

1

comp

6

thru hole

479

lifting hooks

TUV

5

10, 15, 20

yes

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.045

4

stud

1

comp

6

thru hole

530

lifting hooks

TUV

5

10, 15, 20

yes

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.060

4

stud

1

comp

6

thru hole

580

lifting hooks

TUV

5

10, 15, 20

yes

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.075

4

stud

1

comp

6

thru hole

631

lifting hooks

TUV

5

10, 15, 20

yes

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.090

4

stud

1

thru hole

6

thru hole

807

lifting hooks

TUV

5

10, 15, 20

yes

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.105

4

stud

1

thru hole

6

thru hole

858

lifting hooks

TUV

5

10, 15, 20

yes

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.120

4

stud

1

thru hole

6

thru hole

908

lifting hooks

TUV

5

10, 15, 20

yes

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.135

4

stud

1

thru hole

6

thru hole

959

lifting hooks

TUV

5

10, 15, 20

yes

AEG Power Solutions

MPV.150

4

stud

1

thru hole

6

thru hole

1,009

lifting hooks

TUV

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Chint Power Systems

CPS SC100KT-O/US-480

4

thru hole

1

thru hole

1

thru hole

1,984

forklift, crane

CSA

5

20

no

Eaton

Power Xpert Solar 250KW

4–16

comp, thru hole

1

comp

16

thru hole

4,000 | 2,850

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10

yes

Fronius

CL 33.3 delta

2

stud

2

stud

6

stud

661

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

10, 20

no

Fronius

CL 36.0 WYE277

2

stud

2

stud

6

stud

661

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

10, 20

no

Fronius

CL 44.4 delta

2

stud

2

stud

6

stud

721

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

10, 20

no

Fronius

CL 48.0 WYE277

2

stud

2

stud

6

stud

721

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

10, 20

no

Fronius

CL 55.5 delta

2

stud

2

stud

6

stud

783

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

10, 20

no

Fronius

CL 60.0 WYE277

2

stud

2

stud

6

stud

783

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

10, 20

no

IPV-30kW-480

4

stud

1

stud

4

stud

94

hand

ETL

10

20

no

100 U Indoor

4

stud

2

stud

varies

stud

2,559

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

20

yes

Ideal Power
Ingeteam
Ingeteam

125 U Outdoor

4

stud

2

stud

varies

stud

2,645

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

20

yes

Ingeteam

250T U X480 Outdoor

8

stud

12

stud

varies

stud

5,952

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

20

yes

Ingeteam

375T U X480 Outdoor

12

stud

12

stud

varies

stud

8,047

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

20

yes

Ingeteam

500T U X480 Outdoor

16

stud

12

stud

varies

stud

10,360

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

20

yes

KACO new energy

32.0 TL3 M1

1

lug

1

spring

N/A

N/A

381

eyebolts

ETL/CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

KACO new energy

32.0 TL3 M3

3

spring

1

spring

N/A

N/A

381

eyebolts

ETL/CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

KACO new energy

40.0 TL3 M1

1

lug

1

spring

N/A

N/A

381

eyebolts

ETL/CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

KACO new energy

40.0 TL3 M3

3

spring

1

spring

N/A

N/A

381

eyebolts

ETL/CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

KACO new energy

50.0 TL3 M1

1

lug

1

spring

N/A

N/A

381

eyebolts

ETL/CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

KACO new energy

50.0 TL3 M3

3

spring

1

spring

N/A

N/A

381

eyebolts

ETL/CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes
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Join the KACO Threevolution.
Simply more.
The new
blueplanet 50.0 TL3
three phase inverter.
UL 1741 listed 1000 VDC with
integrated AC and DC disconnection



Design freedom: 1 or 3 MPP
tracker option for shade tolerance



97.5% CEC efficiency with
DC operation range of 200-800



KACO new energy.
We turn passion into power.

The solution
for commercial PV systems.
www.kaco-newenergy.com

Commercial Central Inverters

2014 Commercial Central Inverter Specifications
Input Data (dc)

Output Data (ac)
PV start
voltage
(Vdc)

Ma×. dc
input
current
(Adc)

Min. dc
power
throughput
(W)

Nominal output
voltage
(Vac)

AC output
wiring

Ma×. output
current
(Aac)
80

Model

Topology

Rated
continuous
power (kW)
at ˚C

KACO new energy

XP83U-H6

isolated

83 @ 50

600

1

300–600

350

380

150

600

4-wire w/ neut

KACO new energy

XP90U-H6

isolated

90 @ 50

600

1

300–600

350

380

150

600

4-wire w/ neut

87

KACO new energy

XP100U-H6

isolated

100 @ 50

600

1

300–600

350

476

150

600

4-wire w/ neut

96

Nextronex

Ray-Max PI 150

non-isolated

162 @ 45

1,000

1

300–850

350

300

650

480

field

240

Nextronex

Ray-Max PI 300

non-isolated

324 @ 45

1,000

1

300–850

350

600

650

480

field

480

Nextronex

Ray-Max PI 450

non-isolated

486 @ 45

1,000

1

300–850

350

900

650

480

field

720

Power-One

PVI-CENTRAL-250-US

isolated

250 @ 50

600

3

320–550

330

850

5,000

480 | 600

3-wire

315 | 253

Power-One

PVI-CENTRAL-300-US

isolated

300 @ 50

600

3

320–550

330

1,020

5,000

480 | 600

3-wire

378 | 303

Santerno

TG 100 NA

isolated

100 @ 50

600

1

315–600

346.5 4

381

1,000

208 | 480 | 600

3- or 4-wire

315 | 137 | 109

Santerno

Manufacturer

Ma×.
Voc
(Vdc)

# MPPT
circuits

MPPT range
(Vdc)

TG 125 NA

isolated

125 @ 50

600

1

315–600

346.5

432

1,300

208 | 480 | 600

3- or 4-wire

347 | 151 | 121

Schneider Electric

GT100

isolated

100 @ 45

600

1

300–480

440

347

variable

208 | 480

4-wire w/ neut

278 | 121

Schneider Electric

GT250

isolated

250 @ 45

600

1

300–480

440

867

variable

480 | 600

4-wire w/ neut

301 | 241

Schneider Electric

GT500

isolated

500 @ 45

600

1

310–480

440

1,720

variable

480 | 600

3-wire

610 | 490

SMA America

Sunny Tower 30

11

isolated

30 @ 40

600

6

250–480

300

150

DNR

208 | 240 | 277

4-wire w/ neut

84 | 73 | 63

SMA America

Sunny Tower 36 11

isolated

36 @ 40

600

6

250–480

300

150

DNR

208 | 240 | 277

4-wire w/ neut

101 | 87 | 76

SMA America

Sunny Tower 42 11

isolated

42 @ 40

600

6

250–480

300

180

DNR

208 | 240 | 277

4-wire w/ neut

117 | 101 | 87

SMA America

Sunny Tower 48

4

isolated

48 @ 40

600

6

300–480

365

180

DNR

240 | 277

4-wire w/ neut

110 | 101

SMA America

Sunny Central 250-US

isolated

250 @ 45

600

1

330–600

380

800

DNR

480

4-wire w/ neut

300

SMA America

Sunny Central 500-US

isolated

500 @ 45

600

1

330–600

380

1,600

DNR

480

4-wire w/ neut

600

SolarMax

11

75TS A

isolated

75 @ 45

600

1

325–600

340

240

75

480

3-wire

94

Solectria Renewables

PVI 50KW

isolated

50 @ 55

600

1

300–500 13

400 | 380 14

176

DNR

208 | 240 | 480 | 600

3-wire 15

139 | 120 | 60 | 48

Solectria Renewables

PVI 60KW

isolated

60 @ 55

600

1

300–500 13

400 | 380 14

211

DNR

208 | 240 | 480 | 600

3-wire 15

167 | 144 | 72 | 58

Solectria Renewables

PVI 75KW

isolated

75 @ 55

600

1

300–500

400 | 380

14

264

DNR

208 | 240 | 480 | 600

3-wire

208 | 180 | 90 | 72

Solectria Renewables

PVI 75KW-PE

isolated

75 @ 55

600

1

300–500 13

400 | 380 14

264

DNR

208 | 480

3-wire 15

208 | 90

Solectria Renewables

PVI 85KW

isolated

85 @ 55

600

1

300–500 13

400 | 380 14

299

DNR

208 | 240 | 480 | 600

3-wire 15

236 | 205 | 102 | 82

Solectria Renewables

PVI 85KW-PE

isolated

85 @ 55

600

1

300–500 13

400 | 380 14

299

DNR

208 | 480

3-wire 15

236 | 102

Solectria Renewables

PVI 100KW

isolated

100 @ 55

600

1

300–500

400 | 380

14

351

DNR

208 | 240 | 480 | 600

3-wire 15

278 | 240 | 120 | 96

Solectria Renewables

PVI 100KW-PE

isolated

100 @ 55

600

1

300–500 13

400 | 380 14

351

DNR

208 | 480

3-wire 15

278 | 120

Solectria Renewables

SGI 225

isolated

225 @ 50

600

1

300–500

390

768

DNR

480 | 600

3- or 4-wire

271 | 217

Solectria Renewables

SGI 250

isolated

250 @ 50

600

1

300–500

390

853

DNR

480 | 600

3- or 4-wire

301 | 240

Solectria Renewables

SGI 266

isolated

266 @ 50

600

1

300–500

390

908

DNR

480 | 600

3- or 4-wire

320 | 256

Solectria Renewables

SGI 300

isolated

300 @ 50

600

1

300–500

390

1,026

DNR

480 | 600

3- or 4-wire

360 | 289

Solectria Renewables

SGI 500

isolated

500 @ 50

600

1

300–500

390

1,721

DNR

480 | 600

3- or 4-wire

602 | 480

Solectria Renewables

SGI 500PE

isolated

500 @ 50

600

1

300–500

390

1,712

DNR

480 | 600

3- or 4-wire

602 | 480

13

13

15

Sungrow Power Supply

SG100KU

isolated

100 @ 55

600

1

300–600

320

340

100

480

3- or 4-wire

132

Sungrow Power Supply

SG100KU-OUTDOOR

isolated

100 @ 55

600

1

300–600

320

340

100

480

3- or 4-wire

132

Sungrow Power Supply

SG100KC

isolated

100 @ 55

600

1

300–600

320

340

100

600

3- or 4-wire

106

Sungrow Power Supply

SG100KC-OUTDOOR

isolated

100 @ 55

600

1

300–600

320

340

100

600

3- or 4-wire

106

Sungrow Power Supply

SG250KC

isolated

250 @ 55

600

1

320–600

340

820

300

600

3- or 4-wire

265

Sungrow Power Supply

SG250KU

isolated

250 @ 55

600

1

320–600

340

820

300

480

3- or 4-wire

300

Solar Ware 100

isolated

105 @ 50

600

1

320–550

310

329

DNR

208 | 480

4-wire w/ neut

277 | 120

TMEIC
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Footnote Key
With fans operating
Comp = compression screw terminal
3
Grounded Wye connection
4
Adjustable
5
3-wire, no neutral; 4-wire (neutral-sense only);
4-wire, no neutral
6
Multiple combinations for each type
7
3- or 4-wire at 208 Vac, 3-wire at 240 Vac
1
2

Performance

Over 1,000 m temp. for rated power reduced
2.42°F for each 1,000 ft.
9
Isolated topology without transformer
10
Low temperature option −31°F
11
E×ample configuration
12
Optional compression screw terminal blocks
13
Low voltage option 285–500 Vdc
14
380 Vdc for low-voltage option
8

Mechanical

3-wire standard, 4-wire option
Width varies based on output-voltage specification
17
78.2 × 79-88 × 3316 for models with forwardfacing disconnects
18
Required option
19
Option
DNR = Did not report
N/A = Not applicable
15
16

Disconnects & Subcombiners

Enclosure

Operating
temp. range
(˚F)

Cooling
method

Noise level
(dB) at
distance
(m) 1

outdoor

−4–122

air

< 65 @ 3

2,000

yes

yes

yes, fuses

73 × 68 × 37

outdoor

−4–122

air

< 65 @ 3

2,000

yes

yes

yes, fuses

< 100

73 × 68 × 37

outdoor

−4–122

air

< 65 @ 3

2,000

yes

yes

yes, fuses

Ma×. OCPD
rating
(Aac)

CEC-weighted
efficiency
(%)

Nighttime
standby
loss
(W)

125

N/A

< 100

73 × 68 × 37

125

N/A

< 100

125

N/A

Dimensions
H×W×D
(in.)

Ma×. operating
altitude w/out
derating
(m)

Load-break–
rated dc
disconnect

Load-break–
rated ac
disconnect

Subcombiner

350

97.5

20

1x 27 × 82 × 47

outdoor

−13–113

air

<65 @ 1

1,000

yes

yes

yes, CB

2x 350

97.5

40

2x 27 × 82 × 47

outdoor

−13–113

air

<65 @ 1

1,000

yes

yes

yes, CB

3x 350

97.5

60

3x 27 × 82 × 47

outdoor

−13–113

air

<65 @ 1

1,000

yes

yes

yes, CB

408 | 312

97

< 105

84.5 × 115.7 × 49.3

outdoor

−13–140

air

< 62 @ 1

2,000

yes

yes

no

480 | 384

97

< 120

84.5 × 115.7 × 49.3

outdoor

−13–140

air

< 62 @ 1

2,000

yes

yes

no

400 | 250 | 250

96

< 29

96.1 × 63 × 39.4

outdoor

−13–143

air

70 @ 1

1,000

yes

yes

yes, fuses

600 | 250 | 250

96.5

< 29

96.1 × 63 × 39.4

outdoor

−13–143

air

70 @ 1

1,000

yes

yes

yes, fuses

400 | 200

95 | 96

< 100

73.3 × 67 × 46.1

outdoor

5–122 10

air

75 @ 2

2,000

no

yes

option

400 | 350

96

< 35

86.3 × 90 × 46.1

outdoor

5–122 10

air

75 @ 2

2,000

no

yes

option

2,000

96

< 336

88.2 × 182.6 × 42.8

outdoor

−4–122

air

75 @ 2

2,000

yes

yes

option

110 | 100 | 80

95.5 | 95.5 | 96

<1

70.5 × 43.3 × 39

outdoor

−13–113

air

44 @ 1

3,000

yes

yes

yes, fuses

125 | 110 | 100

95.5 | 95.5 | 96

<1

70.5 × 43.3 × 39

outdoor

−13–113

air

44 @ 1

3,000

yes

yes

yes, fuses

150 | 150 | 110

95.5 | 96 | 96

<1

70.5 × 43.3 × 39

outdoor

−13–113

air

46 @ 1

3,000

yes

yes

yes, fuses

150 | 150

96

<1

70.5 × 43.3 × 39

outdoor

−13–113

air

49 @ 1

3,000

yes

yes

yes, fuses

400

97

69

80 × 110 × 33

outdoor

−13–113

air

60 @ 10

4,333

no

no

yes, fuses

800

97

80

80 × 140 × 37

outdoor

−13–113

air

53 @ 10

4,333

no

no

yes, fuses

94

95.5

0

55.5 × 39.4 × 29.9

indoor

−4–122

air

< 65 @ 1

2,000

yes

yes

no

175 | 150 | 75 | 60

96 | 97 | 96 | N/A

3

78.2 × 50–53 × 33 16, 17

outdoor

−40–131

air

< 62 @ 3

3,000

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB

225 | 200 | 90 | 75

96 | 97 | 96 | N/A

3

78.2 × 50–53 × 33 16, 17

outdoor

−40–131

air

< 62 @ 3

3,000

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB

300 | 250 | 125 | 90

97 | 96 | 97 | N/A

3

78.2 × 50–53 × 33

16, 17

outdoor

−40–131

air

< 62 @ 3

3,000

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB

300 | 125

97.5 | 97.5

3

78.2 × 50–53 × 33 16, 17

outdoor

−40–131

air

< 62 @ 3

3,000

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB

300 | 300 | 150 | 110

96 | 96 | 96.5 | N/A

3

78.2 × 50–53 × 33 16, 17

outdoor

−40–131

air

< 62 @ 3

3,000

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB

16, 17

300 | 150

97 | 97

3

78.2 × 50–53 × 33

outdoor

−40–131

air

< 62 @ 3

3,000

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB

350 | 300| 150 | 125

96 | 96 | 96.5 | N/A

3

78.2 × 50–53 × 33 16, 17

outdoor

−40–131

air

< 62 @ 3

3,000

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB

350 | 150

97 | 97

3

78.2 × 50–53 × 33 16, 17

outdoor

−40–131

air

< 62 @ 3

3,000

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB

350 | 300

97.5 | N/A

28

79 × 109 × 41

outdoor

−40–122

air

60 @ 5

4,700

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB 18

400 | 300

97.5 | N/A

28

79 × 109 × 41

outdoor

−40–122

air

60 @ 5

4,700

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB 18

400 | 350

97.5 | N/A

28

79 × 109 × 41

outdoor

−40–122

air

60 @ 5

3,700

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB 18

450 | 400

97.5 | N/A

28

79 × 109 × 41

outdoor

−40–122

air

60 @ 5

3,900

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB 18

800 | 600

97 | N/A

32

79 × 109 × 41

outdoor

−40–122

air

60 @ 5

3,400

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB 18

800 | 600

97.5 | N/A

32

79 × 109 × 41

outdoor

−40–122

air

60 @ 5

3,400

yes

yes

option, fuse or CB 18

200

96.5

50

77.3 × 40.2 × 30.3

indoor

−13–131

air

65 @ DNR

2,000

yes

yes

no

200

96.5

50

75 × 43 × 35

outdoor

−13–131

air

65 @ DNR

2,000

yes

yes

yes

200

96.5

50

77.3 × 40.2 × 30.3

indoor

−13–131

air

65 @ DNR

2,000

yes

yes

no

200

96.5

50

75 × 43 × 35

outdoor

−13–131

air

65 @ DNR

2,000

yes

yes

yes

400

96.5

71

71 × 86 × 34

indoor

−13–131

air

68 @ DNR

2,000

yes

yes

no

400

96.5

50

71 × 86 × 34

indoor

−13–131

air

68 @ DNR

2,000

yes

yes

no

685

96

60

75.8 × 68.9 × 31.5

outdoor

−4–122

air

65 @ DNR

2,000

yes

yes

optional
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Commercial Central Inverters

2014 Commercial Central Inverter Specifications
Termination Specifications

Manufacturer

# dc
terminals

Model

dc terminal
type 2

Transportation
# ac
terminals
(per
phase)

ac
terminal
type 2

# GEC
terminals

GEC
terminal
type 2

Weight
(lbs.)

Listing

Lifting
provisions

Listing
agency

Warranty

Standard
(yr.)

E×tended
(yr.)

PM or
service
contract
available

KACO new energy

XP83-H6

4

thru hole

1

thru hole

3

thru hole

2,425

forklift, crane

CAN/CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

KACO new energy

XP90-H6

4

thru hole

1

thru hole

3

thru hole

2,425

forklift, crane

CAN/CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

XP100U-H6

4

thru hole

1

thru hole

3

thru hole

2,425

forklift, crane

CAN/CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Nextronex

KACO new energy

Ray-Max PI 150

1

comp

1

stud

3

stud

939

forklift

ETL

10

20

yes

Nextronex

Ray-Max PI 300

2

comp

2

stud

3

stud

2x 939

forklift

ETL

10

20

yes

Nextronex

Ray-Max PI 450

3

comp

3

stud

3

stud

3x 939

forklift

ETL

10

20

yes

Power-One

PVI-CENTRAL-250-US

5

comp

2

comp

6

thru hole

5,500

forklift, crane

CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Power-One

PVI-CENTRAL-300-US

6

comp

2

comp

6

thru hole

6,000

forklift, crane

CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Santerno

TG 100 NA

8

thru hole

2

thru hole

2

thru hole

3,090

forklift

CSA

5

20

yes

Santerno

TG 125 NA

8

thru hole

2

thru hole

2

thru hole

3,310

forklift

CSA

5

20

yes

GT100

6

stud

1

thru hole

1

thru hole

3,000

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Schneider Electric
Schneider Electric

GT250

7

stud

1

thru hole

1

thru hole

4,450

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Schneider Electric

GT500

16

stud

3

thru hole

2

thru hole

6,840

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

SMA America

Sunny Tower 30 11

24

comp

1

comp

1

comp

1,388

forklift, eyebolts

UL

10

15, 20

yes

SMA America

Sunny Tower 36

11

24

comp

1

comp

1

comp

1,388

forklift, eyebolts

UL

10

15, 20

yes

SMA America

Sunny Tower 42 11

24

comp

1

comp

1

comp

1,388

forklift, eyebolts

UL

10

15, 20

yes

SMA America

Sunny Tower 48 11

24

comp

1

comp

1

comp

1,430

forklift, eyebolts

UL

10

15, 20

yes

SMA America

Sunny Central 250-US

4–6

thru hole

12

1

thru hole

12

4,200

forklift, eyebolts

UL

5

6–20

yes

SMA America

Sunny Central 500-US

6–9

thru hole 12

2

thru hole 12

1

thru hole 12

7,165

forklift, eyebolts

UL

5

6–20

yes

75TS A

3

comp

3

comp

1

comp

1,875

forklift

ETL

10

15, 20, 25

yes

SolarMax

12

1|2

thru hole

Solectria Renewables

PVI 50KW

2–8

comp

1|2

comp

2

comp

1,450

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

PVI 60KW

2–8

comp

1|2

comp

2

comp

1,450

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

PVI 75KW

2–8

comp

1|2

comp

2

comp

1,875

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

PVI 75KW-PE

2–8

comp

1|2

comp

2

comp

1,875

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

PVI 85KW

2–8

comp

1|2

comp

2

comp

2,070

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

PVI 85KW-PE

2–8

comp

1|2

comp

2

comp

2,070

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

PVI 100KW

2–8

comp

1|2

comp

2

comp

2,070

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

PVI 100KW-PE

2–8

comp

1|2

comp

2

comp

2,070

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

SGI 225

6–24

comp

2

comp

2

comp

5,170

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

SGI 250

6–24

comp

2

comp

2

comp

5,650

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

SGI 266

6–24

comp

2

comp

2

comp

5,650

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

SGI 300

6–24

comp

2

comp

2

comp

5,650

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solectria Renewables

SGI 500

8–32

comp

3

comp

2

comp

6,980

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes
yes

Solectria Renewables

SGI 500PE

8–32

comp

3

comp

2

comp

7,107

forklift, eyebolts

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

Sungrow Power Supply

SG100KU

6

thru hole

2

thru hole

17

thru hole

1,984

forklift, eyebolts 19

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Sungrow Power Supply

SG100KU-OUTDOOR

4

thru hole

2

thru hole

17

thru hole

2,315

forklift, eyebolts 19

CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Sungrow Power Supply

SG100KC

6

thru hole

2

thru hole

17

thru hole

1,984

forklift, eyebolts 19

ETL

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Sungrow Power Supply

SG100KC-OUTDOOR

4

thru hole

2

thru hole

17

thru hole

2,315

forklift, eyebolts 19

CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Sungrow Power Supply

SG250KC

12

thru hole

1

thru hole

13

thru hole

3,748

forklift, eyebolts 19

CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Sungrow Power Supply

SG250KU

12

thru hole

1

thru hole

13

thru hole

3,748

forklift, eyebolts

CSA

5

10, 15, 20

yes

Solar Ware 100

1

thru holes

1

thru holes

DNR

DNR

2,232

CSA

5

10

yes

TMEIC
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forklift

19

UL 1741 compliant PV inverters
Ingeteam’s new PV inverters have been
designed for and manufactured in
North America.

Raceway Selection
Installation for PV
Part Two: Design and
By Blake Gleason, PE
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Part One of this article (SolarPro magazine, October/
November 2013) reviewed raceway features and
limitations worth considering when designing a PV
system. In particular, Part One compared the cost,
durability, mechanical characteristics, thermal expansion, bonding requirements, voltage losses and
embodied energy for PVC (polyvinyl chloride), EMT
(electrical metal tubing) and RMC (rigid metal conduit) raceways. Part Two discusses design and installation best practices for these types of raceway.
Once the raceway types have been specified for
a PV project, careful design and installation ensures
a safe and Code-compliant raceway system that is
efficient and long-lasting. Both designers and installers can contribute to successful raceway system
construction. In addition, designers who understand
installation make better designs, and installers who
understand design make better installations.

and
Systems
Installation

Co u r t e sy R o b er t A . B o t h m an

M

any considerations inform the decision to use
a particular raceway size for a circuit or group
of circuits. The minimum size of the selected
raceway depends on the number and size of
the conductors you are installing. Thus, to size a raceway, the
designer must first determine how many conductors to install
per raceway and the size of each conductor. Since a conductor’s ampacity decreases as the number of conductors installed
in a raceway increases, conductors may need upsizing, in turn
requiring a larger raceway.
It is important to have a strong sense of the raceway system’s
route prior to sizing the conductors. Ambient temperatures
and circuit length can impact the size—or rated ampacity—of
the conductor. If the designer does not consider the raceway
route during the conductor sizing, ultimately the conductor
and corresponding raceway may end up undersized. Designers
need to be highly aware of detailed field conditions—or need to
have a strong rapport with installers—if they hope to optimize
the raceway design.

Laying Out the Raceway System

Several design considerations help ensure a successful wire
pull. Keep the length and degrees of bend in a raceway path to
a minimum, and try to anticipate the setups required for wire
pulling. For example, try to avoid having pull points at the edge
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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Raceway Design and Installation

an inch or two of raceway is much faster than trying to get the stub length exactly right.

Raceway Impacts on Conductor Size

C ou r te sy S u n L igh t & Po w e r

The amount of current determines the basic
conductor size per the NEC. This article does not
discuss conductor sizing in any detail, but there
is an interaction between raceway choices and
conductor sizing. A conductor has an associated
ampacity based not only on its size, but also on
its insulation rating and its installed conditions.
The NEC provides adjustment factors for conductor ampacity that the designer must apply to
account for increased temperatures that occur
when multiple conductors share a raceway, conductors are exposed to ambient temperatures
above 86°F (30°C), or conductors are installed in
a circular raceway exposed to direct sunlight on
or above a rooftop.
Required working clearances When planning the raceway layout, locate
Raceway installation environment. The designer
stubs and sweeps so that they do not encroach upon NEC-required workcan assume that the conductors within a raceing clearances.
way are exposed to the same ambient temperaof the roof, where there are fall protection issues and physical tures as the raceway. Where those temperatures exceed 86°F,
challenges for anyone managing wire during a pull.
the designer must properly derate the conductor ampacIn addition, when planning the raceway route and order ity, potentially requiring a larger conductor; see NEC Table
of installation, take into account both support locations and 310.15(B)(2)(a). In addition, NEC Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) provides
bend locations. The geometry of an existing structure suitable ambient temperature adjustment values for circular raceways
for holding supports often dictates the path of a raceway. For exposed to sunlight on or above rooftops. Where applicable,
example, a PV output-circuit raceway running from the roof to these adjustment factors—applied in the form of ambient temground level on a building exterior needs to leave the roof at a perature adders—further decrease conductor ampacity, which
convenient location, but also needs to have a clear path past in turn can increase the required conductor size and the corwindows, awnings and other openings. The installer will likely responding size of the raceway.
need to bend it around smaller obstacles such as existing pipes
For example, if a PV output circuit leaves a combiner
and minor architectural details.
box on the roof and immediately enters the building before
If possible, minimize the number of major bends that continuing to the recombiner box or inverter, the designer
require exact positioning in a single piece of raceway. This plan- must size the output-circuit conductors for a lower ambient
ning reduces the amount of field-bending calculations and the temperature than if the raceway were to run along a shaded
number of incorrectly sized pieces destined for the recycling north-facing parapet wall or directly across the roof exposed
bin. Especially with nonthreaded raceways, such as EMT, and to full sun. In the latter case, the conductors—and thus the
with the popularity of handheld cordless band saws, cutting off raceway—would have to be significantly upsized.

I

t is important to have a strong sense of the
raceway system’s route prior to sizing the
conductors. Ambient temperatures and circuit
length can impact the size—or rated ampacity—
of the conductor. If the designer does not consider
the raceway route during the conductor sizing,
ultimately the conductor and corresponding
raceway may end up undersized.
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More than three current-carrying conductors in
a raceway. With dozens of PV source circuits, the

choice to install them all in one large raceway
or break them up into smaller raceways affects
the number of current-carrying conductors in
each raceway. In turn, the number of currentcarrying conductors in a raceway affects the “conduit fill” derating of the conductors; see NEC Table
310.15(B)(3)(a). This derating can be significant:
with 10 current-carrying conductors in a raceway,
it reduces the ampacity of each conductor by 50%.
If the installation uses two C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 6 2
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Parallel raceways
with multiple bends
This commercial
rooftop installation
consists of multiple
PV source circuits
routed in parallel
raceways to a wallmounted auxiliary
gutter. Each raceway contains eight
current-carrying conductors to limit the
conduit-fill ampacity
derate to 70%.

raceways—one with six conductors and the other with four—
the conductors are derated to 80%.
This scenario can also apply to inverter output circuits.
For example, if a 3-phase, three-wire central inverter output circuit requires parallel conductors, the designer might
put those conductors in parallel raceways or in a single
raceway, depending on available space along the raceway
path, raceway entry options at the equipment and the size
of the raceway(s).
If the parallel conductors go in a single raceway,
six current-carrying conductors are derated to 80%. In that
case, the designer may need to upsize the conductors and
adjust the size of the raceway. If the parallel sets go in separate
raceways, there is no need for ampacity adjustments. In some
cases, multiple smaller raceways may be easier and more cost
effective to install.
Upsizing to address voltage drop losses. For long runs,
although the conductor may be sized per Code, voltage drop
on the circuit may require upsizing the conductor. See “Voltage Drop in PV Systems,” SolarPro magazine, February/March
2010, for more information on voltage drop and for a comparison of the effect on voltage drop of PVC, aluminum and steel
raceways. When the conductor is upsized for voltage drop,
the raceway often needs upsizing as well.

Sizing the Raceway

After determining the size and quantity of conductors, next
determine the minimum size raceway Code allows. For the
majority of situations, you can fill a raceway to a maximum of
40% of its cross-sectional area. This requirement to leave 60% of
the raceway empty is to allow room to pull conductors without
damaging them.
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The 40% rule. If all the conductors are the same size, refer
to “Informative Annex C, Conduit and Tubing Fill Tables for
Conductors and Fixture Wires of the Same Size” in the NEC to
find the minimum allowable raceway size for the given number of conductors.
In many cases, the raceway includes a mix of conductor
sizes, and you need to make simple calculations to establish
the minimum raceway size. Refer to NEC Chapter 9, Table 5,
to determine the conductors’ cross-sectional areas, and then
sum them and compare the result to the available crosssectional area of the appropriate type of raceway. These areas
are listed—along with 40% values—in NEC Chapter 9, Table
4. There are examples in the NEC Handbook at the beginning
of Chapter 9 after note (6) in the Notes to Tables section. You
can prepare a spreadsheet calculator for this task or purchase
software or mobile apps to aid with this calculation.
Note that PV Wire does not appear in the Code tables,
nor does it have a standard outside diameter (OD). You must
either carefully specify a particular manufacturer and PV
Wire OD for a project, or work closely with procurement to
obtain cut sheets and actual OD of the PV Wire that you will
install on a project.
Exceptions to the 40% rule. If the raceway is 24 inches or
shorter, you can fill it to 60%. If for some reason the raceway
has only one conductor—such as a grounding electrode conductor (GEC)—it can take up 53% of the raceway area, but two
conductors can fill only 31%. To understand these exceptions
for one and two conductors, consider that for small numbers
of conductors, the practical fill limitation is based less on area
and more on the fraction of the interior width (diameter) of
the raceway taken up by one or two conductors lying side by
side. The Code-specified area-fill percentages (53% for one
conductor, 31% for two conductors and 40% for three conductors) all correspond to approximately three-quarters of the
available width, assuming that a maximum of two conductors
lie side by side. Finally, if a wireway contains more than 30
current-carrying conductors, you can fill it to only 20% of its
cross-sectional area (see Part One of this article for additional
information on wireways).
The Code is minimum. After determining the Code-required
minimum raceway size, evaluate whether to use a raceway
larger than the minimum. There are several reasons to consider
upsizing the raceway.
If the raceway will be more than 100 feet long, will have several bends (more than 180° total) or for any other reason presents a challenging wire pull, it should be at least one trade size
above the Code-required minimum to satisfy the installers and
to minimize potential damage to the conductors.
Oversizing the raceway may also be called for if there is
any uncertainty about the size and number of conductors
needed. This uncertainty could be because the design is
incomplete, the exact amount of funding for the project has

not been determined, the AHJ has questions and has not yet
issued a permit, or the raceway may need to accommodate
future capacity. The more uncertainty there is, the more oversized the raceway should be.
Especially for rooftop raceways, the project specification or
common sense may dictate that the minimum raceway trade
size be ¾ inch. In my experience, although ½-inch EMT may
work, it does not inspire much confidence when you are spanning pipe piers on a roof.
Oversizing the raceway does warrant a cost comparison.
On one hand, you may be more cautious about oversizing if the
raceway is a tricky overhead RMC run, where the next larger
size might double the cost. On the other, underground PVC
cost is mostly in digging and backfilling the trench; the material and labor for the raceway itself is relatively inexpensive. In
fact, as long as the trench is open, it is good practice to not only
upsize the raceway(s) in question, but also add a spare raceway
before closing the trench.
Another consideration when upsizing the raceway is the
relatively large increments in cost for both labor and materials
between certain trade sizes. You can bend up to 1-inch RMC
and 11/4-inch EMT by hand, but anything larger requires power
equipment. Regardless of conduit type, going from 2 inches to 2½

inches is also a large step because many tools top out at 2 inches.
Also, 2 inches is a size that electrical suppliers commonly stock;
anything larger is usually lower volume and therefore higher
cost. According to the RSMeans’ Electrical Cost Data publication,
21/2-inch RMC is almost double the cost of 2-inch RMC, and 21/2inch EMT is almost 21/2 times the cost of 2-inch EMT.

Raceway Design and Installation Considerations

Careful design guarantees that a raceway system has the
necessary components and features to ensure worker safety
during the wire pull, protect conductors from sharp edges or
objects that could damage them, and survive the life of the PV
system. Specifying the appropriate components and installation techniques is essential to a successful raceway installation and wire pull.
In addition to oversizing raceways, selecting the appropriate components and locations for pull points helps ensure a
safe and efficient wire pull. The design should specify the location of pull points to guarantee crew safety and adequate working clearances during the wire pull, and the size and type of
conduit body, or pull box.
Properly securing and supporting a raceway with the
appropriate straps, or careful trench preparation where below
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grade, are critical to the system’s long-term durability. Ideally
the designer should establish these details to avoid confusion
or oversight in the field. This also applies to expansion joints
and fittings used to mitigate the effects of thermal expansion.
The design documentation should specify their type and location, as well as how to secure the associated raceways so that
axial movement is not restricted.

Co u r t e s y S u n L i g ht & Po w er (2 )

CONDUIT BODIES AND PULL BOXES
Typically, the designer inserts intermediate pull points either
to limit the length of—or number of degrees of bends in—an
individual pull section, or to make a clean 90° transition around
an outside corner, or both. Code limits the total number of
degrees of bends to 360°, but a limit of 180° is recommended
for best pulling results. When planning the pull-point location,
make sure an installer or two—or a wire-pulling machine—can
fit comfortably in that location. When determining the conduit
body or pull box to use for the pull point, do not automatically
use the smallest part that fits the raceway.
For relatively small raceway and conductors, the best
choice is often an LB (the most common conduit body,
named for its 90° eLbow with the cover on the Back). LBs are
low-cost, low-profile, quick to install and easy to pull small
conductors through.
As conductor and raceway sizes get larger, LBs begin to
show their limitations and pull boxes start to shine. First, a large
LB is often quite a bit more expensive than an appropriate pull
box. Second, completing a pull of large conductors and closing
the loop so that the cover fits on the LB can be challenging and
can damage the conductors. Finally, just because the raceway
trade size is large enough for the conductors does not mean

Maximum number of conductors This 2½-inch LL conduit
body (part number OLL-7) is rated for a maximum of three
300-kcmil or five 4/0 AWG conductors. It is always a good
idea to upsize to the next available trade size when installing
large conductors in conduit bodies.
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Pull boxes versus conduit bodies Instead of using five
2½-inch LBs (conduit bodies) to turn this corner, use one
36-inch-by-36-inch pull box and two 4-inch nipples. Pulling
conductors through a 36-inch pull box is much easier than
pulling through a 2½-inch LB. In addition, it is easier to align
and install two nipples—even 4-inch ones—through a wall
than to do the same with five smaller nipples.

that the correspondingly sized LB is. For example, even though
four 4/0 THHN conductors are allowed in 2-inch EMT, most
2-inch LBs can accommodate only three 4/0 conductors and
are marked as such. In that case, you can upsize the conduit
body to fit the conductors. For example, it is common to use a
21/2-inch LB on a 2-inch raceway with reducing bushings to connect the larger LB to the 2-inch connectors.
Instead of a conduit body, a pull box may be a better choice.
Pull boxes are inexpensive, come in a great variety of sizes and
can make pulling larger conductors significantly less difficult.
Because of the range of sizes, pull boxes are also quite adaptable. The Code-required minimum pull box size for conductors 6 AWG and smaller is calculated based on volume; see
NEC Section 314.16.
Alternatively, for conductors 4 AWG and larger, the Code
minimum is based on the raceway trade size(s) entering the
box; see NEC Section 314.28(A). For 90° pulls through the box,
the box dimension parallel to the raceway must be at least six
times the largest raceway trade size plus the trade size of all
other raceways entering the same side of the box. For straightthrough pulls, the box dimension parallel to the raceways must
be eight times the raceway trade size. See NEC Handbook
Exhibits 314.10 and 314.11 for some nice diagrams.
These rules are the Code minimum. The minor additional
cost of a larger box pays for itself in reduced labor and minimized potential damage to the conductors during the wire
pull. In addition to upsizing the width and C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 6 6
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height of the box, the designer can upsize the depth to make
finishing the pull and closing the cover easier without compromising the conductor insulation. The same recommendations
apply whether installing a steel pull box as an intermediate pull
point in an EMT run on a rooftop or a handhole enclosure in
the middle of an underground PVC run.
In addition, the installer can use a pull box as a junction box
for splicing conductors. Especially when both raceway sections
entering the box are long, it may be safer for the conductors
to have two independent pulls, with a splice in the box, rather
than trying to manage a continuous pull through the box.
For systems above 600 V, the NEC requirements for minimum pull box sizing are different; see Part IV of Article 314.
Instead of sizing the pull box based on box volume or raceway
dimensions, base the pull box size on the OD of the largest
Raceways between rooftop subarrays When using metal
raceways—such as EMT—to route conductors between
subarrays on a rooftop, remember that you must ground the
conduit with an outdoor-rated solution. Most off-the-shelf
grounding bushings are not rated for outdoor use. In addition, it is a good idea to provide strain relief for the conductors where they enter and exit the raceway.

conductor. For example, if the PV output circuit on a
1,000 V system consists of two 250-kcmil 1,000 V type PV
conductors and one 6 AWG EGC, these conductors fit
in a 2-inch EMT raceway. For a 600 V system, this would
require a pull box that is 12 inches long (6 × 2-inch EMT =
12 inches) for a 90° pull through the box per NEC Section
314.28(A)(2). However, per NEC 314.71(B), which applies
to systems above 600 V, the minimum length of the box is
36 times the OD of the largest conductor plus the OD of
additional conductors that enter through the same wall
of the box. For conductors that are not shielded or lead covered,
Exception 2 allows a decrease of the multiplier from 36 to 24:
(24 × 0.782") + 0.782" + 0.349" = 19.9". The resulting minimum
20-inch pull box for the 1,000 V system almost doubles the size
of the minimum 12-inch box for the 600 V system.
One additional important use for pull boxes on a rooftop
PV system is to create locations for large conductor strain
relief on long vertical runs down from the roof. The larger the
conductor and the longer the vertical run, the more tension
there is on the installed conductor due to gravity. To prevent damage over time to the conductor and its insulation,
provide strain relief at intermediate points along the vertical
run. Locating pull boxes at the desired intermediate points
to house the conductor supports can most easily provide this
strain relief. NEC Table 300.19(A) dictates the maximum vertical spacing of these conductor supports within the raceway
system, based on the conductor size.
Co ur te sy O - Z/G e dne y

Supporting conductors
installed in vertical raceways This Type DR Cable
Support from O-Z/Gedney
secures vertically installed
conductors where they
enter an enclosure to reduce
strain that results from their
weight pulling them down.
The body screws on the end
of the raceway or raceway fitting in place of the regular insulating bushing and supports the conductors with a madeto-order canvas Bakelite pOZi-grip plug from EGS Electrical
Group (egseg.com).

BENDS AND PARALLEL RACEWAYS
The basic bend types used in most raceways are the 90° stub-up
into the bottom of an enclosure, such as a wall-mounted combiner box; back-to-back 90° bends, such as a vertically installed
U-shaped piece of raceway between tall arrays on a roof; offset
bends to transition from flush along a wall to a box knockout
a few inches off the wall; and 3- or 4-point saddle bends over
other pipes or obstacles on a roof.
PV systems commonly require parallel sets of raceways.
When they are installed in parallel, careful bending ensures
the raceways remain parallel to one another for the duration
of their run. Bending raceways requires hands-on training
with hand benders and power benders, and a lot of practice.
Electricians Guide to Conduit Bending and Benfield Conduit
Bending Manual provide details on the topic (see Resources).

Co u r t e s y S u n L i gh t & P o we r

SECURING AND SUPPORTING
A raceway needs support along the entire length of the run
at specific intervals that depend on the type and size of
raceway, as well as practical considerations such as existing
building structures and the likelihood of additional mechanical loading. Code gives maximum intervals for each raceway
type and size, ranging from 3 feet to 20 feet between supports, but practical considerations may C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 7 0
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Specialty Tools—Installing Raceways and Pulling Wire

C ou r t es y Ga rd n er B e nd er

Gardner Bender Ultra Eegor Hydraulic Bender This
hydraulic bender from Gardner Bender (gardnerbender.
com) bends EMT, RMC, IMT and rigid aluminum (Schedule 40 max) raceways in trade sizes from 2½ inches to
4 inches. The tool bends different pipe sizes and types
without requiring additional attachment sets.
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wrapping the blanket or carefully rolling the pipe inside the hotbox. Too much heat causes too much softening, creating thin
spots or collapsed sections. As with rigid metallic raceways,
factory prebent bends are available in 90°, 45° and 30°. These
are much faster to use, with more uniform results. Save the
hotbox for gentle custom bends.
Cutting and threading raceways. A hand reamer, a key specialty tool for working with ½-inch to 1-inch EMT, allows very
quick reaming of both inside and outside edges after a cut.
Portable handheld cordless band saws are inexpensive and
very convenient for cutting metal and plastic raceways up to
about 21/2-inch trade size. They are also fantastic for making
clean cuts in strut and threaded rod. The saws provide a faster,
safer and higher-quality cut compared to a reciprocating saw.
C ou r te sy M ilwa u k e e Tool C or por a tion

T

he specialized tools used to construct raceways and pull
conductors allow installation teams to safely and efficiently
install raceway systems.
Bending conduit. Hand benders—in the right hands—are
very efficient for bending small sizes of metal raceways, up to
11/4-inch EMT and 1-inch RMC. Most come with a variety of
useful notations cast into the bending shoe, designed to help
with common bend types, such as stubs, offsets, saddles and
back-to-back 90° bends. You can use the flared end of the
handle to correct slight overbends, especially in ½-inch and
¾-inch trade sizes. You can use these tools right side up or
upside down, depending on the available bending space and
type of bend. For example, offsets are easier to bend with the
bender upside down.
Electric benders come in two main types: the Chicago style,
which has a rotating bending shoe that mimics the motion of a
hand bender, but with more power, and is typically used for raceway up to 2 inches; and the larger hydraulic benders, which use
a hydraulic piston to push a round bending shoe between two
supports to bend the raceway. These are usually used on sizes
2½ inches up to 4 inches. Electric benders are very effective,
but they are large, heavy and expensive. For jobs that have only
a few large raceways, it is often more efficient to use factoryprebent raceway sections rather than drag out the big bender.
PVC benders come in two main varieties: the electric
blanket and the toaster oven or hotbox. Both work by heating a section of pipe until the PVC is soft enough to bend by
hand. The pipe must be heated uniformly, which means tightly

Cordless band saw Cordless band saws like the M18
from Milwaukee Tool Corporation are great tools for installing raceways and their corresponding support system.
These saws make clean cuts in metallic and nonmetallic
raceways up to 2½ inches, threaded rods and metal framing channel.
For working with RMC, an electric threading tool is more or
less mandatory, whether it is tabletop or handheld. For large
jobs, the tabletop machine style is faster and easier to use, and
gives more consistent results. For smaller projects, a handheld
power threader is less expensive and easier to carry around,
although it requires a pipe stand with a good clamp for effective use.
Pulling conductors. A fish tape is a simple tool for pulling
small conductors through relatively short raceway up to about
100 feet long. Nonconductive fiberglass tapes can mitigate the
potential shock hazard of fishing near live circuits.
Several different lengths and ratings of flat pull lines, or pull
tape, have incremental numbered markings every foot. This
product is blown in or pulled through a raceway to measure
the exact length of the raceway. Based on a pull lines’ tensilestrength rating, they can act as a pulling rope for medium-sized
conductors on manual pulls only.

Co ur te sy RI D G I D

You can use an air compressor and proper fittings to blow
an appropriately sized “mouse” and lightweight string into
the longest raceways. Be careful on the receiving end, as an
underground raceway may contain rocks, dirt and water that
can come out as a geyser. You can use the lightweight string to
pull a heavier rope into the raceway, and then use the rope to
pull the conductors.
The ultimate helpers in heavy pulls are tuggers or mechanical
pulling machines. Tuggers come in a variety of sizes, speeds
and pulling capacities, from an accessory that can attach to a
power drill and provide 50 pounds of pulling force, to a jobbox–sized machine that can pull with 8,000 pounds of force.
Especially when you are pulling larger conductors, accessories

Co ur te sy Sun Li g ht & Po w e r

Handheld conduit threader Portable
power threaders make threading conduits on
rooftops or within large array fields an easy
task. This Model 700 Hand-Held Power Drive from
RIDGID (ridgid.com) threads RMC and IMC
in standard trade sizes up to 2 inches.

Tugger setup Electric-powered tuggers like this setup can
pull thousands of pounds, reducing the number of individuals needed to pull large conductors. When laying out a
raceway system in which you are using a tugger, make sure
adequate space is available to set up and operate the tugger
in a safe manner.
including pulleys, anchors and arms are just as important as the
motor and capstan. A tugger requires a specifically designed
and rated rope. Similarly, the right pulling heads are imperative
for safety. {

access

We Bring Solar Down to Earth
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THERMAL EXPANSION
As discussed in Part One of this article, best
practice is to specify raceways to minimize
thermal expansion in the first place. Install
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18" min

dictate that supports occur more often. It is best practice to equipment and raceways in the shade wherever possible,
place supports at or very near specific parts of a run, such as transition raceways underground or into the building as early
couplings, bends, walkways and, of course, conduit termina- as possible, and use steel for the raceway material because it
tions in boxes and conduit bodies.
has a low coefficient of thermal expansion.
Supports must be capable of carrying the weight of the
Even after you take each of the following key steps, large
raceway(s), all of the conductors that installers will eventu- rooftop systems may still end up with some long raceway
ally pull into the raceway, and incidental loads such as people runs that can be subject to thermal expansion. This is when
standing on, climbing on or accidentally kicking the raceways. the details become critical. Both designer and installer must
Designing structural supports is beyond the scope of this arti- understand the underlying problem, the field conditions and
cle, but a good place to start is with any of the metal framing changes to those conditions, and the detailed options for
channel (strut) manufacturer catalogs. These provide good solutions. Often a raceway designed to be in the shade ends
engineering data, methods of calculation and a huge variety up installed a few feet or even a few inches away, in a location
of support products to choose from. One word of caution: Just where it is baking in the sun most of the day during the sumbecause a 57° stainless steel angle bracket ( for example) has a mer and cooling at night, reaching its lowest temperature in
part number in the catalog does not mean that any distributors the predawn hours of the winter. Of course, even if you can
in the country actually stock it. Try to stick to standard parts install the raceway in the shade, it still experiences ambiwhenever possible, or expect a long lead time.
ent temperature swings that may be significant. Thermal
When selecting straps to connect the raceway to the sup- expansion starts to become an issue when a straight length
port structure, make sure to match materials as closely as of raceway undergoes an expansion of ¼ inch or more. For a
possible. For example, with galvanized steel RMC or EMT, temperature swing of 100°F, which is common on rooftops,
select struts and straps that are also galvanized steel. PVC ¼ inch of expansion occurs over 6 feet of PVC, 16 feet of aluraceway should have PVC straps. These matching straps are minum and 32 feet of steel.
listed for the purpose, as required per NEC 110.3(B), and
Here are key steps in mitigating the effects of thermal
can eliminate aesthetic and structural problems that result expansion and contraction:
from long-term contact of dissimilar metals, especially
1. Provide appropriate expansion fittings or other meaoutside where water is often present and can easily create
sures to absorb the expected length change in the raceelectrolytic cells that cause galvanic corrosion. For single
way system.
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 7 2
runs of small raceway sizes, the installer
can screw one-hole and two-hole straps
directly into the building or PV racking
structure. For raceways larger than 1 inch,
Pull box
and for parallel runs of raceways, it is efficient to use struts and strut straps.
Conduit strap, fixed
Pipe piers support raceways several
Pull box
inches above flat roof surfaces. The supports typically do not attach to the structure, but rather float on top of a protective
roofing pad. Strut straps secure the raceways to a piece of strut or channel inte¾" LFMC
¾" EMT
grated into or embedded in the pipe pier.
The roof clearance keeps the raceway
~¼" expansion
~¼" expansion
movement, max.
above water and debris that may accumumovement, max.
late on the roof. It also reduces the temPipe guide, typ.
perature adjustment adder required by
NEC Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) when determining the ampacity of a conductor in circular
raceways exposed to sunlight.
Diagram 1 This diagram shows a method for absorbing small amounts of
thermal expansion and contraction (only the expansion is shown, for clarity) in a raceway run by the strategic use of 90° bends, pipe guide supports
and fixed conduit straps. The section of EMT (or a shorter section of LFMC)
between the bend and the fixed conduit strap can flex a small amount without
developing too much stress.
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2.
3.
4.

Provide a well-designed pipe-guide support system for
the length of raceway expected to undergo expansion
and contraction.
Prevent transfer of thermal expansion stress to box
connectors by securely fixing the raceway before it terminates at equipment.
Make sure raceway joints are strong and made up
tight—threaded connections are best.

Pipe guides This strutmounted pipe guide has a
metal guide that prevents the
raceway from moving perpendicular to its length while
allowing axial movement. A
well-designed solution for
thermal expansion and contraction of raceways requires
pipe guides that support the
raceway while allowing the
appropriate movement.

Co u r t e s y S u n L i g ht & P owe r

Step 1. Determine what method to use to absorb the
expected expansion and contraction. For relatively small
motion—say, between ¼ inch and 1 inch total (depending on
the type and size of raceway)—strategic use of 90° bends at
the ends of a straight raceway run may be enough to accommodate thermal expansion. Diagram 1 (p. 70) shows a rooftop
raceway installation between two pull boxes with 90° bends.
This technique, when applied correctly, is similar to using
expansion loops in water pipes.
If space is limited so that the 90° bend is less than 3 feet
from the fixed conduit strap, an alternative is to use a short
length of flexible raceway such as LFMC (liquid-tight flexible
metal conduit) between the bend and the enclosure. If possible, do not expose the LFMC to direct sun. Even a short straight
length of flexible raceway, installed perpendicular to the long
straight run of rigid raceway, between the 90° bend and the
box, will absorb any motion in the long straight run. A guide

for calculating the minimum length of pipe after the bend
based on the expansion length that needs to be absorbed, the
pipe material and the pipe diameter is available in the 2012
ASHRAE Handbook—HVAC Systems and Equipment, Chapter
46, “Pipes, Tubes and Fittings.”
For expected expansion lengths greater than 1 inch, a good
option is to use one or more expansion fittings. These fittings,
typically telescoping tubes, are designed to expand and contract significantly in length. Depending on the type of raceway material and the manufacturer, they may have different
types of bearing surfaces, O-ring or other gasket seals, grounding brushes or jumper ribbons and other features. Expansion
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fittings are readily available from multiple manufacturers for
common rigid raceway types, including RMC, EMT and PVC.
Step 2. Provide a well-designed and carefully located guide
support system. For an expansion fitting to work as intended
for the lifetime of the PV system, the force applied to it must
be axial only, meaning that it is inline with the long straight
raceway. If the expansion fitting has lateral or bending stress
applied to it, it will wear prematurely and eventually jam.
A pipe guide restricts the lateral movement of the raceway (perpendicular to the long axis of the raceway) while
allowing free axial movement (parallel to the long axis of
the raceway). A simple example would be a slightly oversized fixed ring around a circular pipe. Several manufacturers offer products designed to work as guides for raceways.
For example, Cooper B-Line (cooperindustries.com) sells a
strut-mounted pipe guide made of an oversized strut strap
that clamps an upside-down U-shaped piece of sheet metal
perpendicular to the strut and sized to just barely allow a
given raceway to slide axially.
For larger and heavier raceways, pipe rollers or other bearing surfaces may be necessary to protect any coating on the
raceway. Pipe rollers support the raceway from below, prevent
lateral movement of the raceway and allow it to move axially.
A pipe pier rigidly connected to a raceway but left floating on a
roof pad is not a proper guide. It does not restrict lateral movement, which means that it does not prevent expanding raceways from buckling to the side and applying lateral stress
to the expansion fitting.
Step 3. Once you have allowed for expansion and
guided the raceway, secure it at strategic locations to
ensure proper operation of the expansion fitting(s) and
to protect the box connectors and equipment enclosures from stress. Typically, you must securely fasten
rigid raceways within 3 feet of their terminations. Refer
to the NEC “Securing and Supporting” section for each
respective raceway for more details. Select each expansion fitting to absorb the expansion and contraction of
a specific length of the raceway, and install each fitting
at one end of that length of raceway. You should then
securely fasten the raceway immediately on one side
of the expansion fitting so that the expansion and contraction movement is limited to the fitting itself and is not transferred to the combiner or pull box. Also fix the other end of
the raceway section securely. This limits the expansion and
contraction movement to the long straight section of the
raceway and its associated expansion fitting(s). See Diagram
2 for examples of where to locate expansion fittings, pipe
guides and fixed conduit straps.
Step 4. Make sure that the raceway does not come apart
when stressed by thermal expansion and contraction. You
should make up all couplings tight and double-check them.
Threaded couplings are the least likely to fail or separate.
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Length change
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Length change

Length change
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UNDERGROUND INSTALLATIONS
You can often route underground raceways directly from point
to point with a minimum of bends and detours around obstacles. However, you have to move a lot of dirt to install a raceway
underground.
Trenching versus boring. The traditional method of installing
underground raceway is to dig a trench, lay the raceway and
then backfill the trench. An increasingly popular trenchless
method called horizontal directional drilling (HDD) requires
specialized boring and guidance equipment, but does not
require an open trench or disruption of the surface. Installers prefer the open-trench method for short underground
runs because they can avoid the high fixed cost of the specialized equipment setup and large starting and receiving pits
required for HDD. Even for longer underground runs that do
not go underneath roadways or other challenging hardscape,
the open-trench method is often less expensive because digging a trench through dirt can be quite fast. Finally, installers
often use a large open trench when installing many raceways
along the same route because, after digging one trench, they
can install all of the raceways relatively quickly. With HDD,
each raceway requires a separate bore hole.
The HDD method excels in situations where the raceway
path goes under streets, driveways, parking lots, landscaping or
waterways because you can leave the surface undisturbed. You
do not need to close streets; cut, dowel and repour concrete;

100'

4"

4"

100'

0"

4"
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Diagram 2 This diagram shows
the location of expansion fittings, pipe guides and fixed
conduit straps for 100-foot,
200-foot and 400-foot straight
rooftop EMT installations on a
parapet wall. Pipe guides support the EMT while allowing it to
expand and contract, and the
fixed conduit straps protect the
box connections from the stress
of the moving raceway system.

or disturb landscaping. These benefits can lead to lower costs,
shorter overall installation time and happier property owners
or public street users.
Whether you trench or bore the underground raceway,
you need to bury it to a minimum depth. The installed depth
depends on the raceway type, circuit voltage, and level of
protection and expected use of the surface above the raceway. NEC Table 300.5 defines the minimum cover requirements for circuits up to 600 V. Table 300.50 specifies the
minimum cover for circuits above 600 V. Keep in mind that
the minimum depths these tables list are measured to the
top of the installed raceway, so the trench depth needs to be
deeper by at least the outside diameter of the raceway plus
any bedding material.
When backfilling a trench, job specifications, common
sense and NEC 300.5(F) may require that you protect the raceway itself with a covering of a fine, regular material such as
sand. Code recognizes alternative solutions, but installers often
meet the requirement by pouring and compacting sand below,
around and above the raceway before backfilling the rest of the
trench. In addition, even when not explicitly required by NEC
300.5(D)(3), best practice includes the installation of warning
tape 1 foot above the raceway to prevent future dig-in damage
to the raceway. Diagram 3 (p. 74) provides a good example of
protecting an underground raceway with sand and an underground warning tape.
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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General notes:
1. Backfill shall comply with NEC 300.5(F).
2. Expansion fittings may be necessary where
conduits are subject to earth movement
(NEC 300.5(J)).
RMC
Expansion fitting

RMC

(Grade)
Backfill

C ou r te sy S u n L igh t & P o w e r

24"
Underground
warning tape
RMC sweep

12"
PVC

Transition point
from PVC to RMC

6"

Sand

Diagram 3 For a well-protected underground raceway system, it is
best practice to encase underground raceways in sand, specify RMC
for vertical sweeps and include an underground warning tape 12 inches
above the raceway. Where conduits are installed in earth that may
move due to frost or settling, expansion fittings may provide the protection that NEC 300.5(J) requires.

Properly installed and compacted backfill provides excellent support and protection for underground raceways. Most
damage to underground raceways occurs where it transitions
to aboveground. Schedule 40 PVC is generally sufficient for
the deeply buried portion of an underground run, but transitions to aboveground should usually be stronger. In some
cases, switching to Schedule 80 PVC is enough, but often the
most suitable raceway for the transitions is galvanized steel
RMC. For optimal protection, installers make the transition
to RMC just before the raceway turns up toward the surface,
so that every inch of the raceway installed above the minimum cover depth is RMC. In all but the least corrosive soil
types, best practice dictates that the galvanized steel sections
of raceway have additional protection from corrosion. Installers usually accomplish this by wrapping the short sections of
RMC with corrosion protection tape. This additional corrosion protection is especially important where the steel raceway is encased in concrete and transitions to soil, and where
it emerges from concrete or soil into free air.
For long underground raceway runs or for runs with many
turns, consider using intermediate pull points or splice points.
These underground pull boxes, often called christy boxes and
designated as handhole enclosures in the Code, are similar to
their aboveground counterparts. They provide access points
for pulling and splicing conductors. Underground boxes are
74
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typically made of precast concrete, with no bottom
(so that they can be set over raceway stubs) and a
removable concrete or steel cover designed to end
up flush to the finished grade surface. Setting the
bottomless box on a bed of gravel allows it to drain.
Long-radius sweeps. Pulling conductors at
very high forces around tight bends can put so
much pressure on the conductor insulation that
it causes damage, even without sharp edges. This
sidewall pressure is usually highest in the final
90° bend coming out of the ground or into the
pull box. If exceeding the conductor’s allowable
sidewall pressure is a concern, use long-radius
sweeps, especially near the pulling end of the run
where sidewall pressure is highest. This practice is
almost always a good idea for the final 90° sweep
out of the ground from an underground run.
Long-radius sweeps can also extend further past
foundation footings than regular sweeps while
allowing the stub to be closer to the wall or carport column.

Planning and Executing the Wire Pull

Pulling conductors into the raceway safely, efficiently and without damaging the insulation is an
important part of the PV installation process. This
section describes key considerations for planning and executing the wire pull.

REDUCING WIRE-PULLING FORCES
After sizing a raceway, the next step is making sure that you can
install the conductors in the raceway without damage.
Minimize raceway length and number of degrees of bend. The
total force required to pull conductors through a raceway section increases per bend and per foot of raceway. Every foot of
raceway length adds a foot of friction during the wire pull, as
well as an extra foot of length and weight to the conductors.
Every bend multiplies the incoming force required for pulling
the conductors through the bend proportional to the number
of degrees of the bend.
For example, a 30° bend multiplies the required pulling
force by 1.3, a 45° bend by 1.48 and a 90° bend by 2.2. These multipliers do not depend on the radius of the bend; they depend
on the number of degrees in the bend. Therefore, using a longradius 90° bend—or sweep—instead of a standard small-radius
90° bend reduces the sidewall pressure on the conductor during
the pull, but it does not reduce the required pulling force.
Pull down. Whenever possible, stage heavy conductor reels
on the roof and pull the conductors down to ground level. Pulling heavy conductors up against gravity is much more difficult.
When pulling down, though, use caution. If there are not many

horizontal sections to add friction, heavy conductors can pull
themselves all the way through the raceway and end up burying
the installers at the bottom end.
Pull toward the end with fewer bends. If this recommendation is not intuitive at first, remember that straight sections
add to the required pulling force, but bends multiply the
required pulling force. To keep the final pulling force as low as
possible, it is preferable to do the multiplying at the beginning
and the adding at the end. Consider the simple case of a very
long horizontal straight section with a 90° bend at one end. By
feeding from the end with the 90° bend, the installer can probably push the conductors past the bend, and the final pulling
force at the far end needs to overcome the friction from the
long straight section only. Conversely, with the tugger set up at
the end with the 90° bend, the incoming pulling force needed
to overcome the friction from the long straight section gets
multiplied by 2.2 to pull through the 90° bend.
Use plenty of lube. The majority of the pulling force required
results from friction between the conductors and the inner
wall of the raceway. Pulling lubricant significantly reduces the
coefficient of friction. In some cases, using lube can reduce
the coefficient from approximately 0.5 to less than 0.1. Since
friction acts along the entire length of the conductors, keep

applying plenty of lube throughout the wire pull. If there are
intermediate pull points, access holes or C-conduit bodies,
apply lube at those points as well.

Employ multiple raceways for tough parallel conductor pulls.

Especially for long raceway runs or those with multiple bends,
separate parallel conductors into multiple raceways. If the
parallel conductors are all in one raceway, then they all have
to be pulled together, which takes twice as much peak pulling
force as would be required for two parallel runs and pulls.
Ensure good technique at the feeding end. Effective wire handling at the feeding end of a pull makes a significant difference
in the required pulling force at the pulling end. Not only does
good wire handling technique protect the conductors against
damage as they enter the raceway, but it also allows for pushing
the conductors into the raceway. Depending on the number of
bends in the run, for every pound of pushing there could be a
reduction of 5 pounds of pulling at the far end.
Conversely, with poor wire management on the feeding
end, tangled or twisted conductors can significantly increase
the pulling force necessary. With too few people helping feed
conductors off the reels, the pulling end might be unknowingly turning the reels, with a huge and unnecessary multiplication of force.
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(90° bend)

Combiner
box
Part 3 (80' vertical)

occurs when installers pull three conductors
that just barely fit side by side into a circular
raceway. When the conductors enter a bend,
the raceway transitions from a circular
cross-section into a slightly oval shape, and
the three conductors can get wedged as the
oval constricts, leading to a huge increase
in the required pulling force and possible
failure of the rope, pulling motor, wire head
attachments or raceway supports. Although
jamming can occur when installers pull four
or more conductors into a raceway, the likelihood is much lower. Informational Note
No. 2 from Chapter 9, Table 1, of the NEC
points out that jamming can occur when the
ratio of the inside diameter of the raceway
to the outside diameter of the conductor or
cable is between 2.8 and 3.2. Avoid using a
raceway with an inside diameter approximately three times the outside diameter of
one conductor (assuming you have three
equal-size conductors).

Diagram 4 Pulling two 4/0 AWG PVOC conductors and one 4 AWG EGC
through this 2-inch EMT conduit system requires 1,825 pounds of force if you
pull them up to the rooftop combiner box without lube (588 pounds with lube).
Pulling down from the combiner box would
require only 208 pounds of force
Part 1 (10' horizontal)
without lube, and −60 pounds
of force with lube.
Part 2

DC
disconnect

Part 4
(90° bend)

Part 5 (400' horizontal)

Crrrrssrrn 1 MW rn rrss rhrn 2 hrrrs*
Thr nrw 1000 rrrr PV Analyzerr
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
Highest measurement throughput
even in hot environments
Best I-V accuracy and resolution
Best irradiance and temperature
accuracy
Most reliable Go/No Go testing
300ft wireless sensor range
La
Large
user interface and clear
visualization of performance issues

* Throughput calculation based on I-V measurements of all ostrings by single
operator, 5.3kW strings, 24 strings per combiner box, 110 F ambient.
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Avoid jamming. Jamming is a problem that

CALCULATING WIRE-PULLING FORCES
It is possible—and, in some cases, critical—to calculate the
approximate pulling force required to pull a given size and
quantity of conductors into a particular raceway. The calculations required take into account the weight of the conductors;
the coefficient of friction (with or without lube); the number,
location and degree of bends; and the length, location and orientation (relative to gravity) of straight sections. The results
indicate whether the required pulling force exceeds the allowable tension on the conductors and the allowable sidewall
pressure of their insulation. Calculating the required pulling
force also informs the likelihood of conductors jamming during the wire pull and how strong the raceway system and its
supports need to be to withstand the pulling forces.
Consider a PV output circuit from a roof-mounted combiner box to a dc disconnect switch located adjacent to the
inverter on the ground level. Intuition tells us to pull the conductors down from the roof. Calculating the required pulling
force for each option not only confirms our intuition, but also
demonstrates the significant forces required to pull conductors
up to the rooftop of a multi-story structure.
In this example, a 2-inch EMT raceway runs from a combiner box on a roof to a dc disconnect on the ground floor at
the far end of a parking garage. The raceway system consists of
five parts—the three straight sections of raceway and the two
90° bends between them.
The required pulling force must be calculated for each distinct portion of the raceway. The pulling force for a straight horizontal section of raceway is based on the weight per foot of the
conductors, the length and the coefficient of friction. For a horizontal straight section of raceway, the calculated pulling force
is summed with the incoming pulling force for that section.
For a vertical section of straight raceway, there are no
losses due to friction, so the coefficient of friction is not
included. Since the calculated pulling force for a vertical part
of a raceway is entirely due to gravity, it is subtracted from the
incoming pulling force when pulling down, yet added when
pulling up. The 90° bends have the effect of multiplying the
incoming pulling force by 2.2, unless the incoming pulling
force is negative, in which case the negative pulling force is
assumed to push the conductors through the bend.
Starting at the combiner box, the raceway runs 10 feet
horizontally (Part 1) before arriving at a 90° downward bend
(Part 2). The raceway then travels 80 feet vertically to the
ground level (Part 3), where it then turns back to horizontal
via another 90° bend (Part 4). The raceway then runs 400 feet
in a straight horizontal section (Part 5) to the dc disconnect.
Refer to Diagram 4.
The circuit consists of two 4/0 AWG THHN/THWN-2 PV
output-circuit conductors and one 4 AWG THHN/THWN-2
EGC. The 4/0 AWG conductors weigh 0.718 pounds per
foot each, and the 4 AWG weighs 0.152 pounds per foot, so

the total weight is 1.588 pounds per foot. In this case, the
coefficient of friction between the conductors and the EMT
is 0.5 without lube, or 0.1 with lube. Calculate the pulling
forces of the example scenario, with and without lubricant,
as follows.
Pulling down without lube

Part 1:
length of horizontal raceway section × weight of conductors ×
coefficient of friction = pulling force
10 ft × 1.588 lb/ft × 0.5 = 7.94 lbs

Part 2:
incoming pulling force × bend multiplier = pulling force
7.94 lbs × 2.2 = 17.47 lbs

Part 3:
incoming pulling force − (length of vertical raceway section ×
weight of conductors) = pulling force
17.47 lbs − (80 ft × 1.588 lb/ft) = −109.57 lbs

Part 4:
The negative result for Part 3 means that the weight of the heavy
conductors is acting to pull the conductors down the vertical
section and effectively push them through the Part 4 90° bend
and into the long straight Part 5 section.
Part 5:
incoming pulling force + (length of horizontal raceway section
× weight of conductors × coefficient of friction) = pulling force
−109.57 lbs + (400 ft x 1.588 lb/ft x 0.5) = 208 lbs

The total required pulling force to pull the circuit down from
the roof without lube is 208 pounds.
Pulling up without lube

Part 5:
length of horizontal raceway section × weight of conductors ×
coefficient of friction = pulling force
400 ft × 1.588 lb/ft × 0.5 = 317.6 lbs

Part 4:
incoming pulling force × bend multiplier = pulling force
317.6 lbs × 2.2 = 698.72 lbs

Part 3:
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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incoming pulling force + (length of vertical raceway section ×
weight of conductors) = pulling force
698.72 lbs + (80 ft × 1.588 lb/ft) = 825.76 lbs

Part 2:
incoming pulling force × bend multiplier = pulling force
825.76 lbs × 2.2 = 1,816.67 lbs

Part 1:
incoming pulling force + (length of horizontal raceway section
× weight of conductors × coefficient of friction) = pulling force
1,816.67 lbs + (10 ft × 1.588 lb/ft × 0.5) = 1,825 lbs

The pull direction makes a big difference in required peak
pulling force. Pulling this circuit up through the 2-inch EMT
raceway without lube requires 1,825 pounds of pulling force.
If the installation team used plenty of lubricant on these pulls
to reduce the coefficient of friction, the corresponding required
peak pulling forces would be −60 pounds for pulling from the roof
down (meaning the conductors would essentially pull themselves

once they passed through the vertical section), and 588 pounds
in the up direction, which would still require mechanical pulling
equipment. In any case, the conductors would require permanent supports at the top of the vertical section after installation
per NEC 300.19(A) to prevent the conductor weight in the vertical
section from pulling on the combiner box terminations.
Manual calculations are always good practice, but the
sequential nature of these calculations begs for a spreadsheet.
Fortunately, wire manufacturers and wire-pulling equipment
manufacturers, like Greenlee and Southwire, offer spreadsheet
calculators for exactly this purpose.
EXECUTING THE WIRE PULL
Once a raceway is built, conductors are on-site and pulling
equipment is in place, the wire pull is ready to take place. As
with crane lifts, concrete pours and other critical tasks during
PV system construction, safety is paramount. A good plan and
good communication can make all the difference between a
smooth operation and a disaster.
During a difficult wire pull, it can be easy to lose track of
safety priorities. Everyone involved needs to remember that
the safety of the installers is the top priority and protecting
the wire from damage is secondary. Speed and efficiency in
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D

uring a difficult wire pull, it can be easy
accomplishing the wire pull must be subordinate to the
first two priorities.
to lose track of safety priorities. Everyone
An example of a best practice for the safety of the
involved needs to remember that the safety of
installers and the wire is to have one designated person who can restart the pull after a stop, but allow the installers is the top priority and protecting
anyone to call “stop” at any time if there appears to the wire from damage is secondary. Speed and
be a problem. Further, it is a good idea to have a brief
efficiency of accomplishing the wire pull must
safety meeting before the pull in which the foreperson
communicates to the crew, using something like the be subordinate to the first two priorities.
following five-step format adapted from Gary Klein’s
could be difficult parts of the pull or particular hazards the
STICC (situation, task, intent, concern and calibrate).
STICC is a five-step team-briefing protocol used for a variety crew should be aware of. Fifth, give the crew a chance to talk.
of critical situations that may have dire consequences if not This final step calibrates the plan, allowing the team to identify and address questions, concerns, oversights or staffing
properly managed.
First, summarize the overall situation, describing the race- issues. For example, ask for brief feedback on the plan, discuss
way route, pull points and setup so that everyone has con- any safety concerns you may have missed, and then make sure
text. Second, state the proposed plan for completing the task. everyone understands and agrees to the plan.
With safety as the top priority, there are several other best
Describe how the pull operation will unfold, who is assigned
to each location and subtask, and what the details of the practices for a successful wire pull. Take the time to make a
communication plan are. Third, briefly explain why you have clean, staggered, streamlined pulling head, especially if the
selected the particular plan. Understanding the intent helps raceway is sized close to the maximum fill. Do not tape more
crewmembers anticipate potential problems or deviations length than necessary on the conductors at the pulling head,
from the plan. Fourth, list your top items of concern. These and do not bundle conductors along their length. Binding the
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pull points, and, of course, an individual
or team to manually pull conductors or
operate the tugger. If there are enough
crewmembers for all of these tasks, the
foreperson can stay hands-off to keep an
eye on the whole operation. Everyone
should be responsible for using excellent communication before and during
the pull, as recommended in the STICC
five-step briefing. To keep a long pull
moving and to save installers’ backs, use
good ergonomics at intermediate pull
points and rotate personnel through
difficult stations. Finally, when in doubt,
it is always a good idea to use more pulling lubricant.
The right equipment can make a big
difference in the success of a wire pull
(see “Specialty Tools—Installing Raceways and Pulling Wire,” pp. 68–69). Make
sure to have an appropriate tugger (with
a generator, if necessary), controller,
rope, pulling grips, reels with complete circuits on a single reel,
guides, feeder, pulleys and hands-free radios. Having the appropriate equipment is of value only if the team also has the training and knowledge to use it correctly.
It is important to determine how hard the team should pull
to avoid pulling with more force than is necessary. First try
pushing only, and then pull with one person, and then pull with
two people and so on. If pulling manually is not sufficient, pull
with gravity and pulleys. As a final option, use the appropriate
machine or tugger.
With an appropriate raceway selected and installed in
the proper manner, and circuit conductors safely pulled, this
infrastructure for transmitting the renewable energy from PV
modules through to interconnection will last for the lifetime
of the system.

The pushing end of a wire pull The four individuals, from
right to left, manage the conductors coming off the reels,
gather the wires and guide them toward the pull box, push
the wires into the raceway, and apply lube. Note that the
person applying lube (on the pitched-roof section) is wearing
gloves and a harness, and is clipped into the rear D-ring on
the harness.

conductors together prevents them from moving relative to
each other, which makes it harder to pull them through bends
because the outside conductors on a given bend need to slip
backward relative to the conductors closer to the inside of the
bend. Tape restricts this necessary movement of the conductors relative to one another.
Set up both ends of the pull with the proper equipment
and layout. At the feeding end, wire reels should be strategically positioned in relation to one another and supported so
that they turn freely without moving or tipping over. Also make
sure the wires feed straight off the reels into the raceway. At the
pulling end, whether using a large tugger machine or pulling
manually, make sure that the work area is clean and that there
is enough room to pull inline with the final raceway section.
Even if you must temporarily divert installers from other
tasks, collect enough workers so that one person is assigned
to each specific task. For example, a wire-pulling team may
consist of one person dedicated to applying lube (and perhaps
another for relubing at intermediate pull points), another
pushing the conductors into the raceway, another who gathers the conductors and guides them to the pusher, another
to manage the reels, others to push and pull at intermediate
80
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Blake Gleason / Sun Light & Power / Berkeley, CA /
blake@sunlightandpower.com / sunlightandpower.com
RESOURCES:
2012 ASHRAE Handbook—HVAC Systems and Equipment, ASHRAE, 2012,
ashrae.org
Benfield, Jack, Benfield Conduit Bending Manual, second edition,
EC&M Books, 1993
Cox, Richard, Electricians Guide to Conduit Bending, third edition,
Coxco Publications, 2012
Electrical Cost Data, eBook, RSMeans, 2013,
rsmeans.reedconstructiondata.com

is a renewable resource
(...but don’t forget to renew it.)

why?
To keep SolarPro free. While it may seem odd to renew a free subscription, your renewal ensures that we’re not wasting money and paper by
mailing copies to people who’ve moved on. What’s more, a stringently
qualified and requalified audience provides our advertisers with the good
value they pay for. Both help us to keep your subscription free.

when?
Every two years. When you’re eligible for your renewal, we begin a series
of four successive reminder messages to you via email. Your
SolarPro subscription is on hold until we hear from you. Access to the website is limited and no further issues will be mailed at this point. Check your
renewal date and eligibility anytime at solarprofessional.com/renew.

how?
Just update and click. Follow the link in any of the above-mentioned
reminder messages or visit solarprofessional.com/renew. Review and
update your subscription application information as needed and
click “okay.” Most renewals are approved instantly.

SolarPro represents a growing community
of over 30,000 solar industry peers
sharing their professional expertise.
Renew your subscription and stay connected.

Interview

An Experienced Perspective

Stephen Irvin, Amicus Solar Cooperative
A Progressive Model for Purchasing and Information Exchange

I

SP: During your tenure at Namasté
Solar starting in 2006, what were some
of the major industry developments
and trends that affected independent
solar integrators?

SI: The largest impacts on independent integrators have historically
come from local policy dynamics,
access to project finance, and competition from large national solar
integrators and developers. Like
many integrators, Namasté Solar
was focused on its local market. Our
annual planning was by necessity
always a function of local policy, and
specifically what the utility incentive
program was going to look like that
year. Any changes proposed to our
public utilities commission, or that
the utility unilaterally enacted, would
directly impact the future success of
our company. I remember when we
wrote some of the first power purchase
agreements [PPAs] in Colorado. Once
the PPA and third-party–owned [TPO]
82
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SP: What is your perspective on the growth of
national integrators?

C ou r te sy A m ic u s S ola r C oope r a tive

n the fall of 2011, Colorado-based
Namasté Solar led the foundation
of Amicus Solar Cooperative (amicussolar.com). The goal was to develop a
new model for PV equipment purchasing that not only leveraged the
collective buying power of independently owned installation companies
throughout the US, but also facilitated
the sharing of best practices and other
information among its members.
Stephen Irvin served as Namasté
Solar’s chief financial officer before
stepping into a dedicated full-time role
as president of Amicus Solar Cooperative in 2012. Amicus currently includes
23 members, with 36 office locations
in 20 states. Each member is an equal
owner of Amicus, with 100% of the
cooperative owned by its members.

Stephen Irvin, Amicus Solar Cooperative After
working as CFO at Boulder, Colorado-based
Namasté Solar, Irvin transitioned to the role of president of Amicus Solar Cooperative in 2012. Amicus is a
member-owned cooperative that provides a progressive platform for information exchange among peers
and a leveraged equipment purchasing opportunity.

lease markets started to develop, we
had a spotlight on the state, and the
large integrators from California were
here immediately. Our partnership
with PPA and TPO lease providers was
critical. Those who didn’t have access
to project financing struggled. Many
local integrators have had to close
their doors over the years. In early
2011, our utility incentive program
was suspended unexpectedly, and
that really hurt all of us. Companies
that did not have a deep enough backlog of sold projects to install had to
close down. Likewise, when the larger
California integrators came in with
their lease offerings, it was very hard
for those without a lease product
to compete.

SI: In other service
industries, we see
national firms coexisting
with local independents.
We’ve all chosen at one
point or another to go
to either our local coffee
shop or a Starbucks.
Having that choice is
important and needs to
be preserved to ensure
a healthy industry and
economy. If the national
PV integrators’ goal is
to remove that choice,
then our communities
will be worse off. Future
customers may not
receive the same level of
quality workmanship and
customer service due to a
lack of competition.

SP: What was the primary
motivation behind the creation of Amicus
Solar Cooperative in 2011, and what
companies were involved?

SI: There were six companies at our
inaugural meeting: GreenLogic, Hudson
Solar, LightWave Solar, Namasté Solar,
RevoluSun and Technicians for Sustainability. These companies laid the
foundation for Amicus and outlined
its business plan for the coming years.
Amicus is a purchasing cooperative
that is 100% owned by its member
companies. There are more than 250
successful purchasing cooperatives in
the US that provide aggregated procurement of electrical supplies, automotive
parts, HVAC supplies, general hardware
and lumber, for example. A few wellknown purchasing cooperatives are

Ace Hardware, True Value Hardware
and Best Western hotels. Amicus has
brought together a special group of likeminded solar companies that believe in
the power of sharing best practices and
pooling purchases to receive lower pricing on both the products we sell and the
services we utilize. At the same time,
Amicus offers vendors a preferential
relationship with dependable customers, allowing those vendors to maintain
or acquire market share in existing
and emerging markets with minimal
acquisition cost. It’s a benefit for both
the integrators and the vendors.
SP: What are some of the primary challenges that independent integrators
face, and how is Amicus helping them
overcome these challenges?

SI: I touched on some of the primary
challenges earlier: project finance,
national competition and policy
changes. But there are constant challenges that pop up every day for a
solar business owner, many of which
you couldn’t have imagined a week
earlier. A key benefit within our group
is that Amicus members are not alone.
They don’t have to try to solve all the
challenges they face in isolation. In
Amicus, you essentially have your own
board of advisors to tap any time you
need help—and these advisors are
running very similar businesses, dealing with similar problems. Whether
it’s trying to solve a sensitive HR issue,
managing your risk in EPC contract
language or finding the most efficient
install crew makeup, the other Amicus
members are there to lend an ear, offer
advice and compare notes on best
practices. It’s become an amazing support network.
SP: Namasté Solar has been a very successful pioneer in employee-owned business operation and progressive business
practices, such as consensus-based
decision making. Have you brought
some of these principles over to Amicus?

The great collaborators of the world will lead the way to a
healthier and more vibrant future. Amicus is just creating the
space for collaboration.
SI: Absolutely. A lot of what I learned
about cooperatives, democratic
ownership, process and governance at
Namasté Solar has been very helpful
and directly applicable. For example,
a primary part of my job at Amicus is
building consensus, and we utilize a
committee structure to help facilitate
our decision making. We also maintain
an open-book management policy, so
everyone is fully informed about our
operations. This is important since the
members are equal owners. Consensus building can take time—but once
we’ve come to a decision, you see more
engagement and commitment from
everyone. It’s imperative that all members have full transparency into the
inner workings of Amicus, and I intend
for this to always be the case.
SP: Amicus currently has 23 members.
What are some of the main attributes of
the cooperative that are drawing interest
from independent solar integrators?

SI: They get the opportunity to become
an equal business partner in a very
special venture. By working together,
Amicus members have benefits that
would not be available were they to act
alone. There are two primary financial
benefits: lower pricing on products
or services, and distributed cash
dividends based on purchase volumes.
Since members own Amicus, they
receive dividends from Amicus earnings that are tied to the amount of total
purchases each member makes from
the cooperative. In addition, they get
to be a part of a community of friendly
companies that are working together
to help each other succeed. The great
collaborators of the world will lead the

way to a healthier and more vibrant
future. Amicus is just creating the space
for collaboration.
SP: What are the eligibility requirements
for becoming a member?

SI: We’ve been referring to integrators,
but Amicus also includes small- and
medium-sized EPCs and some members
heavily focused on development. In general, we look for experienced companies
that are a good cultural fit with the other
members, have a clear commitment
to the highest quality of workmanship,
and exhibit principled business values
and ethics. Anyone who has been in the
business of selling and constructing
PV projects for many years, and who
knows how to handle the ups and downs
of running this type of company, is an
attractive candidate. We also look for
companies that can contribute to our
collective purchasing quickly, and those
our vendors view as excellent customers.
The cultural fit is harder to discern. It’s
more of a gut feeling I get after speaking
with a company’s leadership team and
learning about their company goals and
vision. Ideally, we want a company that
is excited about sharing information
openly and understands the value to be
gained by doing so.
SP: How is the cooperative managed?

SI: Each member company has one
vote. We have a board of directors and
bylaws. Each director is a representative from a member company. We
typically have two seats open up every
year, and member reps are allowed
to nominate themselves for the next
board election. Below the board, we
have a layer of committees that discuss
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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issues and vote on recommendations
to present to the board. We are democratically run, so majority rules. With
open-book management, members are
able to vote on various issues easily.
SP: What is the platform for the exchange
of technical and business information
between the cooperative’s members?

SI: We recently started using a solution
called Podio, which facilitates online
collaboration within a business or
among multiple businesses. It allows
us to share files, discuss ideas, provide
feedback on various vendors and products, make announcements and ask
questions of the entire group.
SP: Amicus offers equipment from
several well-established vendors, including AE Solar Energy, Canadian Solar,
LG, PanelClaw, Power-One, Resolute
Digital, SMA America, Suniva and Unirac.
Are you actively trying to increase the
number of equipment manufacturers that
Amicus represents? If so, what drives the
decision-making process to work with
new vendors?

SI: We have a decision matrix that provides a weighted score for each vendor
and is based on a set of attributes that
Amicus members value, such as the
dependability of the vendor’s module
supply, lead times, customer service,
product features, quality and pricing.
We also look at the ability to bring
significant purchasing volume to a
vendor so that it makes sense for us to
create a relationship.
SP: Are equipment manufacturers generally receptive to working with a cooperative business model?

SI: Definitely. Amicus has a clear
responsibility to bring reliable,
dependable and financially strong
customers to our vendors. We use
our own knowledge of what makes a
successful integrator to find the right
members, and thus provide vendors a
group of great customers all at once.
84
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Our goal is to dramatically
reduce the cost of acquiring
sales for each of our preferred vendors.
SP: How does Amicus handle
equipment warehousing and
product delivery?

SI: Currently, Amicus doesn’t
touch the product. Everything is shipped directly to
the member warehouse location or project site.
SP: What trends are you
seeing in the equipment
purchased by cooperative
members? Are there increased
sales of any particular product
subclass, such as 1,000 Vdc–
rated equipment or modulelevel power electronics?

Current Amicus Solar
Cooperative Members
Alternative Energy Systems (Chico, CA)
AMECO Solar (Paramount, CA)
GreenLogic Energy (Southampton, NY)
Hamilton Solar (Reno, NV)
Hudson Solar (Rhinebeck, NY)
LightWave Solar (Antioch, TN)
Luminalt (San Francisco, CA)
Meridian Solar (Austin, TX)
Namasté Solar (Boulder, CO)
Positive Energy Solar (Santa Fe, NM)
Radiance Solar (Atlanta, GA)
ReVision Energy (Portland, ME)
RevoluSun (Oahu, HI)
Southern Energy Management (Morrisville, NC)
StraightUp Solar (St. Louis, MO)
SunCommon (Waterbury Center, VT)
Sun Light & Power (Berkeley, CA)
Sunlight Solar Energy (Bend, OR)
Sunsense Solar (Carbondale, CO)
Sun Valley Solar Solutions (Chandler, AZ)
Sustainable Energy Developments (Ontario, NY)
Technicians for Sustainability (Tucson, AZ)
Third Sun Solar (Athens, OH) {

SI: I am seeing more interest
in a distributed approach to
commercial projects with
the use of 3-phase string
inverters. There definitely
seems to be a shift happening. The majority still
use central inverters, but
I could see this changing.
Also, the use of 1,000 Vdc modules and
inverters is becoming more common.
Some members focus solely on 1,000
Vdc designs to save on BOS and install
labor costs.
SP: Does Amicus currently assist its
members with the development of financial products, such as zero-down leases?

SI: Most of our members are working
with TPO lease providers. Plus, Amicus
is working on developing a residential
loan product for members. We are
starting to see some shifts from lease
to loan in various markets. Another
focus for Amicus is commercial project financing. We are evaluating the
option to aggregate our commercial
projects for a single investor. Together,
we have the scale they are looking for.

SP: What do you think the future looks
like for independent integrators?

SI: The future is bright for independents. Project financing will become
more readily accessible and less expensive. We need to continue working on
our soft costs. For example, acquiring
a new customer is a very expensive
process for most PV integrators right
now, and Amicus is focusing on how
our members can reduce the cost. In
Boulder, we have a local hardware
store called McGuckin Hardware that
is a member of the True Value purchasing cooperative. It’s been around since
1955, and it currently employs 250
folks. Right down the street is a Home
Depot. Both have their place in our
community, and the same will be true
for solar integrators.

FALLS!
SOLAR & GREEN ROOFS

NON-PENETRATING FALL PROTECTION SYSTEMS!

Contractors
& Building
Owners.
Don’t risk lives!
Install Fall
Protection.

Quality Solar Energy Products

THINK THERMALTHINK SUNEARTH

The Empire Series Liquid Flat Plate Collector

www.sunearthinc.com
SunEarth, Inc.

763-694-2614

www.railguard.net

8425 Almeria Avenue, Fontana, CA 92335
(909) 434-3100, FAX (909) 434-3101
Distributor inquiries welcome.

2601 Niagara Lane, Plymouth, MN 55447 • Fax: 763.553.1093
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New from HEYCO
in 2013…

®

HEYClip™ SunRunner®
Cable Clips for Solar Installers
and Integrators
HEYClip™ SunRunner® and
SunRunner® 90° Cable Clips
• The SunRunner’s robust “double-

compression” design securely holds from
(1) 12 gauge USE-2 to (2) 10 gauge
PV-1000 wires

• The SunRunner 90º is designed to mount

at a 90° angle to the original SunRunner and is designed
for use with PV modules mounted in the “landscape”
mode. The SunRunner 90° allows shorter than normal
junction box cables to be run to adjacent modules across
the short side of the PV module frame

• Also for use with other cables from .20˝ (5,0 mm) to .30˝
(7,6 mm) in diameter

• Smooth clip edges prevent damage to cable insulation
• Locking tabs securely fasten clips to module extrusions or
other panels

• Generous lead-in on both clips for installation without tools
• Constructed from corrosion-resistant 304 stainless steel
HEYClip™ SunRunner® 2
and 2-R Cable Clips
• Designed to hold Micro-Inverter

cables .413˝ (10,5 mm) to .472˝
(12,0 mm) in diameter

• Smooth clip edges prevent damage
to cable insulation

• “S” hook clip design fits a wide variety
of extruded aluminum profiles

• SunRunner 2 is designed for commercial solar mounting
frames such as ones used by Unirac, Solar Mount, and
Mountain Systems

• SunRunner 2-R is designed for residential grade racking
systems such as Haticon Solar or equivalent

• Neatly dresses cables on PV panels or mounting frame
channels from .060˝ (1,5 mm) to .250˝ (6,4 mm) thick
• Constructed from heat treated 410 stainless steel for excellent
strength and corrosion protection for outdoor exposure

For FREE samples or product literature,
call toll free 1-800-526-4182, or visit our
website at www.heyco.com

w w w. h e y c o . c o m
“Stay Connected with Heyco” Power Components
Box 517 • Toms River, NJ 08754 • P: 732-286-4336 • F: 732-244-8843
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Training
For additional training opportunities and course details,
visit solarprofessional.com/training.
CALIFORNIA

NABCEP PV Technical Sales Training
College of the Desert
Dec 10 – Dec 14
Palm Springs
collegeofthedesert.edu/solar

Solar Panel Manufacturing
SUNY Ulster
Dec 9 – Dec 13
Kingston
sunyulster.edu/ce
NORTH CAROLINA

Advanced PV Topics & the 2011 &
2014 NEC
Sean White Solar
Dec 28
San Francisco Bay Area
maximumpowerpointtraining.com

Hands-On PV Lab
NC Solar Center at NC State University
& SunPower
Dec 6
Raleigh
store.ncsolarcenter.org

FLORIDA

TEXAS

PV 5 Day NABCEP Preparation
Solar Source Institute
Dec 9 – Dec 13
Largo
solarsource.net

Solar Electric Systems
ONtility
Dec 9 – Dec 13
Houston
ontility.com

GEORGIA

ONLINE

PV Systems Design & Installation
Solairgen School of Solar Technology
Dec 2 – Dec 6
Jan 13 – Jan 17
Dahlonega
solairgen.com

Allied American University
allied.edu

NEW MEXICO

NEC for PV Installers
CNM Workforce Training Center
Jan 24 – Jan 25
Albuquerque
cnm.edu/wtc
Advanced PV Academy
CNM Workforce Training Center
Jan 24 – Feb 14
Albuquerque
cnm.edu/wtc
NEW YORK

Electrical Distribution Systems
SUNY Ulster
Dec 3 – Dec 12
Stone Ridge
sunyulster.edu/ce
Advanced PV Systems
SUNY Ulster
Dec 5 – Dec 6
Kingston
sunyulster.edu/ce

Allied Schools
training4green.com
ImagineSolar
imaginesolar.com
ONtility
ontility.com
Quick Mount PV
quickmountpv.com
Solar Energy International
solarenergy.org
Solar Living Institute
solarliving.org
Solar Training School
solartrainingschool.com
Solairgen School of Solar Technology
solairgen.com
Solectria Renewables
solectria.com
Step Up Education
stepupeducation.com
Sun Pirate
sunpirate.com
Zep Solar
training.zepsolar.com

Post or view professional
trainings online at:
solarprofessional.com/training

Get the PV Training
and Education You Need

The conference will include:
• Three days of in-depth technical
training from the most respected
experts in the industry

Earn Credits Toward Your Certification
or Recertification
Make plans now to attend our Continuing Education
Conference in Denver in the spring. This is the ideal

• The latest product training from
select manufacturers

opportunity for NABCEP Certified PV Installation

• Full day PV and the NEC course
options

obtain all of the continuing education credits needed for

• Free SMA factory tours

to 18 hours toward certification eligibility.

Professionals and PV Technical Sales Professionals to
recertification. And non-certified professionals can earn up

• Amazing networking opportunities
Join us in the mile-high city for three
intensive days of PV training, education
and networking. To find out more, or
register for the conference, visit
www.nabcep.org/denver2014

Platinum Champion Sponsor

Exclusive Media Sponsor

For information on speaking, exhibition and sponsorship
opportunities at the conference contact us at (800) 654-0021.

Projects

System Profiles

Eaton

C ou r te sy E a ton (4)

Eaton Circuit Breaker Manufacturing Facility

Overview
DESIGNERS: Dave States, William

Vilcheck and Jaska Tarkka, Eaton
Electrical Engineering Services &
Systems, eaton.com
PROJECT MANAGER: Toni L.

Fidanzato, Eaton Project Operations
DATE COMMISSIONED:

December 2012
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME:

4 months
LOCATION: Beaver, PA, 40.7°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 4.2 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES:

88°F 2% average high, -4°F extreme
minimum
ARRAY CAPACITY: 1.33 MWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

1,642 MWh

88

E

aton installed three PV systems at
its facilities in 2012 as part of its
corporate sustainability initiative. The
installation at its Beaver, Pennsylvania,
circuit breaker manufacturing plant is
the largest of the three systems and is
currently the largest solar installation in
western Pennsylvania.
Eaton developed the Beaver project
in collaboration with Tangent Energy
Solutions of Kennett Square, Pennsylvania, which arranged financing through a
PPA. Eaton selected Tangent based on its
experience with complex, large industrial
energy systems, and Tangent is responsible for monitoring and maintaining
Eaton’s solar assets over the lifetime of
the installation. Eaton’s Power System
Engineering team was responsible for
system design, while Eaton’s Project
Operations team executed the turnkey
construction in compliance with local
utility requirements.
At the Beaver facility, in addition
to working closely with the community
and the local utility, the Eaton teams
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exercised knowledge of local utility codes
and requirements to ensure approval
by local AHJs. For example, the utility
required metering upgrades at the plant
prior to installing the PV system. Eaton
team members transitioned the facility
from two separately metered utility feeds
to a single net meter to satisfy the utility’s requirements.
The team installed the array in an
unused parking lot located approximately 1,500 feet from the circuit
breaker manufacturing plant. Installers
used driven piles in conjunction with a
ground-mount racking system manufactured by RBI Solar, allowing quick
and efficient installation. The PV system
required overhead and underground
power cables to connect to the facility’s
utility service. The utility permitted overhead transmission cables, but the cable
installation required coordination with
and approval from the utility because it
owned the existing parking lot lighting.
The utility also required an underground
connection with a new medium-voltage

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 5,544 Motech MTPVp-

240-MSB, 240 W STC, +5/-3%,
8.1 Imp, 29.8 Vmp, 8.6 Isc, 37.3 Voc
INVERTERS: 3-phase 2,300 Vac

service point of connection, five
Eaton Power Xpert Solar 250, 250 kW,
600 Vdc maximum input, 300–500 Vdc
MPPT range

line to route the power cables across the
street to the facility.
The Eaton inverters are aggregated
in a 480 Vac panelboard before connecting to a 480 Vac/2,300 Vac step-up
transformer. The medium-voltage side of
the transformer is connected to a 450 A,
5 kV Eaton medium-voltage switch prior
to connecting the PV array to the facility.
The medium-voltage cables run under the
street to the overhead power lines. The
feeder cables then transition to conduit
routed through the building to the point
of common coupling. The PV system
connects to the existing utility service
conductors through a new Eaton DHP
medium-voltage vacuum circuit breaker.
For demonstration purposes, the
team also installed an operational Eaton
1,000 kW inverter at the Beaver site. The

utility-scale inverter design features
a single close-coupled, direct-bussed
connection to a pad-mounted step-up
transformer. The direct connection
enables a skidless inverter station configuration that reduces installation time
and increases overall system efficiency.
The arrays that feed three of the Eaton
250 kW inverters each have a recombiner
that the team can switch to run the 1 MW
demonstration inverter.
“Eaton received tremendous support and
cooperation from the local utility, the township and nearby residents throughout the
project. The PV installation at the Beaver
plant demonstrates Eaton’s commitment to
sustainability and the extensive capabilities
of our photovoltaic services and solutions.”

ARRAY: 14 modules per source circuit
(3,360 W, 8.1 Imp, 417.2 Vmp, 8.6 Isc,
522.2 Voc), 5–20 source circuits per
combiner, 75–87 source circuits per
inverter, 1.33 MWdc array total
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Ground
mount, RBI Solar GM-I racking, 180°
azimuth, 20° tilt
SOURCE-CIRCUIT COMBINERS:

45 Eaton ESC1´24FRS Switched
Combiners (35 at 200 A, 10 at 400 A),
15 A fuses
ARRAY RECOMBINERS: One Eaton

AC12200R Array Combiner (200
A), two SolarBOS RC-05/6-400-N3
ReCombiners (400 A)
SYSTEM MONITORING: Custom

monitoring, customer specified

—Toni L. Fidanzato, Eaton Project
Operations
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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Announcing Backwoods Solar’s NEW Wholesale Division!!
We know batteries. For over 35 years, Backwoods Solar has specialized in battery-based systems. We live with these
systems every day and that means we have the knowledge and the resources to help you with all of your batterybased projects.
Whether you’ve been doing these systems for many years or just getting started, we can help you streamline the
process because we sell everything you need in one place. Plus, with five off-grid techs, we’re here to help support you
along the way from the initial design to installation to troubleshooting assistance down the road, all with just a phone
call. We have a wide variety of trusted brands that we have tested and believe in, which means you can stand behind
them, too.
So, give us a call. Qualification and set-up is quick and easy. We’re no-nonsense and we know how to help you get the
job done on time and on budget. Find out why we have become one of America’s most trusted solar suppliers!

Backwoods
Solar
backwoodssolar.com

SolarPro

7.125” x 4.625”
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Projects
PPC Solar

Residence by Prull Custom Builders
Overview
DESIGNER: Daniel Weinman, president

and CEO, PPC Solar, ppcsolar.com
LEAD INSTALLER: Chris Lopez,

PPC Solar
DATE COMMISSIONED: August 2011
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 6 days
LOCATION: Santa Fe, NM, 35°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.8 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES:
C ou r te sy P P C S ola r (2)

88°F 2% average high, -9°F
extreme minimum
ARRAY CAPACITY: 5 kWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

7,995 kWh

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 24 Kyocera KD210GX-

LPU, 210 W STC, +5/-0 W, 7.9 Imp,
26.6 Vmp, 8.58 Isc, 33.2 Voc
INVERTER: Single-phase 240 Vac
service, one Fronius IG Plus 5.0-1
UNI, 5 kW, 600 Vdc maximum input,
230–500 Vdc MPPT range
ARRAY: 12 modules per source circuit
(2,520 W, 7.9 Imp, 319.2 Vmp, 8.58
Isc, 398.4 Voc), two source circuits
total (5,040 W, 15.8 Imp, 319.2 Vmp,
17.2 Isc, 398.4 Voc)
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Membrane
roof, low-slope roof and awning
mounts, Unirac SolarMount racking,
180° azimuth, 35° tilt
SYSTEM MONITORING: Fronius

Personal Display

Do you have a recent PV
or solar heating project
we should consider for
publication in SolarPro?
Email details and photos to:
projects@solarprofessional.com
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his custom home,
constructed by Prull
Custom Builders, is located
in a neighborhood with
strict homeowner association rules that limit the
visibility of solar arrays and
exclude ground-mount PV
installations. To complicate matters, the home
design includes a rooftop
deck that provides stunning views, but limits the
amount of roof space available for modules. PPC Solar
worked closely with the project’s architects to design a visually attractive array
composed of roof- and awning-mounted
modules installed on the dwelling’s
attached garage and workshop.
Using Google SketchUp, PPC Solar
created a model of the home, including
the rooftop deck and the proposed solar
array. The model views corresponded to
the eye-level height of the homeowner to
verify that the array would not obstruct
the mountain views. The designer then
dropped the model into Google Earth to
show the nearby terrain.
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PPC Solar placed
the roof attachments,
and a local roofing
company sealed them
as part of the new roof
construction, maintaining the roof ’s warranty.
PPC Solar installed six
of the array’s 24 Kyocera modules on the
front of the garage and
workshop.
Installers located
the Fronius inverter
outside, adjacent to
the main fused disconnect for the 400 A
utility service. The inverter’s ac output
circuit runs underground to the garage
where the main distribution panel is
located. PPC Solar made the utility
point of connection on the load side of
the panel.
“Taking care of the aesthetic aspects of the
array from the beginning really helped us
plan the actual installation. Once we knew
how it needed to look, the installation went
very smoothly. The homeowners and architects are very pleased with the end result.”

—Daniel Weinman, PPC Solar

Another Industry First By Bentek
...Visible Disconnect by ABB...FDSS by Bentek...Inverter by All.
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Bentek Firsts:

5 Requirements
-One Solution FDSS
• Recombining of input circuits

600V Circuit Breaker
Recombiner

• Multiple load-break
disconnects for complete
isolation of inverter fuses

Zone Current
Monitoring

• Over current circuit protection

Multiple Disconnect
Safety System
(MDSS)

• Visible blade disconnects for
incoming arrays
• Bentek zone current
monitoring

Circuit Breaker Safety
System (CBSS)
Bipolar Circuit Breaker Recombiner (BCBR)
1000V Circuit Breaker Recombiner (CBR)
Theft Detection String Combiner

www.benteksolar.com.
Info@Bentek.com
1-866-505-0303
2350 Harris Way,
San Jose CA 95131

1000V Ungrounded Disconnect String Combiner
Breaker Universal Safety System (BUSS)

Visible Blade Fused Disconnect
Safety System (FDSS)

CONNECTING PANELS TO INVERTERS WORLDWIDE

Power and Productivity
for a better world

TM

One size doesn’t fit all, but one company does.
Built for the real world

M ADE IN T HE USA

www.solectria.com | inverters@solectria.com | 978-683-9700

